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INTRODUCTION

Project Developmental Continuity, (PDC) was begun in 1974 by the
Administration for Children, Youth and Families (ACYF) as the first large-
'scale demonstration of coordinated programming between Head Start centers
and public schools in 15 communities throughout the country allocated by
HEW regions and the Indian and Migrant Program Division. It is hoped

that the single most important effect of this undertaking will be to
enhance the sociai competence of the children served--that is, to increase
their everyday effectiveness in dealing with their environment (at school,
at home; in the community, and in society). PDC also aims to bring about
broader and more intensive involvement of parents and teachers in the
governance of school affairs.

As part of the overall Head Start improvement and innovation effort;
PDC emphasizes the involvement of administrators, classroom staff, and
parents in formulating educational goals and developing _a comprehensive

curriculum. The object is to ensure that children receive continuous
individualized attention as they progress from Head Start through the early
primary grades. If the program is unsuccessful, existing discontinuities
between Head Start and elementary school experiences will be reduced by
PDC mechanisms that encourage communication and mutual decision-making
among preschool and elementary school teachers; administrators; and parents.

School organizations at the 15 sites received funding to design and
implement seven prescribed components:

Administration: administrative coordination between and within
Head Start and eiementary school;

O Education coordination of curriculum approaches and educational

goals;

I Training:_ preservice and inserVice teacher, staff and parent
training in program-related areas;

Developmental support services: comprehensive services (medical,
nutritional, and social) to children and families;

O Parent involvement: parent participation in policy making; home-
school activities, and classroom visits or volunteering;

Services for the handicapped: services for handicapped children

and children wit,t-Ilearning disabilities;

Bilingual/bicultural and multicultural education: programs fOr

bilingual/bicultural or multicultural children.
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At the same time that projects were instituted; the High/Scope Educational
Research Foundation was awarded the evaluation contract, the major purpose
of which was to provide ACYF with information that would assist H. in its

efforts to design effective programs for children. The contract called for
the collection and analysis of process and impact data involving both
quantitative and qualitative metho6Dlogies.

The evaluation has proceeded in two phases. From 1974 to 1978 evaluation
activities were aimed at analyzing program implementation and assessing the
feasibility of doing a five-year longitudinal study that would follow one
cohort of children from the time they entered Head Start until they completed
third grade.' After judging the study feasible, ACYF funded the current
phase of the evaluation (1979-1982) to examine the impact of PDC on partici-
pating institutions, teachers and classrooms, parents and children in
eleven of the twelve sites still participating in the project.

This report; Impact on Teachers; is the fourth of a series reporting
impact findings as of spring of the test-cohort children's first-grade year
(1979). Other volumes in the series include:

Volume I, Assessment of Program Impact Through First Grade: The

Context, Conceptual Approach and Methods of the PDC Evaluation.
Serves as an introduction, providing a detailed description of
the PDC program and the purpose, methods and guiding framework
of the impact evaluation.

Volume il, Impact on Institutions. Describes findings dealing
specifically with PDC's impact on the institutional policies
and procedures of participating Head Start centers and elementary

3chools. These findings are presented in the context of the
varied social educational settings surrounding PDC.

eats- Investigates the impact of PDC
oh the parents of children in the evaluation cohort and, in a
preliminary fashion, the relationship between family characteris-
tics and outcome variables.

Volume V, Impact on Children. Presents the findings of analyses
of PDC's impact on the PDC evaluation's cohort of children as of
the end of grade 1. The volume also contains some preliminary
examinations of the relationship between variables in the teacher,
parent and child domains.

1The results of this phase of the evaluation are described-in: Love; Granville

and Smith; 1978; and, Smith, Love, Morris, Spencer, Ispa and Rosario; 1977:
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Volume _VI , Summary of l_mpact_on Instittitions,

Classrooms, Parents and Children. Summarizes the evaluation
results fOr 1979, when the cohort of children being studied in
the evaluation had completed grade 1. Results are presented for
each of the four major areas: institutional policies and proce-
dures, teacher attitudes and behaviors in the classroom and with
parents, parent attitudes and behaviors in relation to their
child's school, and the achievement of children. In addition,

the volume summarizes the initial analyses of inter-relationships
between the four major areas, such as the relationship between
teacher attitudes and parent behaviors concerning involvement with
their child's school.

This volume reports on the impact of the PDC program on teachers.
It is organized into five major sections, plus a summary and five technical
appendices. The appendices are: Appendix A: Spring 1979 Measures: Teacher
Interview; Appendix B: Spring 1979 Measures: The Classroom Observation
System; Appendix C: Descriptive Summaries for Items of the Spring 1979
Teacher Interview; Appendix D: Descriptive Summaries for Items of the Spring
1979 Classroom Observation System--Global Ratings; and Appendix E: Formation
of Composite Variables in the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview. This chapter

presents a brief history of the PDC program and its evaluation.

Chapter II describes the conceptual framework guiding the study of
PDC processes and effects on teachers. This framework has made it:possible
for us to beginto"model" the concept of Project Developmental Continuity
as well as the kind and direction of change necessary for its institutionali-
zation. It_is presented_as_two different "models": a conceptual model
that describes ideally the_intended effects of PDC, and an anal to -c- -model
that describes operationally the change flow expected and required to bring

about the intended effects. Chapter II _also describes_.the teacher' behaviors
and attitudes that are being tapped, and how they fit into the conceptual
and analytic models.

The data Collection and analysis procedures required by a study of
this magnitude and complexity are discussed in Chapter III under the general

title of '_!Methods." This is followed by Chapter :V which presents the
descriptive fineings regarding the sample and the characteristics of the
instruments. Chapter V describes the results of the analyses, primarily
of the Teacher Interview, but also of the Classroom Observation System.
In Chapter VI we summarize the major findings and discuss implications
for the future.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR STUDYING PDC PROCESSES AND EFFECTS ON TEACHERS

The evaluation has been largely shaped by a particular conception,
derived from the PDC guidelines, of the intended effects of PDC and the
sequence of changes expected and, required to bring about those effects.
Before describing the design and methodology of the evaluation, we will
in this section attempt to make this conceptual framework more explicit.
This discussion has three parts. In the first two, we present a general
model of the intended effects of PDC, along with a consideration of the
PDC "treatment" and how, as described in the guidelines, it was intended
to produce the desired effects. In the third part we describe the process
that was used to move from the basic framework to the specification of
particular variables and appropriate data collection instruments for this
phase of the evaluation.

some Orienting Assumptions: The Concept of Developmental Continuity

The basic assumption underlying the PDC program and consequently this

evaluation is that the condition of developmental continuity implies a

complex interaction involving an array of factors, both within and outside

the school. As a result of this assumption, PDC was designed to be a
comprehensive intervention into many aspects of the school, hOme and

community. However; although the implications of this basic astumption

pervade the program, the PDC guidelines never fully explicate this assumption.

In order to desipn an evaluation that is sensitive to the particular

goals of the PDC program it was necessary to distill from the guidelines

the concept of developmental continuity that appears to have shaped program

guidelines. Figure 1 summarizes the results of this exercise. We must

emphasize that this conceptualization is not at present, a theory to be

tested by the data. Rather, it represents an orientinc framework that has

provided a basis for generating an analytic model; out of which have come

research questions, variables, and rata collection methodologies. We have

usi2- this orienting framework to ouide the analysis and reporting of evalua-

tion data.

Simply stated; the conception of developmental continuity implicit
in PDC suggests an interactional model that appears to iritlUde: (a) a

thild.'s intellectual; social, and physital development and background_

and experiences in home and school; (b) the attitudes; knowledge and betk=

ground characteristics of parents and teachers; (c) the policies and proce-

dures that prevail in the public school cr Head Start :enter; and, (d) the

broader political, social and economic context of the school district and

community.
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W will return later to consideration of how each of the classes of
factors in Figure 1 was defined operationally for this evaluation, and
Of what variables were measured in eacn domain. For the moment, however,
the following general definitions will suffice:

Child_deYelopr,ent outtaties. These, of course, are the ultimate
concern of zne PD: program. The states coal of PDC is to enhance
children's "social competency." According to the guidelines,
social competence includes intellectual achievement, health and
nutrition, social-emotional and language development, physical
and mental health, and learning attitudes.

Parent behaviors. This domain includes parent behaviors
toward the -child in the home, and the role that the parent
plays in schbol life.

Pare a Especially imoortant in this

domain are parent azzitutescowardthe scnool or center
and parent Knowledge of cniid development and available community
resources.

Teacher behaviors and classroom activities. This domain refers to

the child's experiences in tne classrom and to the rolof the
teacher in these experiences. It :includes the physical environment
that the teacher creates for the child in the classroom, the
instructional approach that the teacher employs, the manaaement
style of the teacher in his/her dealings with the class, and the
general climate that the teacher establishes in the classroom for
the children.

O .Teacher attitudes. A broad and often-noted domain in the program
guidelines, tnis category refers to teachers' instructional practices
and their perceptions of, and attitudes toward parents, particularly
parent involvement in their classrooms, and their personal educational
philosophy.

InstitutLohai 7* r-4 This domain includes the
activities and procecures tnatare found outside the classroom,
but which influence what goes on in the classroom. Such policies
and procedures include the decision-makinc bodies and mechanisms
that exist ii the school, the maraaement st-...:cture found the

school; procedures for providing services to children either inside
or outside the classroom; patterns of communication and coordina-
-tion in the school and between the school and other institutions,
and training that the school provides for teachers, parents, and
staff.

Community and educational context. No school or family exists
in a vacuum. The procram cuideiines reCOCnize that everything -that
occurs in either setting is shaped and on occasion constrained by
cultural, political, and economic factors in the community; and by
priorities, policies, and programs of the school district. Another
important feature of the community context is the services for
families and children that. are available from agencies outside the
school.

7 1. 7



to Child and family background. Although not generally susceptible
to change by sch,o1 programs, the background of the child and his
or her family are recognized in he guidelines to be important
determinants of development. This domain includes such factors
as ethnicity, SES, parents' education and employment status,
language spoken in the home, and prior preschool experience.

to Teacher background characteristics. The guidelines say little
about particular effects of specific background characteristics,
but they and the literature do suggest that such factors are
important influences on the teachers' behavior and ultimately
on child development. The guidelines refer specifically to certain
experiences that at least some program teachers should have had,
such as training in bilingual education, or training in child
development; the literature also suggests that ethnicity, number
of years of teaching experience, and experience in special projects'
also influence teachers' professional behavior.

The PDC guidelines do not discuss the precise interactions that are
assumed to exist among thE,e various factors. Consequently Figure 1

portrays only a cycle of continuous interactions that is driven by
incremental changes.acting on each other in a positive way. One objective
of this evaluation will be to explore and describe the strength and direction
of relationships between variables within-each domain.

However, the guidelines are quite clear in specifying an order in
which changes occur to produce impacts on elements of the interactive cycle
represented in Figure 1. Any program that seeks to create developmental
continuity must firsf.impact on institutions, and through them on parents
and teachers, before' it impacts on children. Figure 2 presents an analytic
model that describes the direction of this change flow.

As shown, PDC is expected to produce first certain interactive
conditions favorable to the institutionalization of developmental continuity,
which are then expected to lead to changes in child development outcomes.
The operational strategy for producing these favorable conditions is to
bring about the.institutional or structural changes that then make it
possible for institutional actors (administrators, teachers and parents)
to engage in educational p tices that are mutually reinforcing and
developmentally continuous. At first, it is expected that the change flow
will be moderated by the community and educational context as well as
teacher, child and family background characteristics. But ideally, of
course, the expectation is to create a chain of interactive changes that
spread over time to eventually produce the kind of developmental cycle .

illustrated in Figure 1. In a sense, then, the analytic model of Figure 2
represents an early stage in the PDC implementation process, and the
ultimate steady state is represented by Figure 1.

8
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at Is the PDS Treatment?

We have noted that the ultimate Goal for the PDC program is to
enhance tne Social competence of the children it serves by providing
developmental continuity. Sore of the assumptions implicit in the Guide-
lines about the interactive factors involved in this process* have already
been examined; The Question we must ask next is exactly how the PDC
project was intended to impact upon the factors that the Guidelines
assume will be present in developmental continuity_ In other words, what
is the PDC treatment?

Again, the program Guidelines offer the be starting point for
answering this Question. In the introduction to these guidelines the
following statement appears:

"Project Developmental COntinuity is aimed at promoting
greater continuity of education and comprehensive child
development services for children as they make the tran-
sition from preschool to school...Developmental Continuity,
.s it is used here, can be defined as planned procrams,_
structures. systems, ur procedures by : :nix, aou!ts provide
children Witn experiences :net foster and support continuous
development." (emohasis aaaec)

Project Developmental Continuity seeks to enhance children's social
competency by creating greater continuity among children's experiences in
the school and between children's home and school experiences. The guide-
lines do not attempt to specify what ccntinuity of experience should look
like, but instead outline a set of planned orocrams, structures, systems,
cr procedures that, if implemented, will result in the desired continuity.
These structures, then, are the basic PDC treatment that should be present
at all sites; within this general framework each site is free to develop
its own program.

Table I contains brief descriptions of the structures or programs
prescribed in the guioeiines for oroject sites. These :rescriptions out-
line a set of activities for all PDC programs to implement. Following
the earlier model, these auidelines are aimed at the classroom, at parents,
and at the school or center as an institution.

Identifyina an Evaluation_Methodologv
Appropriate for the PDC Tre_tmg.ht

Having specified the PDC treatment as described in the guidelines,
the next step was to develop an evaluation design that was appropriate
to the goals of the PDC program. Although this process also began with
the program Guidelines it was necessarily shaped by other considerations



Table 1

"Ti* PDC Treatment as Described in the Guidelines

FicztrimE Prg.lrgrz, .5:7==cmsa, or .v:..ccegures

till Foster gnd .S.-;717ort: Depe:cgrorrz,

At the !nstitutional Level

PD:omr

Formalized broad representation in decision-making groups including
parents, staff (Head Start and elementary), community representatives
involved in education, health, nutfition, and social services.

Procedures for onacing discussion and refinement of the curriculum
that include parents, teachers, aides, etc_

Establishment of a formal or informal internal assessment system for
monitoring the school's procress toward meeting its goals and objectives.

1- Assign resPonsibility for education, handicapped, bilingual, etc. to
specific iriividuals at Head Start and elementary levels.

2. Provisions for coordination from Head Start through grade 3 of services
to meet the educational and social needs of handicapped and bilingual
children.

3- A coordinated parent involvement program from Head Start through grade 3.

?Timis

I; Provide training or decision makinc and policy making for members of
decision-ma;:inc :rcups.

2. ProVide training on the goals and objectives of both the Head Start
and elementary proorams.

3. Provide training to maKe staff ana volunteers sensitive to special
needs of hancica pea children.

4_ ,Provide training for parents in how to work with teaching and adminis-

trative staff.

5. Provide training for classroom volunteers.

6. Provide training for parents in how to work with their own children.

7. Provide training for parents in child growth and development.

11



Table 1

(continued)

(co-ntinue--7;)

8. Provide training for parents in available community resources.

9. Provide training for teaching staff in meeting the needs of bilingual
children.

10. Provide trainina for teaching staff in the principles of first aid,
health, and safety practices.

Communication and Coordination

1. Communication between decision-making bodies and Head Start and
elementary school parents.

2. Regularly scheduled communication and coordination between Head Start
and elementary teaching staff.

3. Continuity of record-keeping, Head Start through grade 3.

Provision o-f Services

1. Provision of a broad range of medical; dental; mental health; and
nutrition services.

2. Comprehensive screening and diagnostic assessment of every child
upon enrollment.

3. An annual survey to identify handicapped children.

4. Provision of an interpreter when needed.

At the_Level of Classroom Activities

A Continuous Coordinated CurricuEam

1. Develop or adopt a compatible coordinated curriculum from Head Start
through third grade.

2. Have a curriculum that facilitates the learnina of basic educational
skills for reading; writing, and computation.

3. Have a curriculum that provides continuity of educational and develop-
mental experiences, Head Start through grade 3.

4. Develop a curriculum plan that includes goals and objectives statements
in each subject or developmental area.
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Table
(continued)

Individuatl.zed Instruction

1. CurricAum must be developmentally appropriate.

2. InstrUction must be indiliidUali±ed.

3. Develop a diagnostic and evaluative Fy..;tem that enables teacher

to pinpoint developmental levels of each child based on the child's

diagnosed strengths and weaknesses.

4. Former teachers consulted when planning educational objeCtives.

Matitnatural Persvectives

1. Provide bilingual/multicultural classroom activities, materials and

resource persons for all children.

2. Develop a compatible Head Start-elementary school approach regarding

bilingual eoucation.

Massroom Services for erg
Handicapped children mainstreamed to the maximum extent possible.

2. Early diagnosis nd evaluation of children with learhing disabilities.

3. Special materials, structural changes, or classroom reorganization

provided as appropriate for accommodating handicapped children.

MhoieChild Persvective

1. Have a curriculum that encourages the physical and social - emotional

growth of children.

2. Health edvcation and nutrition integrated with other educational

objectives and activities.

Meals and snacks used as an opportunity for learning.

4. Provide nutritional services that reinforce good aspects of foods

served at home.

5. Familiarize children with health services they Will receive prior to

delivery.

Communsty Resources

1. Bilingual/multicultural resource persons used in the classrooth.



Table I

(continued)

At_the_LeveL_o_f_the__Kome_and_intomechoal_Activ.tities

Some-Sc h.00l Communication

1. Parents involved in planning educational objectives for their
children.

2. Parents given summary of records on health, medical services and
immunization.

3. Parents familiarized with available health services.

Pioirent :nvo-r.v..?7ent in 5 chao7. Li Ale

1. Parents involved in all decision-making bodies.

2. Parents involved in all school decisions.

3. Activities provided for parents that relate to cultural dynamics.

4. Parents used as resource persons in the classroom.

5. Parents involved in classroom activities; special parent events;
activities that stress home-school continuity.

6. Parents involved as observers, aides or volunteers in the classroom.

Horg ActivitieswithChildren

1. Parents encouraged to become involved in health care process.

4`3 4
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as well; First, PDC is not a static pi-ogram, launched and maintained by
an immutable set of cuidelines; Local programs through their experiences
and interactions with national ACYF staff have created altered perceptions
pf what PDC is and_ShOUid be._ These altered perceptions had to be accom-
modated in the evaluatiOn deSigh._ Second, the PDC evaluation itself exists
within a broader research and policy environment. New issues_ and_ questions

are emerging regularly that could appropriately be addressed in the PDC
evaluation without compromising the basic evaluation objectives. Con-Se=

quently, certain research questions and variables havebeenadded to the
study in _response to_AcyF information heeds-that are.not necessarily unique
or even directly tied to the/PDC treatment as defined in the guidelines;

Finally; there are many eaiericeSfOr the PDC'_evaluation, each_with its
own information needs. Ihese audiences include policy makers in Washington,
the research and evaluation community; and of course practitioners in the
field. Insofar as possible; the needs of these audiences have been aceoin='
modated within the evaluation design;

Before outlining the research questions and associated V2 sables
for the evaluation, a few words are in order about the p-rocess that was
used to develop the study. The RFP for the second phase of the evaluation
specified that the contractor was to examine the impacts of the PDC
program on children, on parents, on teachers; and on the schools and

centers as institutions. The RFP also specified that these impacts were
to be assessed using a variety of structured and unstructured methodologies,

from classroom observations to interviews and document analysis.

Early in the contratt, several representatives from the various
constituencies of the PDC program were invited to High/Scope's Ypsilanti, -
Michigan headquarters to "brainstorm" about the PDC treatments and the
impacts that could plausibly be expected in each impact domain. This

panel included a coordinator from the PDC project in West Virginia,
technical assistance consultant familiar with several sites, and a former
ACYF project officer familiar with ACYF's policies_ The panel met with

High/Scope staff for three days and produced a long list of (a) plausible
impacts and (b) variables that might be measured to assess these impacts. -

This initial and admittedly. massive list of impacts was next sorted;
Pruned, refined, and revised by project staff and presented to the PDC

AdviSory Panel in October 1978. Breaking into work groups that concentrated

on each impact doMain; panelmeMbers worked with project staff to further

prune the list and to establish priorities among the many variables that

might be assessed in each area. This refined list became -the basis for

ail instrument development; Furthermodifications and refinements have

been made to ithis basic list as new information needs have been identified
through ongoing interactions with PDC program staff at ACYF.
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Research _Questions: Co structs. and Variables

This phase of the PDC evaluation is designed to address three basic
questions:

1. What it act has the PDC proaram ;.uc:: on (a) children's
development, ( -b) parenrs' knowledge and attir.udes, (c)

parents' behaviors, (d) teachers' atti-xit'es and knowledoe,
(e) teachers' behavior and classroom activities, and (f)
institutional policies and procedures?

2. Irrespective of treatment, what factoft or patterns of
factors help account for meaningful outcomes in each

3. To what extent do these factors affect the relationship
between the PDC grogram and its impacts?

Stated differently, the first task of the PDC evaluation is to deter-
mine PDC program effects through comparisons of PDC and comparison teachers;
parents, and children on selected variables. For example, the frequency
of parent visits to PDC and comparison schools is compared to determine
whether PDC has haa any impact on that aspect of parent involvement in
schools. The next task is to explain the results of these comparisons
using whatever qualitative and quantitative information is available.
For example, at sites where there are relatively few or no differences
between PDC and comparison parents' involvement in the school; we may find
that the comparison schools have instituted a parent involvement program
patterned after PDC's. It might be reasonable to conclude from this that,
contrary to appearances, PDC has indeed had an impact upon parent involvement
- in the schools in question, and that impact has diffused to the comparison
institution.

Having examined the similarities and differences between PDC and
comparison groups along various dimensions, the final task for the evaluation
is to examine the relationships among child, parent, teacher, institutional,
and community variables, disregarding the PDC/comparison grouping. Extending
the preceding example, we might discover that schools with active and
successful parent involvement programs, be they PDC or comparison, tend
to have similar institutional policies or procedures (such as regular
newsletters, parent training program's, and designated parent involvement
coordinators) that foster greater involvement by parents in school activities.
While findings such as these may not reflect directly on the effectiveness
of the PDC treatment, they would be of obvious interest to educators and
policy makers wishing to expand the role of parents in school programs.
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Constructs_Addressed_by_tile__Ealuation

As we have said, a pervading concern in the desion of this evaluation
has been ensuring that the domains and variables measured are indeed
relevant and appropriate to the objectives of the PDC program. The
development process that was followed to accomplish this end has already
been described. Following this process a set of constructs was identified
in each impact domain for attention by the evaluation. These constructs
are listed in Table 2.

For the most part, these constructs follow the conceptualization of
the PDC treatment that was mapped in the program guidelines and refined
by ACYF and project staffs (see Table 2). Thus, the constructs described
in the table generally represent the areas in which PDC was suoposed
to have impacts, and areas in which the nature and direction of PDC/comparison
differences could be predicted. There are some exceptions to this general
rule, however. Most exceptions are found in the domain of Teacher Behaviors
and Classroom Activities, where several coristructs--Structure and Content
of Classroom-Environment, Classroom Climate, Intellectual Stimulation,
Classroom Management; and Instructional Approach -- were -added despite the
fact that the guidelines are virtually silent about the specific impacts .
that PDC should have in these areas.- They were included in the evaluation
because other research has indicated that behaviors in each may contribute
significantly to child development outcomes. Although few hypotheses
could be formulated about PDC/comparison differences in these areas,
they were nonetheless included because of the potential utility in
answering Research Questions 2 and 3.

Variables and Data Sources

For each construct in every domain an array of variables was identified

through consultation with ACYF, local project staff; and outside experts,
f6llowing the procedures outlined earlier. For each variable; decisions

were made about the best sources of information and data collection metho-

dology. Wherever possible an attempt was made to "triangulate" on the

desired information by collecting data on the same phenomenon in multiple

ways from different sources. Table 3 lists the data collection instruments
and methods developed for the evaluation; more extensive descriptions of
the instruments can be found in this volume as well as in Volumes II, III

and V of the series. The appendices to this volume contain a list of the

variables addressed by the evaluation, the sources for information on

each variable, and the hypothesized directions of treatment effects.
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I Teachers' Attitudes]

Table 2

Domains and Constructs Addressed by the PDC Evaluation

Eevelorr.ent Jurccres

Academic skills and abilities
Health and nutrition status
Social-emotional development

Learning attitudes
Classroom behavior

I Parents'

Role of parents in school
life

Parent-child activities
in the home

Parents' Knowiedpe and Attitudes

Parents' attitudes toward
the school as an insti-
tution

Parents' perceptionsof_the
schools' help in meeting
the needs of their families

1--Teachersicrs _oral Classroom ctivities

Structure and content of
classroom environment
Delivery of special services
to children
Classroom climate
Meeting needs of handi-
capped childre-
Intellectual stimulation
Home-school continuity .

Contacts with other teacher,s

Instructione, approach
Classroom management
Individualization of
instruction
Use of community resources
Meeting affective /emotional,
needs
Multicultural perspective

Attitudes toward parental
involvement
Perceptions of change

Attitudes toward the
school/center

Institutional Policies and Procedures

4 Planning and decision making
Provision of services
Use of community resources

Communication and coor-
dination
Training



Table 3

Data Collection Methodologies*

N

Instrument Type

Peabody Individual Achieve- Individually administered
ment Test published test

Abbre-
viation

P I AT

McCarthy Scales of Children's Individually administered MSCA

Abilities published test

Bilingual Syntax Measure Individually administered BSM

published test

Preschool Interpersonal Individually administered PIPS

Problem Solving Test published test

Child Interview

Child Rating Scale

Pupil Observation Checklist

Semistructured interview CI

followed by interviewer
ratings

Teacher ratings of individual
children

Tester ratings of child's
behavior during test
administration

Parents' AttitudeSi 3e% ;ions

Parent Interview Structured interview with
parents of children in test

cohort

*See Appendix A for complete descriptions of instruments.

(continued)
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Table 3
(continued)

Teachers' ii=.:777.7,

Abbre-
Instrument Type viation

TITeacher Interview

Classroom Environment
Observation

Structured interview

Checklist and rating form CEO

Classroom Activities Record Time-sampling observation and CAR
rating form

Focused Observations Semistructured observations
and rating form

Institutional ?o? ivies and Procedures

Admirastratbr ITitervfew

Case Studies Documents prepared by Pacifid
Consultants for ACYF in

1978-79

'tructuretrintervIew

Site Visits One-week visits by High/Scope
staff

Site Records Minutes; training records, -etc.
kept by local project staff
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How Teacher Behaviors and -At-t i_tudes-Fit_l_n_t_ti
the Conceptual and Analytic Models .

This section describes how teachers' classroom behaviors and attitudes
fit into the conceptual and analytic models. First we will briefly review
the specific teacher behaviors, classroom activities, and attitudes and
background characteristics of interest in the PDC evaluation. We will
then discuss the relationship between these domains in terms of our concep-

tual and analytic models.

Those teacher behaviors and classroom activities of interest to the
PDC evaluation are those thoUght to be involved in constructing a develop-
mentally continuous educational experience for the child in the classroom.
They include such things as extent of individuaIization of experience and
involvement of the parents and community members in the classroom.

We used the Classroom Observation System to directly assess the
structure and content of the classroom, such as provisions for the handicapped

and presence of learning centers. The ClasSroom Observation System also

taps the teacher's instructional approach, in terms of individualization,

home, and community involvement; degree of intellectual stimulation, use of

multicultural materials, sensitivity to affective needs, classroom management
techniques, and classroom climate.

leiSted-d-t-idriar-ap-p-roath-Tiit-s-tlso assessed by the Teacher Interview.

In addition to providing a second source of information about the instruc-

tional approach, the Teacher Interview elicited teacher attitudes toward
parent involvement, amount of contacts with other teachers, use of community

resources, and involvement with parents in the classroom. Fora detailed

outline of specific teacher constructs, refer to Table 2. The Classroom

Observation System and the Teacher Interview can be found in Appendices

A and B.)

Teacher background characteristics which might potentially influence
program impacts were also documented by the Teacher Interview. They

include: amount of training in child development theory, number of years

teaching, number of years in the current school, ethnicity, and experience

in special innovative programs.

Conceptually, teacher behaviors, attitudes, and background characteris-

tics interact with each other within an institutional as well as social

and political context to result in anticipated impacts on children's

educational performance. Social scientists recognize the complexity

of the relationship between attitudes and behaviors. Changes in either

one can bring about changes in the other, and the relationship between
teacher attitudes and behaviors is no exception. Thut, in this evaluation

we examine both attitudes and behaviors.
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While some teacher background characteristics are immutable, others,
such as training in child development theory, are not. In both cases,
these teacher background characteristics may act as "predispositions" or
"mediators" of attitudes and behaviors, and thus are important elements
in the conceptual and analytic models presented here.

The interact'ons of these elements--teacher behaviors; attitudes, and
background characteristics--operate within a larger institutional and
social-political context. The institutional context includes building-
level differences within a school district such as administrator personality ,

and practices) as well as differences in the school districts themselves
(such as geographical, political, fiscal, and even historical factors).
Thus, ,..:onceptually, teachere attitudes, behaviors, and background character-
istics are mutually influential, as well as influencing and being influenced
by institutional contexts.

Analytically; the direction of change in terms of these domains
proceeds from institutional practices and teacher background characteris-
tics to teacher behaviors and attitudes, to parent behaviors and attitudes,
and ultimately to child impacts. Conceptually, and even practically, of
course, the direction of this change is clearly not unidirectional but
rather.circular. Even those who are seen as primarily being acted upon,
the children must be acknowledged also as actors, as influencers, themselves.
Analytically, however; we must assume a unidirectional approach: first
document administrative practices and teacher background characteristics;
then measure teacher behaviors and attitudes and parent behaviors and
attitudes, without ignoring the broader social and political contexts;

_

then examine outcomes on children. Our analytical approach assLirries5--
progression of impacts from the first to the last.

Thus, the following chapters focus on teacher behaviors and attitudes
and document teacher background characteristics in an attempt to elucidate
some pieces of the conceptual and analytic models. Three areas in particular
are emphasized: I) teacher participation in decision-making and planning,
as evidence of institutional change directed at a more continuous curriculum;
2) instructional approach, especially evidence of individualization of
curriculum; and 3) attitude and efforts toward parent involvement, as
an indication of more home-school continuity.



METHODS

Data Collection Procedures for the Teacher_
Interview and Classroom Observation System

To establish a data collection routine that would result in observation

and interview data of the highest possible quality, the procedures followed

in previous data collection periods were continued, with minor modifications:

An organizational structure for field staff involved in
the data collection effort was outlined, role responsibilities

were defined, and detailed training manuals were produced.

Training models were designed that specified observer
performance standards and provided for sessions with large-
group, small-group and individualized instruction, daily

reviews of each field staff's performance, and discussion of

potential problems.

Onsite monitoring of field staff by trainers was conducted
prior to the start of the actual data collection.

An observer liaison at each site collected_completed observations

and interviews each week and checked them for obvious errors or

omissions befcre sending them to the High/Scope Foundation.

Each of these procedures is discussed below.

Field Organization

Job announcements for observer positions were posted in all sites by

the local PDC staff. Applicants were then interviewed by High/Scope staff and

final hiring decisions were based on such criteria as teaching experience,

performance in a mock interview, and perceived ability to interact effectively

with school staff. The roles of all field staff (site coordinators, observer

liaisons, observers, and testers) were explicitly defined in the High/Scope

PDC Field Procedures Manual in order to clarify and systematize responsibilities.
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The observers were responsible for conducting the classroom observations
and the teacher interviews while the testers collected the child data. (The
Parent Interview and Administrator Interview were administered by both
testers and observers, although this procedure varied from site to site
depending on the workload of each group.) The data collection effort took
approximately nine weeks at each site.

Training Procedures

Training sessions for High/Scope monitors and locally hired PDC data
collection field staff were held in March 1979 at the High/Scope Conference
Center in Clinton, Michigan. Training in the Classroom Observation System
and Teacher Interview was conducted by three High/Scope observer-trainers,
who had been involved in the development of the High/Scope PDC Observation
System. A seven-day training workshop was scheduled for the observers,
which included training sessions on interviewing techniques and field
logistics. The observers were responsible for interviewing those teachers
whose classes they observed.

Unterviewer_training. The High/Scope PDC Interviewer's Manual was
distributed to the observers and sections pertaining to pre- and post-
interviewing activities and interviewing techniques were read and discussed.
Because most of the observers had been teachers themselves, discussion of
methods of establishing rapport and the importance of accommodating to teachers'
schedules went very quickly. Observer-interviewers were trained in using
the Teacher Interview Global Ratings by listening to audiotape recordings
of staged interviews and completing the ratings based on what was heard.
Each rating was then discussed so that a thorough understanding of each
dimension was achieved. (Two items proved impossible to achieve agreement
on, and thus were dropped.) In those sites where the observers were also
going to conduct parent and/or administrator interviews, training for the
observers was provided by the site's testers.

Observer training. Training -in the three components of the observation
system relied on a variety of activities and subsequent group discussions to
bring the observers to criterion_levels of performance. Training in the
Classroom Activities Record (CAR) and Focused Observations began with a la-rge-
group discussion of the forms and coding categories;_ followed by application
of these categories to scenarios created by the High/Scope trainers. After
becoming familiar with the basic category definitions; observers practiced
by viewing videotapes of actual classroom activities and coding 'the activities;
Again, individual judgments were discussed in 1arge-groupsessions Skill

levels were checked at the end of the training using a criterion videotape
that all trainees observed and coded.
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Training in the Classroom Environment Observation (CEO) was accomplished
in small groups using color slides of classrooms. Separate carousels were
set up in various locations around the training facility, with each carousel
containing a set of slides from a single classroom. Observers worked in
teams of three to observe each set of slides and complete the CEO form as a
group. Criterion performances were then checked by having all trainees
observe and rate slides of a single classroom and then compare their judgments
with those of the trainers.

Monitoring

Onsite monitoring of observers at all sites was the responsibility
of the High/Scope monitors who conducted or participated in the observer

training. The monitoring occurred during the wc.ck following training.
Each observer was required to tape-record an interview with a teacher
and to complete the global ratings of that interview. These tapes were

evaluated by the High/Scope monitor and discussed with the observer during

the monitoring visit. Monitoring of the various components of the class-
room observation system was accomplished by having all of the observers

at a particular site spend one day together in a classroom with the

High/Scope monitor and use all components of the observation system.
Global ratings of these observations were then completed separately by

the observers and monitor. Following these observations and ratings the
observers and the monitor met as a group to discuss their judgments.
Additional training was then provided as necessary.

Weekly Pre-Transmittal_Dara Cheeks

Observers were required to give or send their completed data -to their
respective observer liaisons at the end of each week; These staff_then

checked the observation booklets and interview forms for recording/scoring

errors. The observer liaisons also kept track of all completed data (in

addition to the individual records each observer kept) and were responsible
for mailing the completed data to the High/Scope Foundation on a weekiy

basis;

Record_ing_anA__ScosJlgoData

In addition to the observer liaisons' pre-submittal check, data
collected by the observers were also checked by the supervisor of field

operations at the High/Scope Foundation. The supervisor of field operations
identified any errors in recording or coding and notified the observer
liaisons, who then discussed the errors with the observers at the site.



Once the raw data were screened for accuracy at High/Scope, they were
sent to the Foundation's data processing section to be tagged with unique
identification numbers for each teacher, parent, and administrator, to be
scored and verified, and then keypunched and verified.

Data _Col_lecti on Seq_uence

Once the sample children for the evaluation were located in the district
schools, the field staff divided the classes among themselves. In making

the divisions two factors were taken into account: (1) the order in
which the classes were to be completed was to be such that testers would
be collecting data in the PDC schools while observers were collecting data
in the comparison schools, and vice versa, and (2) all field staff would
test or observe in both PDC and comparison classes, thus reducing the
possibility of tester or observer bias for either group.

The teacher interviews were scheduled at the teacher's convenience
during the two days of classroom observation (one day for the CAR and the
following day for the Focused Observations). Interviews often took place

during the teacher's lunch periods, if she wished, or after school. The
Classroom Environment Observation was completed when the children were out
of the room, for example, during recess.

Data finalysis Procedures

Chapters IV and V of this report present the results of six sequential
stages of analysis of PDC data, focusing on:

descriptive characteristics of teacher samples for which data
were collected in spring 1979;

comparability of the spring 1979 PDC and comparison teachers
interviewed;

characteristics of the spring 1979 Teacher Interview and
Classroom Observation System;

effects of the PDC program on classrooms and teachers;

analyses of the relationship between predictor variables and
educationally significant outcomes;

analyses of the interaction between these predictor variables
and treatment.
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Brief descriptions of the procedures used in these analyses are given
below.

Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample

In order to understand the composition of the PDC and comparison samples
for which data were collected in spring 1979, descriptive statistics were
computed and tabulated for these samples at each site and for all sites
combined. Descriptive statistics are presented for the sample of teachers
interviewed and for the sample of classrooms observed.

Response Rate

Overall, teachers were receptive to being observed and interviewed. The
response rate for both classroom observations and teacher interviews was very
high. For classroom observations the rate was 90% (see Tab'e 4) and for
teacher interviews it was 930 (see Table 5). In most cases the reason for
observations and interviews not being completed was lack of observer time
Some school systems, such as Florida's and Colorado's, closed by Memorial
Day. The comparison schools accounted for slightly more missing data than
the PDC schools;-6Ut the difference was not significant.

Comparability of _P_Dr-and tomparison_TeacKers_

The PDC and comparison samples of teachers interviewed and observed in
spring 1979 were compared on background variables to determine whether
there were any significant differences between the two groups. Analytic
approaches were primarily chi-square analyses and univariate analyses of
variance.

Characteristics of_the Teacher_interview

The 1979 Teacher Interview consisted of seven sections which tha inter-
viewer administered to the teacher and one section, the Global Ratings, which
the interviewer completed after the interview. The first section focused
on teacher background information, such as number of- years of full-time
teaching. The second section dealt with frequency of teacher involvement in
various school and classroom activities, such as frequency of participation
in curriculum planning committees and frequency of visits 'o other class-
rooms. The third section concerned frequency and types of parent contact,
including visits to the parents' home and use of parents in the classroom.
It also included questions on teacher attitude toward more parent involvement
in the classroom. The fourth section elicited in an open-ended format
teachers' descriptions of their instructional approach, aid the fifth focused
on their perceptions of change in many facets of education over the last

five years. The sixth section dealt with teacher attitudes toward their
school. A seventh section was designed for PDC teachers only and covered
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Table 4

Numbers of Classrooms Observed by Site and by
Treatment Group: Spring 1979 Classroom Observation System

Site _ TD_C _ _Comparison_ Full Sample

California
ro

3

100

5

83
8

89

Colorado
N 6

100

7

78
13

87

Connecticut
N

_

9

90

10

53

19

66

Florida
N 14

100

9

82

23
92

Georgia N 6

100
__ 6

100

:owa
N 5

100

13
100

18
100

Maryland
N
%

4

100

6

86
10.

91

Michigan N 4

100

20

95

24
96

Texas
8

100

9

82

17

89

Utah
N
%

9
100

14
100

23
100

Washington
4

100

10

100

14

100

All Sites
Combined

N 72

99

103
85

775

90

38)
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Table 5

Numbers of Teachers Interviewed Overall;
by Site and Treatment Group: Spring 1979 Teacher Interview_

Site PDC Comparison Full Sample

California N 3

60

9

90

12

80

Colorado
N
%

12

100

16
1O0

28
100

Connecticut
20

95

20

71

40
82

Florida
N
%

18

82

17
94

35
88

Georgia
N 9

100
--

9

100

N 8 16 24
Iowa

100 94 96

N 8 9 17
Maryl,nd

% 100 100 100

Michigan
N
%

8

100

24

100

32

100

N 11 32 23
Texas

100 80 88

N 18 23 41
Utah

100 100 100

Washington 1;
8

100

14

100

22

100

All Sites N 123 160 283

Combined 95 92 93

29
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many of the topics described above but in relation to the PDC program
specifically, not the school as a whole. The Global Ratings provided
numerical assessments on a one-to-five scale of the teacher's instruc-
tional approach including degree of parent involvement in the classroom.
Because spring 1979 was the first year in which this instrument was
administered; scaling and scoring procedures used to report results
from these instruments in this report are still at a fairly direct,
item-level approach. Where appropriate, however, scale properties are
presented, including internal consistency and item intercorrelation
values. At the item level, the principal data presented are central
tendency, dispersion, and distributional values for each item.

Characteristi

We have attempted, throughout the PDC evaluation, to document class-
room processes by direct observation. Through spring 1978 (kinderoarten),
process documentation was accomplished using a time-sampling observation
system that focused on the behavior of individual children. Critical
review of this system following spring 1978 data collection suggested
that it was not sufficiently sensitive to program-relevant dimensions of
variation in overall classroom environment and process (see Interim Report
IX, pp. 51-53); therefore, development of a more appropriate observation
system of classroom processes was undertaken.

The full system_of_classroom observation data can be broken ddWn,
for instrument-description purposesi into two parts:

questions about the classroom environment -(21 questions
from the Classroom Environment Observation);

Global Ratings (five-point scale questions from the
Classroom Environment Observation, Classroom Activities
Record and Focused Observation Instruments I, II and
III)

-. The questionnaire items from the Classroom Environment Observation are
described in Chapter !V in terms of the overall response distributions for
each question. Global Ratings are described in terms of response distri-
butions for each scale item as well as scale totals.

Analytic Strategies for Examining PDC's Effects

Evidence of PDC's influence on teachers and classrooms is presented
in Chapter V; Analytic strategies for measuring PDC's effects are described
briefly here.
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Strategies for Examining PDC's Influence on Teachers and Classrooms

Analyses in this volume examining PDC effects on teachers and class-
rooms focus first on the identification of differences between PDC and
comparisongroup teachers, and between classrooms in the two groups.
Aggregate scales are constructed from items on the Teacher Interview, and
more complex summary variables are prepared and analyzed. Global Ratings

from both the Teacher Interview and Classroom Observation System are
factor analyzed.

At the level of individual items the principal data presented are
distributional values. Items which were conceptually similar were combined
into higher-order variables. Means, standard deviations; and frequency
counts are presented for these scales along with internal consistency
estimates and item intercorrelations where appropriate.

Analyses of Variable Relationships Independent of Treatment

A second analytic stage identified site and other selected variables,
primarily teacher characteristics,that might be expected to have an influence

on teacher outcomes. The relationship between these variables and the more
complex variables reflecting outcomes of interest regardless of significant

treatment effect is examined.

Analyses of Treatment Interactions with Other Variables

In the third stage of analysis; preliminary explorations assessed the

extent to which program impacts on teachers were affected by demographic,
differences, by certain other variables, or by site-specific considerations.
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IV

DESCRIPTIVE FINDINGS

,

This chapter presents a description of the samples of teachers observed
and interviewed and the sample of classrooms observed. It also includes

a description of the analytic procedures used to examine the findings, the

summary variables created from the individual items, and some findings

from the Teacher Interview and Classroom Observation System. Chapter V

will focus on the results of the data analyses designed to explore the
relationship between teacher background variables and educationally signi-

ficant outcomes. It will also examine the interaction of these background

variables with program impact.

Descriptive Characteristicofe Samples of Teachers and Classrooms

In spring 1979, 283 teachers we e interviewed at PDC and comparison
schools in the eleven study sites. T classrooms of 174 of these

teachers--those with two or more cohort children in their classes--were

also observed. The 109 teachers intervie ed, but not observed, were drawn

from both PDC and matched comparison Head art centers or schools.

They were randomly selected-at each grade, H ad Start through third, and

were included in the interview sample to provt e a broader picture of the

impact of PDC on teachers.

Table 6 provides descriptive information about the samples of class-

rooms id teachers for the subsample of teachers bot

observedn=174) , and Table 7 provides descriptive in
total sample of teachers interviewed (n=289). There we

differences on demographic characteristics between the sa
interviewed and observed, and the sample of those interview

interviewed and
rmation_about the

no significant
le of- teachers

d only.

Table 6 indicates that almost all sites have only one teaeier per

classroom, but that the number of aides per class ranges from an\average

of less than one-fourth of an aide per class in Connecticut to more -than

one aide per class in California. Six sites have other adults as resources

in the classroom in addition to teachers and aides.

most sites had between 22 and 27 children per classroom, although

Georgia had only 19.

Table 7 reveals that the ethnic distribution of 'the total sample of

teachers interviewed varies markedly by site. Hispanic teachers are

concentrated primarily in California, Colorado and Texas; Asian teachers

are found only in Michigan, Utah and Washington; and black teachers are

present mainly En Florida, Maryland and Michigan. There are no black

teachers in the three sites with a sizable proportion of Hispanic teachers,

none in Georgia, and very few in Iowa and Utah.
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Table 6

Teathetis&oth Interviewed and Observed (N=174): Distribution by

Getup and Site; Classroom Characteristics; Teacher Characteristics

Teachers/

\,

AideV
ClassroO6,

Other

Adults/

Classroom

Children/

Class-room_156__IMG____G1

Grade

% % % %

G2

%

G3

%

Multi-

Graded
Site N Classroom

IFORNIA
PDC

Comp 5

.00

1.00

1.00

1.60

26.50

26.20

0 53

0 0 100 0 0

50

o

PDC
.ORADO

Comp

6

7

1.00

1.00

0.83

0

No
4,

26.83

23.86

0 17 33

0 0 71 0

0

_II

50

29

PDC
INECTICUT

Comp

9

10

1.11

1.00

0.22

0.20

0.11 \.

0

22.33

22.20

10 60 0

0 22 67 0

0

0

30

11

PDC
)RIDA

Comp

14

9

1.00

1.00

0.86

0.78

0.21

0

'2A.64

24:00

0 14 86 0

0 23 78 0

0

0

0

0

)RG1Aa PDC 6 1.00 1.00 0 19.33\ 0 33 67

PDC
IA

Comp

5

13

1.00

.08

0.20

0 46

0.20

0.54

25.40

22.77

'-,0 20 80 0

*0, 0 92 0

0

0

0

8

PDC
2YLAND

Comp

4 1.00

1.00

1.50

1.00

0 25.50

26.50

ON 0 100

0 \0_ 50

0

50

PDC
:HIGAN

Comp

4

20

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

0 28.00

26.60

0 25,, 0 o

o \90 0

0

o

75

10

AS
PDC

Comp

8

9

1.00

1.00

1.25

0

0.38

0.22

29.00

22.6-7

0 13 50 0

0 0 100\ 0

0

0

37

0

PDC
kH

Comp

9

14

.00

1.00

1.22

0.79

0.44

0.50

24.00

25.14

11 78 \D
0 -n 100 0 0

II

0

PDC
;HINGTON

Comp 10

.00

.00_

1.00

0`80

, 0

0.30

27.75

22.70

0 25 75

0 20 80

PALS BY GROUP
PDC

Comp

71

103

1.01

1.01

0.90

0.56

0.17

0.18

25.02

24.33

0 15 65 0

0 6 85 0

0

0

19

9

rALS; ALL GROUPS COMBINED 174 1.01 0.70 0.18 24.61 0 10 77

sere is no comparison group at the Georgia site.

(continued)
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Table 6

(continued)

Sex of Teacher Ethnicity af _Teacher

%

Hispanic

%

Amer.

Indian

%

- Asian/

Pac. Isl. Black WhiteSite

%4 %

Male Female

CALIFORNIA
PDC

Comp

2

5

50 50

0 100

0

33.3

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

66.7

PDC
COLORADO

Comp

6

7

0 100

14 86

33;3

14.3

0

0_

0

i0

10.0

a

66;7

89.7

CONNECTICUT
PDC

Comp

9

10

0 100

0 100

10.0

11.1

0

0

0

0

10.0

0

80.0

88.9

FLORIDA
PDC

Comp

14

9

0 100

0 100

7.7

0

0

0

0

0

38.5

28.6

53.8

71.4

GEORGIAa PDC 6 0 100 0 0 0 0 100

PDC
IOWA

: Comp

5

13

0 100

0 100

0

7.7

0

0

0

0

0

15.4

100

76.9

PDC
MARYLAND

Comp

4

6

0 100

0_ 100

0

0

0

0

0

0

25.0

50.0

75.0

50.0

MICHIGAN
PDC

ComP

4

20

0 100

10 90

0

5.0 0

0

5.0

25.0

40.0

75.0

50.0

PDC
TEXAS

Comp

8

9

25 75

11 89

100

88.9

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

11.1

UTAH
PDC

- - - Comp

9

14

0 100

7 93

0

0

: 0

0

.25;0

0

0

0

75;0

100

WASHINGTON
PDC

Comp

4

_10_
0 100

1_00

0

-0

0

0

0

0

50.0

20.0_

50.0

Z1.0

TOTALS BY GROUP
PC DoMp

71

103

4 96

5 95

17.1

13.3

2.9

1.0

14.3

17.3

65.7

68.4

TOTALS; ALL GROUPS COMBINED 174 5 95 14.9 9 1.8 16.1 67.3

a
iThere s no comparison group at the Georgia site;
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Table 6

(continued)

Years of

Years of

Teaching

Experience

at Current

..,

% of TiacharS

Who Taught

in Special .

. 11 Al

Reason for TOching in Schoolb

%

! 0

%

.4 Asked

%

Recruited/

Invited OtherSite N-

Teaching

Expel'',

PDC

CALIFORNIA
Comp

2

5

11.50

11.20

3.00

6.80

50

80

100

20

0

40

0

40

0

PDC

COLORADO
Com,

6

7

7.17

12.86

6.17

8.57

33

43

33

43

0

14

67

43

PDC

CONNECTICUT
9

10

14.00

16.67

: 7:

10.44

10

33 44

20

22

20

33

20

0

PDC

FLORIDA
Comp

14

9-

11.57

1-2 ,

7.14

.

14 29

56

36

44

21

0

14

0

GEORGIAa PDC 6 mo 4.17 17 67 33 0 0

PDC

IOWA
Comp

5

13

15.00

12j5

8.20

6.85

60

62

20

62

20

21

60 0

PDC
MARYLAND

4

6

9;00

16.6

1.75

4.17

_50

100

75

17

25 0

67

0

17_Com,

PDC

MICHIGAN
Comp 20

9.25

13 65

7.00

7.84_

25

35

25

60

25

10

50

25

0

5

PDC

TEXAS
Comp

8

9

6.63

6.13

2.63 38

11

63

67

0

22

25

11

13

0

U TAH

PDC

Comp

9

1

714

7.07

3.67

2.71

67

---_71__

56

36

22

36

22

14_

0

14

PDC

WASHINGTON
Comp

4

10

13.75

12.50

10.25

5.20

100

70

25

50

0.

10

50

20

25

20

PDC

TOTALS BY GROUP
Com

71

103

10,34

, 12.10

5.89

6.88

36

51

44

49

19

22

28

22

6

8

TOTALS, ALL GROUPS COMBINED 174 11.37 6.47 45 47 21 24 7

aThere is no comparison group at the Georgia site:

13Percentages across toldMhS for a given row rriay not add to 100% because of errors induced by rounding;



Table 6

(continued)

...lacont

Under-

grad

Classes

M
t.-

t_66

2 ;
D r

Nature

Ci

vi

Vi

--
kJ

i
14-

I

0
0
01

ID

U

2

LI

of Chi d .

Training

W

U

>
L010

1

t. 0..

_FA
'" te

[71

C

,E

2

L

f,

°

Highest Degree

L. in

1- In
-

; t4li

,?.
vi

o z

Typeb

0

in

-

4(4!

14,

z

t.

1.

CO

:;,- 2

1.). 1,5)

o a

t.

f,

0

_

% Wi th Child

oev-elopent

Theory Trainln.0

Tj

4
-ti

hclt

I

L. t.

l'Z'

0-

..; .4.J

1). 7,

u u

t.

F

0

4)

76

uSite

CALIFORNIA
PDC

_,_____CErin

PVC

2

5

6

7-,

0

0_

0

-0

0

i

0

1

0

0_

0

-0

50

11_

16

0

0

60

0

0

0

0_

50

_0

0

0

50 .

AO ..

100.

100

0

0

0710-L4

100

O;70
83

0 0 0

00
0

_

0

0

0

0

0

50

-71

0

-14

50 17

0

33

0
COLORADO

- -Comp-

CONNECTICUT,
PDC 9

10

1400057141477

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

67

10 50

11

22 0 11

0

0

0

90

-8

86

_ .8. _

0

0

17

44__67

0

78

86

50

83

44

4-

58

)1

67

22

33

33

50

11

4-

11

33

0

0

0

11

0

0_

0

FLORIDA

.9.TP

PDC

Comp

GEORGIAa PDC 0 0 0 33 33 33 0 100

5

13

0

0

0

0

0

0

20

8

0

77

0 0

15 0

0

0

100 20

0

0

17

60

92

50

67

;0
33

10

50

20

8

7525

33

8o

17

33

0

0

0

17

0

0
IOWA

PDC

Com'

MARYLAND
PDC ,

COM'

4

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.7

50

17

25 25

0 67 0

100

100

MICHIGAN
PDC . 0 0 0 0 25 50 0 100 0

4_55
100 50

82

50

18

50 0 0

TEXAS
PDC 8 0 0

I

0

4
25

1-1--

50 13fl
--a

0 88 0

C-L

86 29 71 14 0 0

UTAH
PDC 9

1

0 0 0

0

7 .

43

11

21

11 0

29 0

9

.7

7:

100

0

7

57

90

57

43

1110
36 14 0 7

WASHINGTON
PDC

Comp

4

10

0

b

0 0 50

7O 10

0 25

10 10

25

10

100

100

0

0

-50

80

75

JO

25

50

50 0

10

0

0

PDC
TOTALS BY OUPGR ,,_Lon

71

.2, I e

0

.I ..a
38 28 19 11

,....law
3 90 5 69 5

_:

35 26 2 2

_84 ...i...,

TOTALSi ALL GROUPS COMBINED 174 00 0 33 33 20 12 2 7 70_ 49 3'1 22

aThere is no comparison group at the Georgia site.

b

Percentages across columns for a given row may not add to 100% because of errors induced by rounding. 5-0

Percentages across columns may add to more than 100%;
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Table 7

All Teachers Interviewed (N=283): Distribution by Group and Site; Teacher Characteristics

Sei of Teacher Ethnicity of Teacher-

Grade V

Teachers Interviewed

%

KDG

0

1-1

17

13

% % % Multi-

GI G2 G3 Graded

33 0 0 33

56 11 11 0

% %

Male Female

% %

HIS IN

33.3

42.9 0

70
37.5 0

%

AS

0

0

0

% % %

BL WR HS

-5-7-a77 33

0 57.1 11

0 3 17

0 62,5 6

--Stte N

CALIFORNIA
PDC

Comp

3

9

33

0

67

100

--1100

94

17

44

87
13 13

25

13
COLORADO

PDC

Comp

12

16 6

CONNECTICUT
PDC

Comp

20

0_

0

A
100

IN

5.0

10.0

5.9

0

0

_O

0

0

15.0

5.0

80.0 10 15

85.0 0 25

-71-17---11-17

7 1 . 4 0 26

30

40

15

15

15

15

15

5

FLORIDA
PDC

-Comp-

1

1 7

0

0

100

100

0

0

6

0

52.9

28.6

0

59 __i

0

12_ _ 0

GEORGIAa PDC 9

-$

16

1

9

I-
24

0

0

0

0

0

0

8

100

100

100

100

100

100

92

0 0

0 0

6.3 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

4 a _0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4 . 2

0

0

12.5

37.5

44.4

62.5

3 7 . 5

100 11

100 13

81.2 0

6-2.5 13

55.6 11

37.5 13

5 4 . 1 4

22 44 11 11 0

12

6

12

11

25

4

50

75

'5Q

33

0

75

13

6

12

0

0

4

12

6

13

11

0

4

0

6

0

33

8

IOWA
PDC

Comp

MARYLAND
PDC ,

Camp

MICHIGAN
PDC

ram.

TEXAS
PDC

ComR

1 1

t2

1 :

17_

:2

83

:1 :

83.3

0

0

0

0

0 1::2 9 9

0 16.7 8 8

0 1 -00- 0 t3___61

25.0 62.5 13 25

14.3 85,7 7 21

19.5 61S 13 15

13.5 70.3 4 14

. 0 9 27

75 0 8 0

13 13 0

1$

23

14

123

1_60

0

4

0

7

2

4

100

96

100

93

98

96

UTAH
PDC

Comp

5.9

0

0

0

15.3

15.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

17T-57T-ToTT-TTTT7-V
0

12.5

0'

3.4

0.7

3$

57

39

59

12

7

9

8

13

-7

11

10

0

1
13

6

WASHINGTON
PDC ---8

Comp

TOTALS BY GROUP
PDC

Comp

TOTALS, ALL GROUPS COMBINED 283 3 97 15.4 0 1,9 16.2 66.5 8 15 50 9 10 9

aThere is no comparison group at the Georgia site.

b-_
HIS=HiSpanic; IN=American Indian; AS=Asian/Pacific Islander; BLiBlack; WiNhitt.

(continued)



Table 7

'(continued)

Years of

Teaching

Experience

Years of

Teaching

Experience

at Current

School

% of Teachers

Who Taught ,

in Special

Programs

_Reason far.Teaching_ in School

%

% % Recruited/

Assigned Asketi Invited

%

Sim Other

PDC
CALIFORNIA

422

3.

1

9.00

12.56

3.33

6.00

33

44

67 0 33

11 33 33

0

22

COLORADO
PDC

Comp

12

16

8;55

10;63

6.81

6.06

33

19

15

5

-------75

50 8 42

63 12 25

25 15

55 _5 10

0

0

15

_0

'PDC

CONNECTICUT
a n e

20

i

13.15

I .

5.87

11-.

PDC
FLORIDA ---C-9: 10.39

. 33 17

24

22 44 17

59 41 0

r--

67 33 0

25 13 -13
63 .19 19

17

0

0

0

GEORGIAa PDC 9 8:78 4.11 22

IOWA
'lc

Comp

8

16

14.3

13.40

7.50

7.13

50

56

PDC
MARYLAND

Comp

8

9_

10.50

15_33

4;38

4;44

5;50

7:39

63

85

25

29

63 25 13

33 0 56

50 13 38

63 43 21

0

11

0

4

PDC
MICHIGAN

Comp

8

_A_
9.38

_115-4

TEXAS
PDC

COTP

11

12

5;91

7.°9

2.81

4.73

36

17

64 0 27

67 17 17

5

0

PDC
UTAH

Comp

18

23

10.72

11.17

4.59

5.22

61

65

44 22 33

30 35 12 13

WASHINGTON
PDC

__ Comp

8

14

11.75

12;00

718

8.29

75

79

25 0 38

50 14 21

3$'

14

TOTALS BY GROUP
PDC

Comp

123

160

10;48

1315

5;48

7;26

37

43

46 21 28

51 22 21

6

6

TOTALS; ALL GROUPS COMBINED 283 12;04 6.49 40 49 21 24 6

a
There is no comparison group at the Georgia site.

b
Percentages across columns fora given row may not add to 100% because of errors induced by rounding.
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Table 7

.(continued)

Site N

Highest Degree Typ

Nat'Jre of Chi d

Deve opment Trainingc

Under-

grad

Classes

0 0
0 0 0

13 0 0 '0 L LLL L CP L.

it ED 00 0 0
3 0 0 3 0 0
00 0 0 0 0

ul N I- 41

0 0 0
}r d1 u L OL

V 0-D L
'9 LJ 4.1114-10

tp tri e cl .0
L 0 0 40 Al L0 41vu 0 OZ Z Un 0

% With Child

__DevelOpment

Theory_Training

0

IA 51 0
(13 U

0 -

0 > t.
i. U L. 00 C L.

0 Er
L.L. 3 i

13

n Eo<c z
-0 -C C -730.!.! 4'
'n IL LI L.U.0 0

-C

Z <

PDC
CALIFORNIA

Comp

COLORADO
PDC

Coop

CONCONNECTICUT

POE

Comp

FLORIDA
PDC

Com

GEORGIA'l PDC

IOWA

MARYLAND

MICHIGAN

TEXAS

PDC

Comy_

PDC

Comp,

PDC

Comp

PDC

3 0 0 0 67

9 0 0 11 44

12 8 0. 0 5

16 0 0 6 0

20 0 0 0 30

20 0 _la o 3c

18 0 11 11 44

17 0 0 C-53

9 0 0 0

0 0 0

1.6 0 0 0

8 0 0

9 0 0

0

33

0

0

0

11

33

0

67

36

50

0

100 0

o 6

50 50 50 0

17 0 0 17

42

63

20

11

29

8

19

40

15

11

17

13

10

20

6

6

0

0

0

0

0

6

100

34

38 38 0

80

85

89

77

100

0

6

0

92 33

87 47

81 56

7159

25 17 0 0

13 7 0 7

25 19 6 6

41 35 0

19444431 6 13

0 67 56 56 33 0 0

75 0' 0 0 100 13 75 25 15 75 0 13

63 19 0 94 0 73 33 13 33 0 0

0 25 38 38 100 13 63 63 75 38 0 0

22

8 0 0 0 0 50 25 25 0 100 0 100 50 25 25 0 0

24 0 0 0 21 21 42 17 0 63 13 67 80 33 27 1 0

Comp

UTAH
Pb C

Comp

WASHINGTON
PDC

Comp

PDC
TOTALS BY GROUP

Cap

TOTALS, ALL GROUPS COMBINED

1

12

18

23 0 _a

8 0

1k 0

123

160 0

0 27 46 18

0 17 50 17

0 72 17 6

0 48 26 22

0 75 0 _0

14

28 18

6 18

1 34 33 18

9

17

91

83

10

0

80 40

70 60

70 20

50 40

6

0

13

7

11

12

11

4

13

0

83

36

100

100

91

84

87

7

5

53 60

63 36

33 33 7 0

41 18

0 63 50 50 50

64 5Q 43 14 7 14

8 71 47 38 29 5 3

76851 3223 2 4

7 69 49 35 25 3 3

where is no comparison group at the Georgia site.

b
Percentages across columns for a given row may not add to 100% because of errors induced by rounding.

cPercentales across columns may add to more than 100%;



The verage number of years of teaching experience of those inter-
viewed and bserved is quite high, about 12- years, and the 'number of years

of teaching perience at their current school is also substantial, about

six and one-ha f years. Connecticut teachers have amassed the largest
number of years in both categories; and Texas the fewest. Overall, 40%
of the sample tea hers have experience in special programs. In four sites

(Iowa, Maryland, Us4h and Washington), more than half the teachers have
such experience. \

The percentage of teachers who were assigned involuntarily to their
schools ranged from abou one-third in two sites, California and Utah, to
about two-thirds in Texas. Overall, about half of the teachers were
assigned and about half either requested assignment to their school; were
recruited or invited there, or (infrequently) arrived in some undetermined
way.

Table 8 focuses on the educatjonal background of the teacher sample
and shows that all but four teachers have college degrees, and that almost
two-thirds have earned credits beyond the baccalaureate. Maryland and

Michigan have the largest percentage\of teachers with Master's Degrees
as well as those with credits toward a\doctorate.

A very large percentage (87%) of the\ample teachers have been trained

in child development theory. The range of this training varies from a
low of 58% in California to 100% in Georgia and Washington. Very few
teachers have actually majored in child development, but over two-thirds
took undergraduate courses, and over one-third deceived inservice training

in this area.

Comparability of PDC and Comparison Teachers_

Although there are some slight differences betweeri\PDC and comparison

teachers on demographic characteristics, overall there are no significant

differences. Variables such as sex, ethnicity, number of\years teaching,
number of years at the present school, percentage of teachers with experience

in special programs, way of being assigned to the current school, educational

level, percentage with training in child development theory, a d nature

of such training all show no significant differences between PD and

comparison teachers.

Analytic Procedures for the Teacher InterView

The analyses of the Teacher Interview involved several steps._ Thee

first step was an item-level comparison of PDC and comparison teachers'

responses. Tables Cl to C6 of Appendix C provide both a descriptive

summary and group responses to each item. The second step was a factor-

analytic study of the Global Ratings (cf. Appendix E). The third step was
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Table 8

Descriptive Information on Summary VariAles

Summary Variable

Parent activities in the
classroom.

etttitude toward parent
involvement.

hange in involvement with
the associated school or center.

Job satisfaction.

.ommunity resources.

Program adaptation to_
individual children (factor 1)

3tructure and differentiation
)f activities in language arA
Tath (factor 2);

Efforts to involve parents in
:he home (factor 3).

Individualization of activities
in language and math (factor 4).

N Range of Scores Mean
Standard
Deviation Median

277 1.00 to 3.00 1;91 .70 1.91

281 1.00 to 2.00 1.57 ;50 1.62

131 -3.00 to 3.00 0.91 1.44 0.90

283 1;60 to 4;00 1;39 ;90 1;19

283 2.00 to 4.00 2;84. .74 2;82

280 1.00 to 3.00 1.86 .92 1.51

--

280 1;00 to 4.00 1.61 .88 1.27

280 1.00 to 4.00 1.81 .90 1.59

279 1.00 to 4;00 2.24 1;23 1;95



to_create summary variables from individual items and from the four factors

(cf. Appendix E). These composite variables are composed of items which

are similar conceptually and either show significant group differences or
reflect outcomes that are educationally significant. The fourth step

involved an examination of the relationship of background variables with
both the summary variables and with single-item variables which show
significant group differences. Finally, the analyses of the Teacher
Interview examined the interaction between the background variables and
the variables which reveal significant group differences.

The procedures involved in the factor analysis of the Global Ratings
and in the creation of the summary variables are described in detail in

Appendix E.

Descri y _Variables

As noted above, two types of summary variables were created. those in

which the individual items were both conceptually similar and showed
significant group differences, and those in which the items were conceptually
similar and reflected domains of educational interest, but did not show
significant group differences. Analyses of main effects and interactions

with treatment of these higher-order variables seem both more interesting
and more efficient than analyses of the items individually. The overall

concept of each of these summary variables is described below as well as

the individual items from the Teacher Interview which contributed to the

variable. The first_four variables described comprise items which show
significant group differences.

Parent Activities_ in the classroom. Teachers who reported the occur-

rence of two valued but traditionally infrequent types of parent behaviors

in Ihe classroom, together with a less frequent occurrence of parents
attending routine parent conferences; received a high score on this summary

variable. The three items in the Teacher Interview that formed this
variable (lee, k, 1) ask about the number of parents who helped the teacher

plan curriculum For children other than their own, the number who attended

routine parent conferences, and the number who helped by working with

children.

Attitude_toward_more_parent involvement. This summary variable refers

to teachers' perceptions of the advantages or disadvantages of more parent

involvement in their school. A low score reflects a negative attitude

toward increased parent involvement. The variable is made up of three

responses to open-ended questions asking about perceived advantages and

perceived disadvantages of more parent involvement (19a-i; 18a-g). The

first response included was simply no advantages mentioned. The second

was the advantage that parents can do more for their child at home, and

the third was the disadvantage that unfamiliar adults would disrupt the

classroom.
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Change in involvement with the associated_school or center- This
summary variable refers to change in knowledge of and in involvement
with the associated elementary school or Head Start center for PDC
teachers, or a nearby school or center for comparison teachers. A higher
rating reflects greater perceived, change. It comprises two ratings,
26j and m.

Job satisfaction. This composite variable refers: to indirect indicators
of satisfaction with one's job, such as whether one wanted to teach in
the same building the following year; and to extrinsic job satisfaction
factors such as location and colleagues. Items were scored either positively
or negatively. Parts of four items on the Interview (28c and i, 29, and 30f)
were summed to generate a composite variable reflecting teachers' attitudes
toward their job situation.

Community resources. This composite variable refers to the effective
use of community resources in the classroom. Two items assessed this, 9h
and 9i. In the first, teachers were asked how often they used people or
materials from the community in their classroom, and in the second they
were asked how often they discussed in class the roles and services provided
by various people in the community. A higher score reflects greater frequency.

Factor I: Program adaptation to individual children. This composite
variable reflects the degree of specificity of the teacher's knowledge of
individual-children's strengths and weaknesses, including affective needs,
and her adjustment of instruction to accommodate to those strengths and
weaknesses. (A low rating [1 or 2] means a teacher had very detailed
knowledge of individual children, and a high rating [4 or 5] indicates a
superficial knowledge.) The factor is composed of Global Ratings 9 through
14.

Factor 2: Structuring_ and differentiation of activities in language
and math. -This variable refers both to the amount that children partici-
pate in planning their own language arts and math activities; and to the
number of different language arts and math activities that they engage in;
whether planned by them or the teacher: A low rating reflects no child
participation in planning and little differentiation of activities; The
factor is made up of four Global Ratings: 2, 3, 6, and 7.

Factor 3: Efforts to involve_ parents and_the home. This factor
concerns.teachers' efforts to Involve parents in the classroom and to
coordinate home and school experiences. A low rating for this factor
indicates a heavy emphasis on parent involvement. The factor is composed

of three Global Ratings: 17; 20 and 21;

Factor 4: Individual-i-zation-of ctivities in language and math- This

factor refers to the amount of time the teacher works with individual
children, small groups, or the class as a whole during language arts and
math- instruction. A low rating means little individualized attention. The

factor comprises two Global Ratings: 4 and 8.
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Table 8 presents descriptive information on each of the summary
variables.

Findings from the Teacher Interview

The responses from the 283 teachers in eleven PDC sites across the
country in spring 1979 revealed some interesting things about teachers
in general.

Less than half of all teachers visited the homes of children in their
classes, but almost three-quarters reported that a majority of parents
had visited the classroom at least once. Not surprisingly, most parents
came to discuss their own child's progress. Teachers reported that more
changes had come about in their materials or methods for teaching language
,arts or math than in any other area, including changes in their teaching
philosophy, materials or methods for other subjects, room arrangement,
purposes of home visits, or what parents do in the classroom. Interaction

with teachers in other buildings and frequency of home visits seem to have
undergone the least change overall in the last five years. Most teachers

seem content to remain in the same building, and interestingly, more
mention their colleagues as their reason for staying than any other reason.
The center director or school principal is the reason most frequently given

for not wanting to remain in a building.

The Global Ratings vary between those items on which most teachers
were rated similarly and those that resulted in a wide range in ratings.

For instance, the ratings dealing with the degree of teacher-imposed
structure en language arts and math activities (2 and 6) cluster at the

teacher-structure end of the continuum. Evidently very few teachers
allowed children to participate in planning these activities (only 1%).
On the other hand, the parent involvement ratings are fairly evenly
distributed across all points of the continuum, with slightly more teachers
rated as making an effort to involve parents than not making an effort.

Analytic Procedures for the Classroom ObservationSystem

Prelimirary analyses. The Classroom Observation System comprises

three component instruments:

Thc, Ciess_r_comEnvironment Observation (CEO) which provides
detailed information about the classroom as a physical
environment,

The Classroom Activities Record (CAR) which documents the
range and sequence cf_activities in the classroom over the

course of one entire day,
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The which provide irformation about
the quality of interactions between teachers and children.

To this point we have restricted analyses to the Global Ratings
associated with each of the three component instruments. No further
analyses will be done on the CEO or the FO; but the CAR has generated a
total of 8,075 detailed five-minute observations on 175 classrooms which
wilt be analyzed. Reduction of these data has not yet progressed suffi-
ciently to provide a workable basis for contrasting PDC with comparison
classrooms.

Each Global Rating consists of a five-point scale for which the low
and high ,ends are defined in terms of descriptive statements. Thus,
ratings Of 1 and 5 can be directly interpreted by reference to the des-
criptive statements. Operational definitions for many of the intermediate
ratings were also provided to staff during training. For example, for
the Global Rating: "variety of activities," a 2, 3 or 4 means a specific
number of activities. This procedure was not possible for all of the
ratings, however, and for these the meanings of the 2's, 3's, and 4's
must be more inferentidl. Tables D-1 through D-3 report response
frequencie:. across all observers and classrooms for the Global Ratings
associated with each instrument.

Description of the summary variables; A total of 92 Global Ratings
per classroom was generated by the three instruments: Nine summary variables
were then derived from the Global Ratings by averaging specific item
scores. item sets were established on a-- pri-ori conceptual grounds rather
than by factor analysis,- Three of the composite variables (Intellectual
Stimulation, Crassroom Management; and Classroom Climate-FO) reflect the
dimensions observed during the Focused Observations; four (Individualization
in Languace Arts; Individualization in Mathematics; Receptivity to Parents,
and Classroom Climate-CAR) summarize ratings frOm the Classroom Activities
Record; while two (Children's Classroom Behavior and Fostering Home-School
Continuity) group ratings from both the Focused Observations and Classroom
Activities Record instruments. Descriptive statistics for these variables
are_presented in Table 9. The twelve Global Ratings from the Classroom
Environment Observation instrument were not reduced to a smaller number
of composites.

p
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Table 9

Descriptive Information for Nine Summary Variables Based on the

Global Ratings Generated by the Classroom Observation System

Variable

Component

Global

Ratingt* Approximate Interpretation-

Standard

1. Intellectual FO: 14 Low values correspond to 171 1.17-5.007 3.24 0.96 3.42

Stimulation greater attempts to stim-

ulate intellectual effort.

2. Classroom FO: 7-17 Low values correspond to 171 1.00-4;45 1:81 0-76 1.63

Management more reasoned, effective

management approaches.

3. Classroom

Climatc-F3

FO; 18- Low values correspond to 171 1.00-4.64 2.48 0.74 2.37

34 a warmer; more favorable

climate for interaction.

4. Individualiza- CAR: 1-4

tion-Language

Arts

5. Individualiza- CAR: 5-9

tion-Mathematics

6; Classroom CAR: 10;

Cl imate-CAR 16,18,19,

21-23,27,

29-31,33-

35;39-42

7. Receptivity

to Parents

Low values correspond to 172 1;00-5;00 2.29 0.77 2.33

more structured materials

and strategies.

Low values correspond to 173 1.00-4.00 2.11 0.57 2.12

more structured materials

and strategies.

Low values correspond to 172 1.12-4.14 2.45 0.62 2.40

a warmer; more favorable

climate for interaction.

CAR: 29- Low values correspond to 41 .1.00-5.00 2.55

30 more receptive atmos-

Olii-re.

182 1.67

*F0=Focused Observation; CAR=Classroom Activities Record
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Table 9

(continued)

Variable

COMponent

Global

Ratin.s* A proximate Interpretation Ran

Standard

e Mean Deviation Median

8. Children's CAR: 10, Low values correspond to 174 1.00-3.62 1,80 0.61 ,1,78

Classroom 29,30,41, more cooperative inter-

Behavior 42 active behavior by

FO: 13, children.

15,16,19,

20

9. Fostering EAR: 29 Low values correspond to 172 1.00-5,00 3.20 1.43 3.27

Home-School 30 efforts to receive

Continuity FO: 25 parents well; coordinate

home-school experiences.

40=Focused Observation; CAR=Classrodth ACtiViti6S ReCOrd



EXAMINATION OF PROGRAM IMPACTS ON TEACHERS

As stated in the introductory cha?ter, the major goal of tha PDC
program is to provide children with a continuous individualized educational
experience by establishing mechanisms that provide for communication
and mutual decision-making among Head Start and elementary school teachers,
administratort, and parents. Thus, PDC teachers both within and across
grades and across institutions were to develop a continuous, coordinated
educational experience for each individual student through increased formal
interaction with other teachers on such things as curriculum committees
and through informal interaction such as visiting each other's classrooms.
Moreover, PDC teachers were to involve parents in significant roles in
the classroom and administrators were also to involve parents on planning
committees. As a result of these program goals, the Teacher Interview_
was designed to tap teacher perceptions of three major areas: degree of

curriculum adaptation to individual children, teacher involvement and
planning with other teacners, and parent involvement in the classroom.

This chapter will focus on three analytic questions concerned With
these major areas:

What is the impact of the PDC program on teachers? That is,

are there significant differences between PDC and comparison
teachers especially in the major areas of concern--individuali-
zation of approach, teacher planning with other teachers, and
parent involvement?

Regardless of treatment impacts; what independent variables
might also influence teacher outcomes?

What effect do these independent variables have on program
impacts?

PDC Impact on Teachers

Item-tevel Aesponse_Comparisons

Program impacts on teachers will be discussed at the level of individual

interview items_ and at the summary-variable level. There are 19 individual

items and six Global Ratings that show significant differences between
PDC teachers and comparison teachers. The majority of these items concern

various aspects of parent involvement. Table 10 summarizes these item-level -

differences in the order in which they appear in the actual Teacher Interview.
The narrative that follows discusses each one in turn.
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Table 10

Teacher Interview Items Showing Significant Differences
BetWeen PDC and Comparison Teachers

Response Dis-tribution

Item PDC Comparison

No.- Teacher Interview Item N % N -%

9a= Level of teacher involveMent in
curriculum committees at
school/center:

=

1=never 21 17.1 34 21;3 .0034

2=once/year 15 12.2 47 29=3 (PC)

3=every other month 16 13.0 19 11.9

4=monthly 27 22.0 19 11.9

5=2-3 times/month 14 i1.4 17 10.6

30 24.3 24 15.0

14.

e.

Percent of parents who did the
following when they visited or
worked In the classroom:

Helped plan curriculum for other
children:

1 :=--none 98 79.7 146 93.0 .0009

2=some parents 25 20.3 11 7.0 (P>0

3=most parents 0 0 0 0

k. Attended routine parent conferences:

7 5.7 _7 4.5 .0462

2=some parents 30 24.4 21 t3.4 (C>P)

3=most parents 86 69.9 129 82.1

1. Worked with children:

1=none 36 29.5 75i 48.3 .0042

2=some parents 71 58.2 70 45.2 (P>c)

3 =most parents 15 12.3 10 6.5

17. Advantages of parent involve-Merit in

school /class:

a; None 2- 1.6 10 6.3 .0467
(cP)

9 Parents can do more at home with 86
,

69.9 89 56.3 .003

their. child
(P5C).

aProbability by chi-square or Fisher's exact test.

Note: Item numbers correspond to the numbers on the spring 1979 Teacher Interview.

(continued)
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Table 10_- ,

(continued)

Item

No. Teacher Interview Item

Response DistributiOn

PDC Comparison
N %

oa

18.

e.

26

Disadvantages of parent involvement
in school/class:

Unfamiliar adults disrupt the class

Teacher perception of changes since

18 14.8 47 29.7 .0022

(C>P)

1975- Have there been changes in

the 'following:

f. What parents do in the classroom?

1=no change 43 37.7 75 52.4 .0152

2=littlo change '26 22.8 37 25.9: (P>C report

3=moderate change 8 24.6 17 11.9 "gre6tet

4=ritajor -change

toThe number of parent visits to the

classroom?

27 ;4.9 14 9.8 change")

1=no change 25 20.7 61 38.8 .0110

2=little change 35 28.8 40 25.5 (P>C report

3=moderate change 40 33.1 37 23.6 "greater

4=major change 21 17.4 29 12.1 change")

Change in your knowledge of what
goes on at the Head Start center or
elementary school associated with

your school/center?

1=no change 53 45.3 92 65.7 .0106

2=little change 37 31.6 27 19.3 (P>C report

3=moderate change 14 12.0 9 6.4 "more know-

4=major change 13 11.1 12 8.6 ledge")

5=direction of change is less 9 13.2 18 32.7

6=direction of change is more 59 86.8 37 67.3

1 Amount of planning you do with
teachers at your school/center?

1=no change 31 26;1 51 32.3 .0139

2=little change 30 25.2 37 23;4 (C1) report

3=moderate change 49 41.1 42 26;6 "no Change"

4=major change 9 7.6 28 17;7 and "major
change")

aProbability by chi-square or Fisher exact test.



Table 10
(continued)

Item

No. Teacher Interview Item

Response Distribution

PDC Comparison
N

26M: Amount of planning you do with
teachers at associated school/
center?

1=direction of change is less
2-direction of change is more

12

25
32.4

67.6
16
12

57.1

42.9
.0409

_(P report

"more plan-
ning" and
C report

"less plan-
ning")

Type and amounts of interaction
between you and building
administrators?

1=no change 36 30.3 63 39.6 .0106

2little change 43 36.1 31 19.5 (C>P report
3=moderate change 19 16.0 39 24.5 "no change"
1+- =major change 21 17.6, 26 16.4 and "moder7

ate change")

28. Reasons for choosing to stay at
this school/center next year:

c. Other teachers 61 49.6 105 65.6 .0246

(C>P)

i. The Children 40 32.5 71 44.4 .0009
(C>P)

28 Reasons for choosing to leave
this school/center next year:

i. The children 13 10.6 2 1.3 .0009

(P>C)

Probability by chi-square or Fisher's exact test.
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Table 10
(continued)

Item

No. Teacher Interview Item

Response Distribution

PDC Comparison
-a

29. Teacher advice to parent about
enrolling child in this school/
center next year:

1=definitely recommend this
school/center 56 47.5 B8 57.2: -0490

2=probably recommend this (C5P)

school/center 29 24;6 25 16.2

3=probabty recommend other
school/center 5 4.2 1 0.6

4=definitely recommend other
school/center 3 2.5 _1 0.6

5=undecided 25 21.2 39 25.4

30. Reasons for advising parents to
enroll child in other school/

center:

f. Other children 9 7.4 2 1.3 .0353
(P>C)

a Probability by chi-square or Fisher's exact test.



L.
2,\Children't 1P-04e arts

activities are structured

for em by the teacher be

by matrialS (.;,work=

books). \

8. When children are learning

math i11,t teacher

works with the ntire class

as a group.

17. The teacher,seemed\to be

making an effort to inve

parents into the classrooM,

18. The teacher involved'

parents in classroom activities;

P0
1

PDC

Comp

PDC

Comp

PDC

Comp

Table 10

(COhtinued)

(16bal Ratings:

4

1 2 3 4 5

78 17 10 11 4 Children participate in plan-

65.0 14.2 8:3 9.2 3.3 ning their own language arts

activities.

107 34 8 9 0

67.7 21.5 Si 5.7 0

(P.0473)

N 32

% 27.1

N $4

% 34;2

N 41

% 347

N

22.2

\PDC

Cop '\m\\

8 46 23

6:8 39;0 19.5

2$_ 47 17

15.8 29.7 10.8

-1).=.0240)

2? 24 12

22.9 20.3 10.2

8 15 _30,

24.9 9.8 19.6

(p=.0014)

9 During these times the teacher

7.6 work S With indiiiidUal Children.

15

9.5

14

11.9

36

23.5

The teacher seemed to make no

effort to invite parents into

the Classroom.

37 29 18 10 9 Parents in the classroom did

35.9 28.2 17.5 9.7 8.7 menial chores or just observed;

25 39 22 22 19

!9.7 30.7 17.3 173 15.0

(p=.0427)



19. The teacher_seemed to feel

quite comfortable about having

parents in the classroom.

21. The teacher 4se? tin-

cerned about involving parents

in the classroom and was doing

her beSt to encourage it.

PDC

Comp

PDC

Comp

Table 10

(continued)

Global Ratings:

1 2 3 4 5

N 61 27_ 16 4 _3_ The teacher seemed to feel quite

55.0 24.3 14.4 3.6 2.7 uncomfortable about having parents

in the classroom.
5 44 44 25 19 15

29.9 29.9 17.0 12.9 10.3

N

%

N

%

(p..0002)

36 31 28 9 16

30.1 25.8 23.3 7.5 13.3

28 31 34 32 30

18.1 20.0 21.9 20.6 15.4

(P=.0058)

The teacher was not that con-

cerned about involving parents

in the classroom and therefore

did not seem to be doing anything

to encourage it;
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The first item concerns level of teacher involvement in curriculum
committees in their building and shows that PDC teachers did participate
much more frequently than comparison teachers in such committees. Over

705 of PDC_teachers reported attending curricilum committee meetings at
least as often as every other month, while only 49% of comparison teachers
attended that frequently. In fact, about 24% of PDC teachers reported
weekly attendance, contrasted with 155 of comrarison teachers.

The next group of items showing significant differences deals with
the types of activities of parents in the classroom. Although there is
no significant difference in the overall percentage reported of parents
who visited PDC or comparison classrooms, there are significant differences
in what they did once they got there. A surprising 20% of PDC teachers
reported that "some" parents helped them plan curriculum for other children
as opposed to only 75 of comparison teachers, and 58% of PDC teachers
reported "some" parents worked with children, compared to only 45% of

comparison teachers. Moreover, almost half of comparison teachers (48%)

reported that no pare. actually worked with children in the classroom,

compared to only 305 of PDC teachers. On the other hand, 825 of comparison

teachers reported "most" parents attended routine parent conferences
contrasted with 705 of PDC teachers.

Three items dealing with teacher attitudes toward parent involvement
are the next to show significant group differences. PDC teachers consistently
exhibited more positive attitudes toward more parent involvement in the

school than comparison teachers. PDC teachers were less apt to report
"no advantages" of parent involvement (only 25 versus 6% of comparison
teachers) and less apt to say that it disrupted the class to have unfamiliar
adults present (155 versus 305 of comparison teachers). On the other hand,

they were more apt to say an advantage of parent familiarity with the
school was that parents can "do more for their child at home" (70% versus

56 of comparison teachers). It is important to note that these are not
forced-choice responses, but rather responses to open-ended questions,
which gives them perhaps somewhat more credibility.

Seven items concerning perceptions of change over the last five years
reveal significant group differences, and five of these can be interpreted

unambiguously. The first two items deal with change in parent involvement

in the classroom and clearly favor PDC teachers. Over one-third of PDC
teachers (40%) reported "moderate" or "major" change in what parents do

in the classroom, as compared to 225 for comparison teachers. And 51% of

the PDC teachers reported "moderate" or "major" change in the number of

parent visits to the classroom, as compared to 36% of the comparison teachers.
The direction-of-change probes following each of these items reveal that

the vast majority of PDC teachers felt that the change in what parents
do was for the better (88%) and that the number of parent visits was more

than before (77%). (Comparison teachers' responses are in the same direction,

but the difference is not significant.)
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The three remaining items that can be interpreted unambiguously
_ern change in teacher's knowledge of what goes on in the school or

Jd Start center associated with the teacher's school or center, and change
in amount of planning done with teachers from other school or center.
PDC teachers reported both significantly more change in their knowledge
of what goes on at the associated school (23% reported "moderate" or
"major" change versus 159 for comparison teachers), and also reported
significantly more change in a positive direction (87% report "more
knowledge" rather than less, as opposed to 6I% comparison teachers).
More PDC teachers (68%) similarly report change in a positive direction
in amount of planning with other teachers compared to only 43% of comparison
teachers (the difference in actual amount of change is not significant
for this item, only direction).

The remaining two perception-of-change items are more difficult to
interpret. More comparison teachers than PDC teachers reported both
"no change" and "major change' in "amount of planning with teachers in
their own building" (32% of the comparison teachers versus 26% of the
PDC teachers reported "no change;" and 18% of the comparison teachers
versus 8% of the PDC teachers reported "major change"). More comparison

teachers also reported both "no change" and "moderate change" in "amount
of interaction between teachers and administrators" (40% of the comparison
teachers versus 30% of the PDC teachers reported "no change;" and 25%
of the comparison teachers versus 16% of the PDC teachers reported
"moderate change"). These responses seem contradictory until the direction-
of-change probe following both items is inspected. Although the group
differences are not significant, comparison teachers report major or
moderate changes in the direction of less plancsing and administrator
interactions, while the PDC teachers report changes in the direction of
more planning and interaction.

The next set of items concerns teacher attitudes toward their school
or center. All five items seem to show comparison teachers as more
positive toward their job situation than PDC teachers. For instance,

66 of comparison teachers (as opposed to 50% of PDC teachers) reported
"other teachers" were a reason for choosing to stay in their school or
center. Similarly; 440 of comparison teachers (versus 33? of PDC teachers)
reported "children" were a reason to stay; while 11% of PDC teachers
said "children" were a reason for choosing to leave (as compared to only
1% of comparison teachers). Moreover, more comparison teachers (57%)

than PDC teachers (48%) would "definitely recommend" their school to
prospective parents and were less likely to recommend another school
(1 compared to 7%). Fewer comparison teachers (1%) than PDC teachers
(7%) reported "children" as a reason for recommending another school to

parents. The responses to this question were often qualified by the
comment, "it depends upon the child," so that its interpretation as an
indicator of teacher attitude toward school is not straightforward. Reasons

for comparison teachers' apparently greater satisfaction with external
aspects of their job situation are unclear at this time and merit closer
attention in the next data collection.



The Global Ratings are the observer's assessment of the teacher's
instructional approach from her resp)nses to open-ended questions concerning
her strategies for teaching two typical children. Essentially, the ratings

are evaluations of self-report data. Six of the 19 ratings show significant
group differences.

The first two Global Ratings concern instructional approach and
indicate that PDC teachers made greater attempts at individualization
than comparison teachers. The first item deals with teacher direction
versus child choice in language arts activities. Although a majority of
both groups is at the "teacher-structure" end of the continuum, more
comparison teachers (89%) are there than PDC teachers (79%). More PDC
teachers (13%) are at the "child-choice" end than comparison teachers (6%).
Likewise, more PDC teachers (27%) were rated as working with individual
children during math than comparison teachers (20%). More comparison
teachers (50%) were rated as working with the entire class as a group
than PDC teachers (34%). The middle rating for this item refers to
"small groups," and PDC teachers (39%) were rated higher than comparison
teachers (309) in this category, too.

The other four Global Ratings concern teachers' efforts at involving
parents in the classroom. PDC teachers were consistently rated higher
than comparison teachers on these items. They were perceived as making
greater efforts to invite parents into the classroom (57% versus 47%),
as involving parents more in classroom activities (64% versus 50%), as
feeling more comfortable about having parents in the classroom (79% versus
60%), and as being very concerned about involving parents in the classroom
and doing their best to encourage such involvement (56% versus 38%).
Comparison teachers were more often rated at the opposite end of the continua,
e.g., as showing little effort at parent involvement.

Summary Variable Response Comparisons

Nine summary variables reflect significant group differences. These

are summarized in Table 11 and discussed here.

The first summary variable deals with number of parents involved in
three nontraditional classroom activities. More than twice as many PDC
teachers (309;) as comparison teachers (13%) reported that "most" of their
parents were involved in these activities. The activitie .;,:lude working

with children and helping the teacher plan curriculum for er children.

The second variable summarizes significant items reflecting attitude
toward more parent involvement in the classroom. Many more PDC teachers

(59%) than comparison teachers (3890) articulated positive attitudes toware
more parent involvement.
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Table 11
-a

Group Comparisons of Teacher Interview Outcome Variables

Response Distribution

Outcome -Summary Variables

PDC Comparison

1. Number. of classroom parehts involved
in three specific schOol/Clatt
activities:

1=none 20 16.4 61 39.4 ,0000

2=some parents 66 54.1 74 47.7

3=most parents 36 29.5 20 12.9

. Attitude toward more parent involve-
ment in school/class:

1=negative attitude toward parent
involvement 50 41.0 95 62.1 .0003

2=positive attitude toward parent
involvement 72 59.0 58 37.9

3. Change in knowledge of associated
school/center activities and amount
of planning with staff at associated

school/center:

1=little or no change 78 72;2 107 -79.9 n. .

2=moderate change 18 16;7 2Z 16,4

3=major change 12 11.1 5 3.7

4. Attitude toward job situation:

1=only mentioned positive aspects
of job 91 74.0 141 88.i .0024

2=only mentioned negative aspects
of job 7 5.7 4 2.5

3=mentiuned both positive and
negative aspects 16 13.0 4 2.5

.4=undecided or neutral 9 7.3 11 6.9

5. Use of community resources:

1=seldom 40 32.5 63 39.4 .0324

2 =somet imes 49 39.8 73 45.6

3=often 34 27.6 24 15.0

aDescription of the summary variables can be found in Appendix

4robability by chi-square or Fisher's exact test.

(continued)
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Table 11
(continued)

Response Distribution

PDC Comparison
Outcome Summary Variables

. Factor 1, program adaptation to
individual children:

1=teacher individualized instruction
for each child by having specific
information on each child 63 51.6 77 48.7 n.s.

2=teacher's records and knowledge of
how individual children are per-
forming are superficial 16 13.1 24 15.2

3=teacher keeps specific information
in some areas and superficial
rm...1.; in other areas 43 35.2 57 36.1

. Factor 2, structuring and differenti-
ation of activities in language and math:

1=teacher structures math and language
arts lessons; all activities are
same 69 56.6 113 71.5 .0280

2=children choose math and language
arts lessons; various activities
go on at same time 16 13.1 11 7.0

3=teacher teacher struc-
ture and cfr = =tre of lessons

zctivities and
diff2rer: 7 cities 35 28.7 34 21.5

4=tP:Ich--r dlways_allows some child
choice, has a few different
activities 2 1.6 0 0

8. Factor 3, efforts to involve parents
and the home:

1=teacher always makes efforts to
involve parents 65 53;3 69 43.7

2=teacher never makes efforts to
involve parents 22 18;0 53 33:5

3=teacher sometimes makes efforts to
involve parents 25 20.5 35 22.2

4=teacher consistently makes some
effort to involve parent 10 8.2 1 0.6

a
Probability by chi - square or Fisher's exact test.
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Table 11
;continued)

Outcome Summary Variables

Response Distribution

PDC Comparison
%

9. Factor 4, individualization of
activities in language arts and math:

1=teacher always works with entire
class 33 27.3 75 47.5

2=teacher always works with
individual children 36 29.8 35 22.2

3=teacher vacillates between working
with entire class and with
individtr,1 children 24 11.6 20 6.3

4=teacher works with small
grouos 38 31.4 38 24.1

.0064

a
Probability by chi-square or Fisher's exact test.
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The third variable summarizes two perception-of-change items: knowledge

of and amount of planning with the associate school or Head Start center.

The first item shows a significant group difference; the second does not.)

Although there is a trend for PDC teachers to report greater change in

knowledge and planning than comparison teachers, the group differences

on this composite variable are not significant.

The fourth variable summarizes items reflecting significant group

differences in teachers' attitudes toward their job situation. When teacher

ti;
responses to ach of these five items are apportioned into "only those

who menti positive aspects of their job," 88% of the comparison teachers

(contras dr ith only 74% of PDC teachers) are in this category. And, of

- those who "only mentioned negativeaspectS of their job," only 3% are

comparison teachers, contrasted with 6% of PDC teacher-S. The cons:btency

of these job satisfaction items favoring comparison teachers is puzzling

at this point, and reasons for it will be sought.

The:fifth variable summarizes two items concerninguse of community

resources in the classroom;__ neither of which has shown significant group
differences individually. Howev:er.i when tombihed,the'items significantly

distinguish between PDC and dOmpariStier teachers. Over one-fourth of PDC

teachers (28%) reported that they "often" used community people or resources

in their classrooms; compared to only 15% of comparison teachers.

Factor profiles. The.last four summary variables are_thtite constructed

from the,fourfactors resulting from the. factor analysis of the Global

Ratings.- Global Ratings factors were analyzed by chi-square analyses of

four categories Of responses:- 1)teaelers Who' were only rated at the VOW

end of the 1-to-5 continuum of all the items in the factor; 2) teachers

who were rated at the high end of the continuum of all the items in the

factor; 3) teachers who were rated at both -ends of the continuum; and 4)

teachers who were only rated in the middle, e.g., received a '3" rating.

Factor .1: Program adaptation to indivzdua -;_ldren. There is no

difference between PDC and comparison teachers .i. interviewers' judgments

of the degree to which each teacher's ir-tructional planning and record

keeping reflects comprehensive knowledge and -understanding:of the needs-

of individual children.

Factor 2: Structuring and differentiation of activities in language

and math. Although ratings for teachers in both groups were clustered at

the "teacher structure" end of the continuum rather than the "child choice"

end, fewer PDC teachers were at the "teacher structure"'end (57% versus 72%)

and more PDC teachers were at the "child choice" end (13% versus 7%). Thus,

they were rated as providing more varied language and math activities and

allowing more child choice in those activities than comparison teachers.
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2,-;or 3: Efforts to involve parents and the home. PDC teachers
were judged as king greater efforts than comparison teachers to involve
parents in thelassroom and to coordinate children's home and school
experiences. A. I.ligher percentage (53%) of PDC teachers clustered at the
"teacher effort" end of the continuum than comparison eachers (44%),
and a lower percentage_ (18%) of PDC teachers clustered at the "no effort"
end of the continuum than comparison teachers (34%).

individualization of activities sn_language and math.
Fewer PDC teachers (27%) than comparison teachers (48%) were judged to
work with the entire class during language and math activities; Instead;

they worked more frequently with individual children (30% versus 22%);
and worked more frequently with small groups (31% versus 24%). PDC teachers
thus seem to individualize instruction in language and math much more than
comparison teachers.

romparison r,f _factor profiles; A one-way multivariate analysis of
variance was used to compare PDC with compari3or; reac...-Irs on all four

`actors simultaneously. PDC and comparison profiles we:e found to differ
Sienif:tantlV, indicating that the lack of significant difference on
-actor 1 combines with the significant differences on Factors 2, 3, or 4
to produce an overall difference favoring PDC that is quite :-eliabie

(F=2:52: 252: 0=.042).

Distussior of Findinns

Analses at the item level and summary variable level of responses
to the Teacher Interview reveal that there are significant group differences

favr.r:hg PDC teacners in three major -areas of interest: individualization
of instructional approach, teacher planning with other teachers, and parent

ent. In'the first area; two of the three_Global Ratings factors
with individualization of instruction indicate that more PDC

t:chers t'-ah comparison teachers allowed child choice, provided a wide
7f:7 activities in language math; and worked with individuals

ll croups of children:

=

e2 planning W:t'_Other teachers, PDC teachers reported
participation in curriculum committees than comparison

os a - neater Hcrease in knowledge of what goes on in the

'read- Start center.

rhos: freduent diff bete.en the two groups

the parent involvemert. tea rers reported more

behaviors in the _ :ssroom, and more positive attit'Aes

p-eht nc,IVement tha7 comparison teachers. Thisself-report_data

-ated GIbbal Rat:ngs of the teachers' responses:
cc.-',posed of three Grobal_Rat:ngs concerning parer*_

and other individual Global Ratindsabbut parent involvement
Irct.7- 4ith >he othrs; showed sidnificanr -'ifferences

PDC -t ch.--3:.i<or: teachers in terms of their eff to involVe

rt:hate _home and school activities.
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Teacher Outcomes Regardless of Treatment

Once program-related impacts are identified, it is important to
establish the extent to which variables other than the eucational program
cont.ibute to outcomes, ana then to attempt to separate the contributions
of treatment from those of other factors. The present section takes up
the first of these issues.

First; we discuss a set of potential predictor or independent variables;
next, a set of teacher outcomes for which relationships with teacher out-
comes are explored; third, the methods used; and, finally, the results
obtained.

The Set of Potential Predictor Variables

Two categories of variables are consiaered in this preliminary examination
of variable relationships independent of treatment: 1) teacher background
characteristics, including length of time at current school and reason for
being at current school, and 2) site.

Teacher background characteristics are clear candidates for predictors
of teacher impacts. From the pool of variables available, four were selected:

I

1. Ethnicity: it is anticipated that this variable will be confounded
with site, since there are clear differences in the proportions
of teachers of different ethnic groups by site.

2. Teacher's educational level: educational level frequently has
an impact on a variety of outcome measures, but the -- is little

evidence to suggest direction of impact on the outcomes of
interest in this study.

3. tpngth of time at current school: this may affect the program's

impact on teaching staff. A dominant point of view is that teac-
who have been in the school for a number of years (predating PDC)
are more set in their teaching approaches and are therefore less

likely to be interested in implementing a new educational treatment,
whereas teachers new to the school are more open to tackling a
new program.

4. Reason for teacher employment at current school: this may affect

program impacts in that teachers invited to be in a school probably

were recruited because their teaching style matched that of the

school. Teachers who were assigned to schools and had no choice
in the matter :1:7ght have teachi^,- philosophies that conflict with

those of the which coulc .der program implementation.
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Site is an important alternative to program treatment as a predictor
Variable,_bUt one clearly related to treatment. Because the PDC guidelines
Offer Ch.:is_in_the way the guidelines are met, the PDC program must be

viewed as implementation of one idea in eleven different ways, one to
a site; for this reason, site-related variation in- outcomes is related to

treatment-related variation. On the other hand, site-level differences
in other domains separate from educational treatment--for example, in
teacher background characteristics such as ethnicity--suggest that site
as an explanatory variable must be considered to a large extent also as a
contributing factor different from the educational treatment. In short;

bOth treatment related and treatment-independent sources of variation in
outcomes may be bound together in the explanatory variable site The

potz:ntial predictor variables and the dependent variables are listed in

Table 12;

The Set of TeacherO-u-t_come_s_ __Used as_DRpendent riahles

TWelVe variables were_examined for relation to pe,:tential predictors:
or scales were considered for dependent_ ariables for these analyses

if they seemed meaningfully related to desired teacher outcomes of the PDC

program: The set of program outcomes showing impacts of PDC was
and other variables were added to it.

Ahalytic Approaches Employed

A variety of anaiytiL metho.:Is are used because most of the dependent
variables are nominal or ordinal in scale; the majority of analyses involve

formation of the approprIate contingency table:. Interpretations of variable

interrelations is limited to two variable relationships, Since the number
of empty cells and cells with very few subjects would otherwiSe rapidly
become unmanageable.

Measures of association are not presented: Instead; significance

tests with levels at or below .05 are used as estimates of the existence

of a relationship between variables.

RestIlts 0'

Table 13 summarizes the findings of the analyses: The associations

identified are described next.

Effects of teacher_ background characteristics. Both teacher ethnicity

and education were examined for their effect on the teacher outcomes:
Ethnicity is significantly related to four of the 12 teacher outcomes

examined. As Table 13 shows; there is no clear trend separJtihg the four

ethnic groups consistently across the teacher outcomes. For instance,

Hispanic teachers reported higher rates of attendance at committee meetings
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Table 12

Teacher Interview Independent and Dependent Variables

Indenendent_Var-itzbIes

1. Teacher background characteristics

a. ethnicity

b. educational level

c. length of years at current school

2. Site

reason for being at current school (assigned recruited)

Dependent b-lei

1. Degree of committee participation by teacher

2. Number of parents involved in classroom activities

3. Attitude toward more parent involvement in school/class

4. Change in knowledge of and amount of planning done with teachers
in associated Head Start center or elementary school

5. Degree of job satisfaction

6. Use of community resources in the classroom

7. Degree of program adaptation to individual children

8. Degree of structuring and differentiation of activities in
language arts and math

5. Degree to which teacher tries to involve parents

10. Degree of individualization of languaye arts and math activities

11. Frequency of multicultural classroom activities

12. 1-- Nether or not teacher has had trainin.9, in child_deve4opment



Table 13

Relationships Between Predictors and Dependent Variables on the Teacher Interview Regardless of Treatmenta

DEPENDENT VARIABLES

1. Frequency of teacher partici-

pation oil committees:

1=high frequercy

2. Number Of parents who -are in-

vdlved in specific sch661/Clatt

activities:

1=none

2=some parents

3=MOSt parents

283

277

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

Ethnicity

(N=266L

65.9 20.0 46.5 42.4

Educational

Level

(N.281)

Number of

Reason for Years at

Being 10 Current

School School

(N=28U; (Ni278)o.
V

+ 0 "013<C000
02 -L Z 011)1- L

I .0 r; ....

< 0 1 o 0 >
0 lo 0 < 0 c 1.11 IA Site

2 {....__LL c_l_....:L 3)

11-3; n.s. n.s.

7.9 20.0 20;9 35;1

52.6 c;10.0 48.8 50.6

39.5 0 30.3 14.4

35.1 17;6 35;6

38.1 65.9 48.3

26.8 16.5 16.1

n.s. 22.9 38.8

54.8 44.0

22.3 17.2

4,01.1.1mir

Highb: CO;

GA;FLiMO;TX

Low: CA;Cr:

1A,M1,UTEWA

High
1

: CO;

TX;WA

Low: CA;CT-1

3 Teacher attitude toward more

parent involvement in school/

class:

1.positive attitude 275 n.s. S.

4. Changeinknowledge and amount

of planning done kith associated

Head Start center/school 133 n.s; n;s. n.s. n.s.

Hi01_ GA,

TXX

Low: CAiCO;

CT;IyA

n.s.

a
Cotpleted cells indicate

significant relationShips, p < .05;

High' sites are those that reported none of this behavior; i.e.; site means were above the_overall mean. "Low"

sites are those that reported less Of this behavior, i:e;; site means were below the overall mean.
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Table 13

(continued)

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

Ethnicity

(N=266)

Educational

Level

_(N=281)

Reason for

Being in

SchOol

(N=280)

Number of

Years at

Current

School

(N=278)

u

d
ra

C.
0

c
to

0
<

1
U

-I1

cc

V
0

.0
3

<
CO

1-

<
0
u

10

I-
'0 te
0 3_
L 0 <
OF-Z

d
X

4
x

-0

0
c
CI

140
<

'V
0
v

>C

o
L
5-

u,1

I/

.
o
L
5,

0
A

Site

fP283)DEPENDENT VARIABLES

5. Job satisfaction:

'=only mentioned positiVe

aspects

2=mentioned positive and nega-

tive aspects

Y,Ohly mentioned negative

aspects

4r-undecided or neutral

283 n.s. n.s. 78.1 86.0

,..4 .5.8

5;8 1.4

11;7 2;8

76.2 90.7

10.0 2.5

6.9

6-9 6.8

Higha: CT;

!AAA'
TPA
Low: CA,C00

GAiFliUT

6; Use of community resources:

1=seldom

2=sometimes

3=often

283 n.s. n.s. n.s. 36.3 36.4

38:1 491

25.6 14;4

n.s.

7; Program adaptation to indi-

vidual children:

1=teacher individualizes_in7

struction for each child by

having specific information

(J1 each child

2,-reacher has specific infor-

ration on same areas and

superficial records in

other areas

3=teacher'srecords and know-

164 of how individual chil-

dren are performing are

superficial

280 5;.5 20.0 28.3

20.0 60.0 52.4

22. 20.0 1' 0

55.9

35.0

'.l

n.s. n.s. n.s:

H_
A

igh : cAi

COiCTiGA,

lA;MD,UT

Low: FL,MI,

TX;WA

1

i

b
"High" sites are those that reported none

of this behavior; ire ;; site means were above the_overall mean. "Low'

sites are those that reported
less of this behavior, i.e., site means were below the overall mean.



Table 13

(continued)

MENTNARIABLES

8. Structuring -and differ6ritiation

of activities in language arts

and math:

lichildren structure; different

activities are ongoing

2=teacher and children consis-

tently share Structuring of

lessons

3=teacher-vacillates between

teacher structure and child-

ren structure and between

same activities and different

activities,

4=teacher structures; all

activities are the same

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

Ethnicity

(N=166)

Educational

LeVel_

(N=281)

Reason for

Being in

Seridol_

(N=280)

a

iA

U

Q
U

z In

0
0

Number of

Years at

current

SthO01_

(N=278)

Site

(4=283)

280 n.s. n: s. n.s. 14.0 2.5

1.3 0

27.5 20.3

57.2 77.2

Higha: CT,

FL;1A;Mli

TX;0T- -

Low: CA,CO,

GA MD WA

9: Efforts to involve parents and

the home:

1:tea-cher tries to involve

parents

2=teacher consistently makes

some effort to involve

parents

3=teacher vac!llates between

making some effort and no

effort to involve parents.

4=teacher makes no efforts to

involve parents

n.s. n.s. 11.S. n.s.

CA;

CLC00.1.,

UT; FL

bL:ligh" sites are those that reported none
of, this behavior, Le:, site means were above the overall mean. 'LOW

(10
.

sites are thoSe that
reported less of this behavior; i.e. site means were below the overall mean.
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Table 13

(continued)

PENDENT VARIABLES

10. Individua"ization of activi-

ties in language arts and math:

lzteacher works with individual

children

2-teacher consistently works

with entire class and indi-

vidual students during math

and language arts

3=tiacAir vacillates be' ,een

working with individual

'children and entire class

4.z-teacher works with entire

class

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

U

C

a
0

Reason for

Ethicatib661 Being in

Ethnicity .LeVel_ $001.

(N-1,281) (N:280)

C

9.2
U
ru

a)

U

279 37.5 20.0 22.0 24.9

il. Frequency of multicultOral

classroom activities:

Izat least monthly

.m.m.

281

32;5 20:0 22.0 27.1

20.0 20.0 2:4 7;3

10.0 40.0 53.6 40.7

n.s.

rks.

Number of

Years at

Current

Pool.

(PM)

0 '0
C- 0 VI in

):71 L.) L L
I- >

>
C Ul

Site

(N=1283)

n; s. n.s.

Higha.: FL,

IA,MI,UT

Low: CA,C0i

CT,GAiMDiTX;

WA

12; Teacher training in child

development:

lzyes 283 n.s. n.s.

n.s. n.s-.

n.s. E 11 . 5 .

N. *MENAI

High : CA,

CT,FLiMI

Low: CO,GA,

IA;MD,TX;UTi

WA

Highs: CO,

GAJA,M0 TX,

UT,WA_

Low: CA,CT,

FL,M1

v "High' sites are those reported none of this behavior, i.e., site means were above the lean. "Low"

sites are those that --;.)rted less '.)f this behavior, i.e., site meant were below the overall mean.



than the other groups; they also were rated as spending more time working
with individual children than the other ethnic groups. Higher percentages
Of black and Hispanic teachers than white teachers reported that more of
their parents were involVed in certain school activities. _Because the
sites are different in their_proportions_of teachers by ethnic group, it
seems very likely that signific;nit relationships between ethnic groups
and teacher outcomes are it fact confounded with site differences. There
is a strong likelihood that significant: relationships between eth-',7 groups
and teacher outcomes are in fact confounded with site-level d'
in proportions of teach6rs by ethnic group.

Teacher's educational level was significantly related tc of
the 12 dependent variables,_both dealing with parent involvemE .teachers

at the intermediate level of education (credit toward a matter's degree)
reported more parent involvement than teachers in the tw-..) other categories.
Paradoxically, teaci,ers at the highest level of education (master's degree
and beyond) expressed the most positive attitude toward parent involvement
in the classroom. This is interesting in that the data reflect a discrepancy
between teacher attitudes and teacher behaviors.

Length of time at current school was related to four teacher outcomes:
number of parents involved in school activities, job satiscaction, classroom
use of community resources, and degree of structure and differentiation
of activities in math and language. Teachers who had been at the school
for more than five years more often reported that none of their parents
were involved in certain school activities, were more satisfied with their
job, and were rated by interviewers as having a more structured approach
tc planning language and math activities. Teachers with five 'years or less

of teaching experience at their s_Llool reported ore parent involvement
in classroom activities, and more frequent use ' community resouTces in

the classroom. These newer teachers were rated .nterviewers as allowing
children to structure their language and math activities and providing
more variety in types of activities in these areas.

Reason for being in school (assigned or recruited) was significantly
related to only one dependent variable, job satisfaction. Teachers who
either requested or were invited to be in a school expressed more satisfaction
with their school position than those who were assigned to the school.
This finding lends support to the importance of person/environment fit in
job satisfaction, since the teacher's self-selection or recruitment may
have been due to a perceived match between individual teacher and school
program. This congruence of teacher and program was related, then, to
greater job satisfaction, but not to any of the otter outcomes.

Eff,':cts of site. There were significant differences b.71-we,..In

for ten of 12 teacher outcomes examined. In order to este)'' n

there were consistent differences between sites in levels Scher beha\,or
and attitude, sites were classified for each outcome as above or below
the overall variable mean. This means that for the outcome "committee
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participation," sites scoring above the variable mean had greater than
average frequency of teacher participation. Five sites--Georgia, Florida,
lowa, Texeand Utahhad values above the mean for six to seven of the
ten outcomes showing site differences; all other sites had five or less

outcomes belbwthe mean. Thus, no individual site consistently influenced
teacher outcomes, but five of the 11 sites accounted for the higher ratings
on a majority of the outcomes.

Summary and Discussion of Findings

A number of variables have been identified in this section as being
related to. t*- her outcomes, regardless of educational treatment. Site

effects bccur.for'all but two of the outcomes examined; they do not appear,
however, to rank the sites consistently in the same order. Ethnic membership,

as we show in the next section, has effects thatare confounded with those

of site. Teacher education was related to two outcomes concerning behavior

and attitude toward' parents. Teacher' with higher educational levels are
associated with a more positive attitude toward parent invoivement while
teachers of intermediate educational levels (i.e., working toward a master's

degree) had more actual parent involvement.

"Length of =time at school' -hows the second largest number of significant
relationships (four) with teacher behaviors and attitudes. Teachers who

had taught et the school for more than five years were associated with
more job satisfaction, less.parent-involvement, and more teacher structure
in planning and carrying out language and math activities. More child

structuring of language arts and math activities, more parent involvement
and-more frequent use of community resources were associated with teachers

who ha. at the school fo- less than six years. Finally, as expected,

Leac.-,rs who asked or were rec(uife' to teach in a school were more satisfied

with _noir jobs than teachers who hac been assigned to their schools.

Effect of the independent Variables on PDC Program l_mpacts

This question explores, in a preliminary fashion, the notion of alter-
nat...e explanations of treatment-related differences in teacher outcomes,

as well as the possibility of interactions between treatnent and some o'

the predictors in association with teacher outcomes.

For the independent variables other than site, one question is askci:

for all of thoSe independent-dependent variable pairs displayed in Table 12

in the preceding section, does the predictor, or independent variable,

interact with educational treatment? This question can also be expressed

as is there a significant relation between educational treatment and a given
teacher outcome', if one controls for the effects of an independent variable?
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The major question for the variable site_ is: are treatment-related
differences in teacher outcomes manifest at only some sites, or are they
present in all or most sites? In order to approach this question systemati-
cally, two specific questions are asked for all outcome variables for which
overall site effects were noted in Table 13:

IS there a significant difference between treatment groups at
some sites?

If sites showing significant differences are left out; is there
a difference between treatment groups at the aggregate level
at the remaining sites?

The Sets of Variables Examined

The sets of predictor and dependent variables examined to answer this
question are the same as those given in the preceding section; the listing
of Table 12 above can again be used as a quick reference guide. Note that
four of the outcome variables were not significantly related to program,
but interactional analyses were carried out as an exploratory procedure.

Analytic Procedures

Most of the teacher outcomes are of nominal or ordinal scale; in most
cases, for this reason, analytic approaches involved the examination of
contingency tables. The effects of controlling for predictors are ascer-
tained by using contingency tables at each level of the independent variable.
Determinations of the existence of interactions are based on decision rules
relating to the direction of effects, magnitude of associations and partition
of effects across independent variable levels, and are illustrated in the
example of Figure 1 presented in Chapter III.

Results of Analyses

Table 14 summarizes findings; the interactions identified

are described below.

The effects of site and ethnicity. For eight of the twelve outcomes
for teachers there were PDC-comparison group differences at specific sites.
For only one outcome, "number of parents involved in specific school
activities," did the significant overall treatment effect remain after the
sites showing significant differences were removed. This suggests that
PDC-comparison group differences for most outcomes were restricted to
specific sites.
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Table 14

rveraction BetWeen Treat-tent and Predictor Variables with Dependent Variablesa

-----Dependent_Vartables

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

SITE

(N=283)

ETHNICITY (N=266)

EDUCATONAL LEVEL

(Ni281)

Overall

Treatment

Effect

Individual

Site

Effects

Overall Effects

for Remaining

Sites

Frequency_of teacher part

tion nn committees:

1=high frequency

2: Number of parents involved_,

specific school/class activities.

1=none

2=some parents

3=most parents

3. TeaCher attitude toward parent

involVement in school/class:

P>C 283

P>C: CO;

MD;MI;UT
n.s. n.s. n,s.

P>C

1=pOsitive attitude
PC

4. Amount of change in knowledge of

and amount of planning done with

associated Head Start center/

elementary school:

1=none

2=moderate

3=major

277 P5C: CT,

IA

15.3 36.1

55.3 1.17..1

29.4 16.8

P C P_ _C

0 45;0 23.6 48.1

47:8 50;0 58;3 45.2

52.2 5:0 18.1 19.8

n.s.

275

P>C: CO,

UT,WA
R.S. n.s. n.s.

133 C>P: MD

P>C: M!

n.s.

P C

61.9 88.1

21.4 9.5

16.7 2.4

akompleted cells indicate significant
ret,..1v :nteractibh with educational treatment; p < 11 Q

v v



.Table 14 .

(continued)

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

SITE

(N=283)

ETHNICITY (N=266)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

(N=281)

._

<

.-,'

,!

1)

x".

<
co

_i,

<
0
u

z

_.oct
L

10 r3

0

1.-o

()I-

_
+

z

a
z--Dependent Variables

Overall

Treatment

Effect N

Individual

Site

Effects

Overall Effects

for Remain"ing

Sites

c

al

.!_,

1

5. Job satisfaction:

1=ohlY mentioned reasons for

staying at school

2=mentioned reasons for both

leaving and staying

3=only mentioned reasons for

leaving school

4=undecided

C>P 283 * * h.5. h.5.

6. Use of community resources:

1=seldom

2=sometimes

3=often

P>C 283 n.s. n.s. n;s: n.s.

7, Factor 1; program adaptation to

individual children:

1=teacher individualizes instruc-

tion for each child by NViiig

specific information on each

child

2=teaCher has specific informa-

tion in some areas and super-

ficial records in other areas

3=teachers records and knowledge

of how individual children

perform are superficial

n.s. 280 * * n.s.

redictor outcome pairs showing a significant relationship but no interaction with treatment.



.Table 14

(continued)

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

SITE

(K83)

--Defahles

Overall

Treatment

EffeCt

Individual

Site

Effects

ETHNICITY (141.266)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

(Ni28I)

C

Overall Effects a, ro

for Remaining

Sites
< CO

8. Factor 2, structuring and dif-

ferentiation of activities in

language arts and math:

1=children structure; different

activities are ongoing

2:teacher and children consis-

tently share structuring of

lessons

3=teacher vacillates between

teacher structure and child

structure and between same

activities and different

activities

4=teacher structures; all acti-

vities are the same

C >P for

tiaChir

structure

280 DP for

tea:her

structure:

CT. MI

n.s. n,s.

9. Factor 3, efforts to involve

parents and the home:

1=teacher tries to involve

parents
280

2=teacher consistently makes

some effort to inVOlVe parents

3=teacher vacillates between

some efforts and no effortS

to involve parents._

4=teacher makes no efforts to

involve parents

P>C:

CT; WA

Ns, !LS;

3



Table 14

(continued)

PREDICTOR VARIABLES

SITE

(N5283)

ETHNICITY (N=266)

EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

(N=28I)

Dependent Varlablet

Overall

Treatment

Effect

Individual

Site

Effects

Overall Effects

for Remaining

Sites

10. Factor 4, individualization of

activities in language arts and

math:

1=teacher works with individual

children

2=teacher consistently works

with entire class and indi-

vidual students

3=teacher vacIllates between

working with individual stu-

dents and entire class

4=teacher works with entire class

K for

workinl

With entire

class

279

P>C for

working

with in-

dividual

children:

MI, UT

C>P for

Working

with :n-

dividual

children:

CT

n.s.

C P C

38.1 5.0 24.7 25.0

4.8 0 9.6 5.8

9.5 35.0 41.0 17.3

47.6 60.0 24.7 51.9

r.s.

11. Frequency of multicultural

classroom activities:

1=at least monthly- n.s.. 281
J. n.s. n.s.

12. Teacher training in child

development:

1=YeS
n;s: 283 ;P>r:: MI n.s.

*Predictor outcome pairs showing a significant rèlationhi bUt nd interaction With mow:

n.s. n.s.



Sites at which significant differences were found were not, with one
exception, consistently the same ones. Only in Michigan were significant
differences found in five of the treatment-related outcomes.

Treatment differences in teacher outcomes varied by ethnic group,
but appeared clearly related to site-specific treatment differences.
Thus, when sites showing significant differences between treatment groups
were removed, the interactions of ethnicity and treatment also tended to
disappear. Only for two variables, "number of parents involved in class-
room activities" and "individualization of language and math activities,"
could specific differences between treatments be explained, in part, by
ethnicity and not site. For "number of parents involved in school," both
black and white PDC teachers reported significantly_ more parent involvement
than black and white comparison teachers. Also, PDC black teachers were
significantly more often rated as individualizing instruction in language
and math than comparison black teachers, and comparison white teachers
were significantly more often rated as working with the entire class (as

opposed to individual students) than white PDC teachers.

Effects of other background variables. Other variables examined for
interaction effects with treatment on various teacher outcomes are:
educational level, reason for being at school, and number of years at

current school. Each showed treatment-related cifferences for specific
teacher outcomes, but very few interacted significantly with treatment.

Educational level interacted with treatment for only one of the twelve
teacher outcomes, "change in knowledge and planAing," eliminating the lack
of treatment effect at the lowest educational le!el. PDC teachers with
only a bachelor's degree reported _a much greater ;ncrease than comparison

teachers of the same educational level in knowledge of the associated

school, despite no overall treatment effect.

The background variable "number of years at current school" did not
interact significantly with treatment for any of the twelve teacher outcomes.
But it is interesting that, for five of the twelve outcomes, the significant
PDC-comparison group differences were eliminated for teachers who had been
at their school for six years or more. For most of the other background
variables, significant PDC-comparison group differences washed out at one
or another level, but the overall treatment effect still remaining. However,

for the variable "number of years at current school," the significant
differences were eliminated only at one level--that of the more experienced

teachers. Thus, PDC teachers who had been at their school for less than
six years still had more favorable attitudes toward parent involvement than
comparison teachers, used community resources more, allowed more child
choice and provided more variety in activities, and worked more with individuals

and small groups. And "newer" comparison teachers still showed more satis-
faction with extrinsic job satisfaction indicators.
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Of the other independent variables; only "educational level" signi-

ficantly interacted with treatment; and that occurred with an outcome on

which no significant PDC-comparison group differences appeared overall:

"change in knowledge and planning." At the lowest educational level,

PDC teachers showed a much greater increase in knowledge and planning than

comparison teachers.

Summary of Program Impacts on_Teachers_

Analyses of the Teacher Interview reveal that there are significant

PDC - comparison. group differences favoring PDC teachers in the three major

areas of interest: individualization of instructional approach, partici-
pation in decision-making and planning, and parent involvement. The specific

findings are:

I Individualization.of instructional approach:

PDC teachers allowed more child choice than comparison teachers,

provided a wider variety of activities in language and math, and
worked more with individuals or with small groups than with large

groups.

4, Participation in decision-making and planning:

. .

,PDC teachers repor-tedsignificantly more partic7-patson in

curriculum committees than comparison teachers.

PDC teachers reported more change toward a greater knowledge

of what goes on in the associated school or Head Start center;

Parent involvement:

PDC teachers reported involving parents in nontraditional
activities in the classroom much more often than comparison

teachers.

PDC teachers had more positive attitudes toward parent
involvement than comparison teachers.

In addition, PDC teachers reported more frequent use of or discussion of

community resources in the classroom than comparison teachers. And PDC

teachers were less satisfied with extrinsic job satisfaction Indicators

than comparison teachers. (The implications of this latter finding are

unclear at this time but must nevertheless be reported.)

Teacher outcomes regardless of program effects-. Of the five independent

variables that influenced teacher outcomes regardless of program effects,

"site" seemed to have the most pervasive effect. Site effects occurred for

ten of the 12 teacher outcomes exLmined, but no individual site or sites was



rated consistently,above other sites on all of the outcomes. 1-Iver,
five sites had ratings above the mean for seven of the twelve 01":Cornes.
Of the teacher background characteristics that were possible Pt"ic-ors,
"ethnic membership" effects were confounded with site, "teaches' !qucetion"
was significantly related to two outcomes, "length of time at 5c9c1o1"
with four; and "recruited or assigned" with only one

Teachers at the intermediate level of education (credit tOl'Ind a
master's degree) reported more parent involvement than teecher5at the
other two levels, while teachers at the highest level of educariM (master's
degree and beyond) reported the most positive attitudes toward nI°Ire parent
involvement in the school.

Teachers:with less longevity at their school reported more Nrent
involvement in specific activities in the classroom, more fregOent Ose
of community resources in the classroom, less satisfaction viith >ctrinsic

job satisfaction indicators, and a more individualized educatiG041 approach.

Teachers who were invited or asked to be at their school er2re5sed
more job satisfaction than teachers who were assigned involoncarily.

Fffect of _independent variables on treatment. Of the indeandent
variables examined for their interaction with treatment, site interacted
most frequently, but, with the exception of one site, the sites at vihi6h

significant differences were found were not consistently the sagi The
only other independent variable to interact significantly with tr:etment
was "educational level," which resulted in a PDC-comparison group
favoring PDC teachers on an outcome for which there was no rain

difference
ent

effect, "change in knowledge and planning." At the lowest edu;I:traln
level, PDC teachers showed a much greater increase in knowledge and Planning
than comparison teachers.

Classroom Otservati-on-System. Analyses of the Classroom Obet-vation
n5 1-System revealed that PDC teachers did, in fact, individualize :il-uction

in the classroom more than comparison teachers by providing a wise- variety

of activities. While comparison teachers had neater and more orgized
classrooms than PDC teachers, made children wait less often, an4 better

managers, PDC teachers showed more evidence of accommodations fer handicapped
children.
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VI

SUMMARY OF IMPACT ON TEACHERS

The PDC program's major goal is to enhance childceni-s social competence
by providing them with a continuous, individualized educational experience
and health and social services. In order to bring about this continuity

of experience, PDC programs were to establish institutional mechanisms
that would encourage within and across-grade communication and Head Start/

public school coordination. The analytic model, of PDC (described in
Chapter I) posits these institutional changes as promoting changes in
teachers which will in turn impact on parents and ultimately on children.

The evaluation methodology developed to be responsive to this analytic

model was first implemented in the spring of 1979, by which time the program

staff at individual sites had been implementing PDC for three years (a

startup year and two years of full implementation--Head Start and kinder-

garten).

We have studied the effects of the PDC program on the attitudes and
classroom behaviors of teachers through interviews with teachers and

observations in classrooms. Observations were conducted for the grade

one classrooms in which the PDC and evaluation students were enrolled,

and those teachers were interviewed. In addition, at other grades, we

interviewed a sample of teachers and observed a sample of classroomt.

The evaluation covers three domains in assessing the impact of PDC.

The domains, and the instruments used to collect information in the domains,

are:

Teacher behaviors and classroom activities. This domain includes

the physical environment that the teacher creates for the child

in the classroom (Classroom Environment Observation), the instruc-

tional approach that the teacher employs (Classroom Activities

Record), the management style of the teacher (Focused Observatiorq,

and the general climate that the teacher establishes in the class-

room (Classroom Activities Record and Focused Observations).

Teacher attitudes. This domain includes teachers' attitudes
toward parents and toward the school, and their personal educa-

tional philosophy (Teacher Interview).

Teacher background characteristics. This domain refers to such

things as teacher training in child development theory, ethnicity,

number of years of teaching experience, and experience in special

projects.



Summary of Findings

PDC program staff have clearly been successful in : three important
areas of teacher behavior and attitudes: teacher implementation of an
individualized curriculum; more frequent teacher participation in formal
curriculum planning; and teacher promotion-of more parent involvement in
PDC schools and centers.

The Teacher Interview revealed that PDC teachers reported more
,ndividUalization of instruction than comparison teachers in three areas:

PDC teachers supported more child choice in planning language
arts and math activities.

PDC teachers advocated a wider variety of activities in language
arts and math.

PDC teachers reported working more with individual children or
with small groups than with large groups.

The Classroom Observation System corroborated these findings in that PDC
teachers were observed as providing a wider variety of activities in language
and math than comparison teachers. Moreover, PDC classrooms showed more
evidence of accommodations for handicapped children, another indication of
individualization of instruction.

In the second important area of program impact, PDC teachers reported
more frequent participation with other teachers on formal curriculum
committees than did comparison teachers; together with a greater increase
in knowledge of what goes on at the associated school or Head Start 'center.
Analysis of the Administrator Interview also revealed that PDC teachers
were seen as participating more on curriculum committees than comparison
teachers.

The third major area of interest, parent involvement, shows very
significant differences between PDC and comparison teachers. PDC teachers
reported a greater change in the kinds of things that parents do when they
visit the classroom, more parent involvement in certain nontraditional
activities in the classroom, and more positive attitudes toward parent
involvement than comparison teachers.

The teacher reports about the involvement of parents validates the
self-reports of parents; PDC parents report a greater incidence of observing
in their children's classroom and of working in the school on a paid or
volunteer basis.

Another focus of the PDC program has been the incorporation into the
classroom of community resources. Again; PDC teachers reported more frequent
use of people or resources from their community in the classroom than

1 n
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comparison teachers. PDC teachers also reported more frequent discussions

with their students about the roles and services provided by various

people in the community than comparison teachers.

The findings reported up to this point have all favored PDC teachers.

However, there were a few items which appeared to favor comparison teachers.

Analysis of one variable from the Teacher Interview and two Global Retinas

from the Classroom Observation System revealed higher outcomes for the

comparison teachers than for the PDC teachers on: satisfaction with certain

extrinsic aspects of their job situations, neatness and organization of

their classrooms, and classroom managerial skill (comparison teachers

made children wait less often than PDC teachers). A possible explanation

for the claSsroom environment and management findings is that efforts to

increase individualization of instruction may result in more cluttered

looking rooms and in children having to wait more for individual teacher

attention. This, of course, is not always the case, but because there

were several aspects of individualization on which PDC teachers were

rated higher than comparison teachers, it may have a bearing on the findings.

Reasons for comparison teachers reporting greater extrinsic job satisfaction

are not apparent and will be explored in future analyses.

Interpretation of Findings

The success of the PDC program in influencing_individUalization of

curriculum, teacher participation in informal curriculum planning,_ and

teaCher OrtiMbtiOh of more parent involvement is noteworthy. The sheer

amount Of Work required to individualize the curriculum for each child is

enormous. Among Other things,_more planning is required, more testing is

required; and a greater diversity of materials is required; all of which

necessitate devoting much more time to class preparation and record-keeping.

Given the already heavy workload of many teachers,_the significant PDC-

comparison difference in individualization of curriculum is impressive

IncreaSed PDC teacher participation on curriculum committees is also

an achievement, given their workload and the national trend toward greater

centralization of curriculum decision-making. Although texts may be stan-

dardized across districts, decisions within buildings, and across and withiri.-

grade levels, may still be made regarding pacing of material and emphasis,

and this appears to be happening more in PDC schools than in comparison

schools. Further, given the traditional isolation of most teachers in

their own classrooms, the greater increase in PDC teachers' knowledge of

what goes on in another building is also a singular achievement. This

increased knowledge indicates major progress toward more coordination

between Head Start and the public schools, and is fundamental to developing

a continuous curriculum.



The third area of PDC's effect on teachers, that of parent involvement
in classroom activities in substantive ways, represents a sharp break with
tradition. Assimilating parents into the classroom can be problematic for
teachers and can also represent more work for them with little visible
benefit. The fact that PDC teachers, both by word and by deed, are more
positive toward parent involvement in their classrooms than comparison
teachers is a major program achievement.

The consistency of these findings (in teacher interviews and obser-
vations) clearly attests to the success of the PDC program in influencing
both teacher attitudes and behaviors. The parent descriptions of their
greater involvement in PDC classrooms confirm the change in attitudes and
behaviors of the teachers whose greater acceptance of parental involvement
is reflected in behaviors of parents.

In view of these findings we can say that, after three years of program
implementation, PDC sites on the whole have been successful in bringing
about greater individualization of instruction, more :oordination both
within and across schools and centers, and greater parent involvement in
specific kinds of activities in the classroom.
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APPENDIX A

Spring 1979 Measures: Teacher Interview

Purpose

One of the expected outcomes of the PDC program was that program
teachers would develop or adopt a continuous coordinated curriculum

that included 6 diagnostic and evaluative system for tailoring in-
struction to the interests, needs, and abilities of each child. This

curriculum was expected to have certain minimal components. It was

to take a "total child" perspective: health and nutrition were to be

taught along with the basic skills; children were to be exposed to
features of their own as well as other children's cultures, and so on.

Mind:

This instrument; therefore; was developed with three purposes in

(1) to ascertain the impact of Project Developmental
Continuity (PDC) on the attitudes and behavior of
teachers participating in the program;

(2) to gather data that would help explain the impact

(3)

of PDC on participating children;

to collect background information about teachers
iri_PDC and comparison schools that would be use-
ful for post hOc_interpretation of the child and.
tether impact findings.

Items on the interview were constructed around nine separate

domains:

44 involvement in school and classroom activities that
promote continuity;

use of school and community resources in the class-

room;

creating and maintaining a multicultural pertpettive
i6 the classroom;

44 involving parents in their children's education;

44 attitudes toward parent involvement;

113
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instructional approach:
extent of individualization and sensitivity
to affective or emotional needs of children;

changes since 1975 in philosophy, instructional
approach, interactions with administration;

attitudes toward the school;

(for PDC teachers) attitudes toward the PDC program.

Also included in the Teacher Interview were questions dealing with the
background and experience of the teachers.

Description

The PDC Teacher Interview has six sections which contain questions
for both comparison and PDC teachers and a seventh section with questions

for PDC teachers only. The -first part of the interview deals with teacher
background and contains questions about years of teaching experience,
type of experience, and highest credential earned.

The second section is designed to provide information about teacher
behaviors which might reflect greater continuity across grade levels and
between community and school. For example, teachers are asked about their

participation on committees with other teachers, how often they observe
other classes in the building or in other schools or centers, and whether
or not they use multicultural materials in the slassroom.

The third section of the Teacher Interview focuses on parent involve-
ment activities (for example, the frequency of teacher visits to parent

in theft homes and amount and kind of parent participation in classroom
activities).

The fourth part deals with the teacher's instructional approach to
teaching language arts and math. Questions in this part of the interview

are concerned with the degree to which the teacher inlividualizes instruc=

tion, the comprehensiveness -' the teacher's records, the amount of

teacher knowledge of the progiess of individual children, the presence
(or absence) of a diagnostic system, and the teacher's sensitivity to the
affective needs of different children. These questions'are open-ended and
require the teacher to describe her strategies in relation to two
"average children" who are members of her class.



The fifth section contains questions that elicit information on the
degree of change the teacher has experienced since PDC began in 1975 in
the use of curriculum materials, classroom arrangement, home visits,
parent activities in the classroom, knowledge of other classrooms

(including Head Start); use of community and multicultural resources,
teaching health and nutrition, and nature of interactions with school

administrators.

The sixth section focuses on teacher attitudes toward school and

degree of teacher job satisfaction. The last section, for °DC teachers only,
taps the PDC teacher's experience with the program. The section contains

the same type of attitudinal questions described above but these are
specifically related to the PDC progra:M.

Finally, the interview contains a set of ratings which the inter-
viewer completes at the end of the intervieW? These ratings are based on

the interviewer's assessments of the teacher's responses to questions

about her instructional approach as well as her reported attitudes toward

parent involvement in the classroom and her efforts to coordinate home

and school experiences.

The Teacher Interview was administered to all PDC and comparison
school teachers who have a sample child in their claSsrooms. The inter-

view was also administered to one randomly selected teacher at each grade

level, Head Start through third grade, in both the PDC and comparison

schoolS. The interviews were scheduled for a time during the first or

second day of classroom observations at the convenience of the teacher.

Generally, interviews took place during the teacher's lunch hour or after

school. The interviewer was always the person who was conducting the

obServations in the teacher's classroom. More details on the Teacher

Interview are presented in Attachment 1.



ELEMENTARY SCHOOL TEACHER INTERVIEW

PrOject 'Develoc:hental Continuity EvaivatiOn

Teacher's Na:re:

Teacher's ID:

School:

Site:

Last First Middle

Sex:

!titan/ leteer:. _
Date:

_
117a Started: 3topped:

This interview was pr,.cared by the Hich/Scoce Educational Research

Foundation, Yctila-zi, M1shican, fcr uncer =+dminist-ation =o-

Jan uar-ii 1372



Intro-!uc

HELLO. MY NAME IS I AM INTERVIEWING YOU IN CONNECTION WITH
THE EVALUATION OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENTAL CONTINUITY THAT IS BEING

CCUDUCTFD BY 7F7 HIS/SCDP7 :-t-NO,TION FOR THE

ADINISTRATION FOR CHILDREN; YO,. ii- AND FAmILIES_ ;N; --+ASHINGTON, IrlE

PURPOSE OF THE EVALUATION IS TO FEND OUT ABOUT THE METHODS THAT YOU
USE TO TEACH; ABOUT HOW THESE METHODS MAY HAVE CHANGED IN THE PAST FEW
YEARS; AND ABOUT RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARENTS AND YOUR SCHOOL. YOUR
ANSWERS WILL HELP US UNDERSTAND HOW SCHOOLS WOR, BUT PLEASE REMEMBER THAT
ALL YOUR:ANSWERS WILL BE KEPT PRIVATE. I WILL MAIL THIS INTERVIEW TO THE
FOUNDATION'IN MICHIGAN THAT IS DOING THE STUDY AND BY LAW NOTHING YOU SAY
HERE CAN BE REVEALED TO ANYONE IN A WAY THAT IDENTIFIES YOU OR YOUR
CLASSROOM. Ap0;_IF THERE ARE SOME QUESTIONS YOU DON'T LIKE; YOU DON'T
HAVE TO ANSWER THEM. .

Part Back9Taund

THESE FIRST QUESTIONS HAVE TO DO WITH YOUR BACKGROUND IN EDUCATION AND

HOW YOU CAME TO 'TEACH IN THIS SCHOOL.

I. BY THISJUNE; HOW MANY YEARS OF F-1i.t-T4"-'TTIACHING EXPERIENCE

WiLL YOU HAVE HAD AT EACH OF THE FOLLOWING LEVELS?

HEAD START

PRESCHOOL PROGRAMS OTHER THAN HEAD START

KINDERGARTEN

GRADES ONE THROUGH THREE

GRADES FOUR THROUGH SIX

SECONDARY SCHOOL

OTHER (Specify):

2. BY THIS JUNE, HOW MANY YEARS WILL YOU HAVE TAUGHT IN THIS SCHOOL?

Number of years:



3. HAVE YOU EVER TAUSHT IN A SPECIAL OR EXPERIMENTAL SCHOOL PROJECT
SUCH AS FOLLOW THROU:Hi TITLE CR A "mA:NET SCi-,OOL?" (Interviewer:

If the respondent is a PDC teacher add "BEFORE YOU CAME TO ?DC"
to the end of this question;)

ski to Q.estion 5

Yes-n

4; WHAT WAS THE NAME OF THAT PROGRAM?

Reading is Fundamental (RIF)

Follow Throuch

ESEA Title I

ESEA Title III

Macnet School

Emercency School Aid Act

TitleVII Bilincual Program

Other (specif) :

5. HOW DID YOU HAPPEN TO TEACH IN THIS SCHOOL? WERE YOU ASSIGNED,

DID YOU ASK TO BE ASSIGNED HERE; WERE YOU INVITED OR RECRUITED

TO TEACH HERE, OR DID YOU COME FOR SOME OTHER REASON?

t was assicned to teaCn here.

I asked to be assicned here.

I was invited or recruited to teach here;

Other (specify):

6. BY THIS ..ftNE.

WILL YOU HAVE?

^,1 CR=DI'N iALS DR CRED;TS OE2FEES

CDA credertial?

A

Credit toward a collece decree?

A ,--ol!ece decree?

Credit toward a raster's decree?

A master's de=ree?

aredlt flavor: -las:ars

A doctoral d...gne..?

Other (specify): .



7. HAVE YOU HAD ANY TRAiNING; EITHER IN COLLEGE COURSES OR WORKSHOPS
IN THE AREA OF CHILD OEVELOPENT THEORY"?

No----- skip to Question 9

8. WHAT WAS THE NATURE OF TH;T TRAINING?

Maored in 'Cnild :::;,elcomet as an undercraduate.

so7e cp,;rses as an uncergracate.

Took university courses as tne graduate level.

Attended irservice treinira sponsored by the
Stnpoi or d;teiCt.

Attended summer institutes or workshops.

CDA training;

Other (specify):

Part 2. Frequency of Involvement in Various School and Classroom Activiti-es

NEXT I WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT HOW OFTEN YOU DO VARIOUS THINGS IN THE SCHOOL.

.9; I
AM GOING TO READ YOU A LIST OF THINGS YOU MAY HAVE DONE AT SOME

TIME DURING THIS YEAR. I WOULD LIKE YOU TO INDICATE HOW OFTEN YOU

HAVE DONE EACH. IN ANSWERING; PLEASE USE THE SCALE ON THIS CARD.

(Interviewer: Hand respondent the yellow card. Review the following

scale with him/her.)

= Never
2 = About once or twice this year (less than every other month)

3 = About every other month
4 = about once a month
5 = About two to three times a month
6 = About once a week or more

HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU:

a; PARTICIPATED ON COMMITTEES OR TASK FORCES W:TH OTHER TEACHERS
AT YOUR OWN GRADE LEVEL TO PLAN CURRICULUM?

r. MET INFORMALLY WITH OTHER TEACHERS AT YOUR GRADE LEVEL TO
DISCUSS EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES OR PLAN CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES?

c; PARTICIPATED ON COMMITTEES OR TASK FORCES WITH OTHER TEACHERS
FROM DIFFERENT GRADE LEVELS IN THIS BUILDING TO PLAN CURRICULUM?



d. MET INFORMALLY WI74 TEACHERS AT ADJACENT GRADE LEVELS.TO
DISCUSS EDUCATIONAL APPROACHES OR TO PLAN CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES?

DISCUSSED THE NEEDS OF PARTICULAR CHILDREN WITH PAST TEACHERS;
ALONG WITH. HOW THOSE NEEDS CAN BE MET?

f. DISCUSSED THE NEEDS OF PARTICULAR CHILDREN WITH OTHER
SPECIALISTS OR RESOURCE PEOPLE IN THE SCHOOL?

g. VISITED CLASSES IN HEAD START CENTER?*

h. USED PEOPLE OR MATERIALS FROM THE COMMUNITY IN YOUR
CLASSROOM?

. DISCUSSED WITH YOUR CLASS THE ROLES AND SERVICES PROVIDED

3.

BY VARIOUS PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY.

VISITED AND_ OBSERVED OTHER TEACHERS IN YOUR SCHOOL.

k. USED MATERIALS OR ACTIVITIES THAT TEACH MUSIC, FOOD, DRESS,
OR CUSTCriS OF CULTURES ..,EPRESENTED YCL:R STUCENTS.

t. VISITED AND OBSERVED OTHER TEACHERS IN OTHER SCHOOLS.

m. USED MATERIALS CR ACTIVITIES THAT TEACH PRINCIPLES OF
HEALTH AND NUTRITION TO YO'.:R STUDENTS?

Part 3. Par-en:

NOW ! AM COING 7: AS: AEOUT YOIJR CO%TACTS WITH

PARENTS OF CHILDREN IN YOJR CLASS.

-Ju. HA \--4E Y,.; :CCAS;ON TO 'JISIT THE HD"';ES OF AN? CHILDREN IN YOU

CLASS MIS YEAR?

Ski: tD u.uesLicn 1

Ni.:77.5er '
]: : ,;a .:

FOR 7F'F PLEA.._ DN

OF THESE VI.SITS YOL;'D;D THESE THINSS. jUST ANSWER

"NONE""SO1"; O "!4O ST.", :E R

YCU YOUREE'F 1:---17 AT ...EAST C:1::?

*Insert name or associated Head Start cenzer.
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Interviewer: Use the following codes:

1 = None .

2 = On some visits
3 = On most visits

ON HOW MANY OF THE VISITS DID YOU:

a. KEEP PARENTS INFORMED ABOUT THINGS THAT
ARE HAPPENINS AT THE SCHOOL?

a. GET AC:,...:L.N7ED .:ITH THE PARENT':

c. GET INPUT FROM THE PARENT ABOUT TEACHING
OBJECTIVES OR PiE BEST APPROACHES TO
L'Er .ITH THE:S

d. DISCUSS THINGS:THAT PARENTS CAN DO AT
HOME FOR OR WITH THEIR CHILDREN?

e. DISCUSS EDUCAT1CtiAL SCCIAL PROBLE"S
CONCERNING THE PARENT'S CHILD?

f. DISCUSS PARENT'S COMPLAINTS ABOUT THINGS
THAT ARE HAPPENI:4G AT THE SCHOOL?

. Other (specify):

13. ROUGHLY WHAT PERCENTAGE OF THE CHILDREN IN YOUR CLASS HAVE HAD A
PARENT COME :TO YOUR CLASS AT LEAST ONCE THIS YEAR TO TALK; HELP OR

OBSERVE? DO NOT INCLUDE PARENTS WHO WORK AS PAID AIDES IN THE

CLASSROOM.

None----- Skip to Question 16

NOW I'D LIKE TO FIND OUT SOMETHING ABOUT WHAT
PARENTS DID WHEN THEY VISITED OR WORKED IN YOUR

CLASSROOM. I WILL READ A LI:ST OF ACTIVITIES AND
FOR EACH ONE I WOULD LIKE YOU TO INDICATE HOW
MANY OF YOUR PARENT VISITORS DID IT. AGAIN, JUST
ANSWER "NONE"; "SOME"; OR "MOST."

Interviewer: Use the following codes:

1 = None
2 = Some
3 = most



COdeS:

1 = None
HOW MANY OF THE PARENTS. 2 = Somme

a. OBSERVED THE CLASS?
3 = most

b. WENT ON FIELD TRIPS?

c. HELPED MAKE MATERIALS?

d. HELPED PLAN CURRICULUM FOR THEIR OWN
CHILDREN?

e. HELPED PLAN CURRICULUM FOR OTHER
CHILDREN?

f. HELPED CLEAN UP?

g. DISCUSSED PROBLEMS AND PROGRESS OF
THEIR OWN CHILDREN?

h. ATTENDED CLASS SOCIAL OCCASIONS, SUCH
AS PLAYS, PARTIES, AND OPEN HOUSES?

VOICED COMPLAINTS?

j. WORKED WITH OTHER PARENTS IN THE CLASSOOK?

k. ATTENDED ROUTINE PARENT CONFERENCES?

...11.711. 1. HELPED BY WORKING WITH CHILDREN? (If

reiibondent answers "some" or "most," atk
question 15)

m. Other (specify):

YOU SAID THAT PARENTS SOMETIMES HELP IN CLASS
BY WORKING WITH CHILDREN. OF THOSE PAREN-75_WH0
DID '1.:CRK WITH CHILDREN; HCW MANY DID EACH OF Tom.

FOLLOWING KINDS OF THINGS. AGAIN; JUST AN544ER
"NONE"; "SOME"; OR "MOST."

Interviewer: Use the following codes:

I = None
=-.

3 = Most

HOW MANY OF = PARENTS WHO WORKED WITH CHI LORE:

a. WORKED INDIVIDUALLY WIT" CHIL:REN 'ON
SPECIFIC SCHOOL WORK ASSIGNMENTS?

b. WORKED WITH SMALL GROUPS CF CHILOR54
ON TASKS THAT YOU (THE TEACHER) THOUGHT

c. WORKED INDIVIDUALLY WITH CHILDREN ON
TASKS THAT THE PARENT THOUGHT OF?



Codes:
1 = NOne
2 = Sone
3 = Mt5t

d= WORM IN SMALL GROUPS OF CHILDREN
ON TASKS THAT THE PARE::T THOL:GPT

OF?

WORKED WITH THE ENTIRE CLASS ON TASKS
THAT YOU THOUGHT OF?

f. WORKED WITH THE ENTIRE CLASS ON TASKS
THAT THE PARENT THOUGHT OF?

g. DEMONSTRATED SPECIAL SKILLS FOR THE CLASS?

OTEFI SFEO:FY:

16. HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU HAD OTHER KINDS CF CONTACTS SUCH AS TELEPHONE CALLS;
NCTES, E;,:" CH!LC'S Pi:RENTS 1-iS YEAR?

NEVER

ABOUT ONCE OR TWICE THIS YEAR

ABOUT EVERY OTHER MONTH

ABOUT ONCE A-MONTH

ABOUT TWO TO THREE TIMES A MONTH

ABOUT ONCE A WEEK OR MORE.

A LOT OF PEOPLE THAT WE HAVE SPOKEN WITH HAVE SEEN BOTH ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES WITH HAVING PARENTS MORE INVOLVED IN THE SCHOOL. I'D

LIKE TO GET YOUR. OPINION ABOUT WHAT YOU SEE AS THE ADVANTAGES AND
DISADVANTAGES OF THIS INVOLVEMENT.

A-12



17; FIRST; WHAT DO YOU SEE AS SOME OF THE ADVANTAGES OF HAVING _

PARENTS MORE INVOLVED IN THEIR CHILDREN'S HEAD START CENTER?

interviewer: Listen to and record the respondent's answer in the space
above; tnen check the categories below that best summarize it; Do not

read the categories.

a. None

b. Having an extra adult in the class helps with
discipline and classroom management.

c. The extra adult ailows the teacher to individualize
instruction more to meet the different needs of
children.

d. Helps meet the special needs of handicapped children.

e. Parents bring special skills with them that can be
shared with the children.

f. Having an extra adult dives the teacher more time
to plan and observe:

g. By becoming familiar with center activitias parents
are able to do more for their cnildren at home.

h. Parents know the landuade and culture of the children
and can bring that perspective to tne center.

i. Other (spedif4:



18. WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE SOME OF THE DISADVANTAGES?

Interviewer: Listen to and record the respondent's answer in_the
space above; then check the categories below that best summarize
it; no rot read tnese catecories;

a. None

b. Parents are not reliable. The teacher cannot count
on them being in class when they say.they will;

c. Parentsare not'trained to teach and the teacher
does not have the time to train them;

d. The teacher already has an aide; she/he does not
need an extra adult;

e; It disrupts the class when unfamiliar adults are present.

f. Teacher can't act naturally when parents are present.

g. Other (specify):

I_
Not)

._

A=14



Inttrvtewer_: Rene. ter :hat based cn the incorme:ip7 you gather frcn
questions 13-21 you will have to maKe judgments about the following:

Sequence/structure: The extent to which the teacner uses a sequenced
and structured approacn cc teaun language arts
and mathema:ics.

Who structures?: Who plans and structures children's educational
activities --the teacher ur :ne child.

Diversity of activity: The diversity of educat:chal activities that
can be found at any given time in tne classroom.

Grouping: How children are grouped during instructional
periods.



Pai-t 4. Instructional Approach

NOW I WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT A LITTLE ABOUT THE APPROACH THAT YOU USE
IN YCUR CLA'-''S TO TE SUCH THINGS ASLANGjAG:- APT S. NUmBER CCNC.:PTS;

AND SO FORTS. I REALIZE THAT YOU DO A LOT OF DIFFERENT THINGS DURING
TSE YEAR0 BUT COULD YOU TELL ME IN GENERAL TERMS HOW YOU GO ABOUT
TEACHING THE FOLL0:4!NG SUBJECTS? IWOULD =SPEC TALLY LIKE TO KNOW THE
NAMES OF ANY COMMERCIAL MATERIALS YOU USE AND HOW YOU COMBINED COMMERCIAL
MATERIALS WITH YOUR OWN APPROACHES.

MATH 'OR NUMEER CO%C=1:71:

20; READING OR READING READINESS

21; WRITING

A -16



Interviewer: Remember tnat bate(' on the information you gather
from questions 22-25 you will nave to make judgments about the
following:

Specificity of Descriptions: The extent to which the teacher could
describe the specific rationale and
approaches taken to teacn language arts
and mathematics to aifferent children.

Records:

Knowledge of Individuals:

Individualization of
Instruction:

The specificity and conorehensTveness of
the records kept by the teacher for each
child.

Whether the teacher appears to have
specific knowledge of individual children's
strengths; needs; and oroblems in mathe-
matics and language arts.

Whether the teacher satins to vary
instruction to build on strengths and
interests; and needs of individual children.

Diagnostic System: Whether the teacher has a specific system
that he/she uses to identify children's
strengths, arc orodlems in language arts
and matnematics.

Affective Needs: Whether the tea:her seems tobe sensitive
to the affective or emotional needs of
differert znilaremanc varies his her
instruction according) y.

Pacing: Whether children's progress through
instructional sed.zences, activities, cr

116 assignments is hazed by cn:idren
or by the teacher.

A-17



TO GIVE ME A BETTER IDEA ABOUT HOW YOU GO ABOUT APPLYING THIS APPROACH
TO INDIVIDUAL CHILDREN I WOULD LIKE YOU TO CONCENTRATE IN THE NEXT FEW
QUESTIONS ON TWO SPECIFIC CHILDREN IN YOUR CLASS._ (Interviewer: Ask

the-teacner to identify a boy and a girl Who are "averace szudenttthat
is they are not the best students; but neitner do they require extra
attention from the teacher.)

22. FIRST, IN THE BEGINNING OF THIS YEAR, HOW DID YOU LEARN AND

'S PARTICULAR INTERESTS, NEEDS AND ABILITIES IN SUCH AREAS

AS LANGUAGE ARTS AND NUMBER CONCEPTS? PLEASE BE AS SPECIFIC AS
DCSSI2F: I' LIK= TO KN:W WHO YOJ MAY HAVE F-.0K=NTO,

WHAT INSTRUMENTS (IF ANY) YOU USED, WHAT YOU LOOKED FOR IN Y0i4R
OBSERVATIONS, AND SO FORTH.

23. HAS -YOU_ OPINION ABOUT THEIR INTERESTS, NEEDS, OR ABILITIES CHANGED

SINCE THEN? IF SO ON WHAT INFORMATION WAS YOUR NEW OPINION BASED?

24. LET'S IMAGINE THAT YOU HAD RECENTLY LEARNED THAT YOU WERE GOING TO

BE AWAY FOR THE NEXT MONTH AND I AM THE SUBSTITUTE WHO WILL BE

FILLING IN FOR YOU. SUPPOSE ALSO THAT WE HAD ALREADY HAD TIME TO
DISCUSS THE BASIC APPROACH THAT YOU USE IN YOUR CLASS AND_THAT NOW

WE ARE TALKING ABOUT THE INTERESTS; NEEDS AND ABILITIES OF INDIVIDUAL

CHILDREN. WHAT WOULD YOU. TELL ME ABOUT AND ? WHAT

RECORDS OR OTHER INFORMATION COULD YOU SHARE WITH ME?

A=18



25. ONE LAST QUESTION ABOUT AND . COULD YOU TELL ME A
LITTLE ABOUT WHAT YOU ARE PLANNING TO DO WITH YOUR CLASS TOMORROW.
SPECIFICALLY; IS WHAT WILL BE DOING SIMILAR OR DIFFERENT
FROM WHAT WILL BE DOING?

Part-

26. NOW I WOULD LIKE TO FIND OUT ABOUT HOW SOME OF THESE THINGS THAT WE
HAVE BEEN TALKING ABOUT MAY HAVE CHANGED OVER THE LAST FEW YEARS.
WE KNOW THAT A LOT. OF THINGS CAN HAPPEN THAT RESULT IN SMALL OR LARGE
CHANGES FROM YEAR TO YEAR IN WHAT YOU DO. WE HAVE ALSO SEEN THAT
SOMETIMES THESE CHANGES OCCUR FOR REASONS BEYOND A TEACHER'S CONTROL.
FOR EXAMPLE, THE SCHOOL MAY BE FACED WITH BUDGET CUTS, OR THERE MAY
BE NEW DISTRICT POLICIES, OR A DIFFERENT PRINCIPAL MAY COME TO THE
SCHOOL, AND SO ON. I AM -GOING TO READ A LIST OF THINGS THAT MAY HAVE

CHANGED MD FOR EACH I 'WOULD LIKE YOU TO USE ThiS SCALE Inane respondent
the green card) TO ESTIMATE HOW MUCH CHANGE, IF ANY, THERE HAS BEEN.
IF YOU STARTED TEACHING AFTER 1975-ESTIMATE CHANGES SINCE YOU BEGAN.

Interviewer: Review the scale with the respondent and circle the
number given by the respondent for each item.

1 = No change
Things today are pretty much like they were in 1975,

or when I began teaching.

2 A itt.-:e
Altnougn tnere have been a few small changes, for

the most part things today are as they were in 1975.

3 = Maf4a7:.=
07ra .-::;:2-: crE-zes -Eve since

4 = Major_cnare_
Things are completely different now from what they

were in 1975.

130
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2o. (continued)

FOR THE FIRST FEW ITEMS; AFTER
TELLING ME HO,! MUCH CHANGE HAS
OCCURRED, TELL ME IF YOU THINK
ITS BEEN CHANGE FOR THE BETTER
OR NOT.

YCUR RLCE.E.FY C=

b. THE CURRICULUM MATERIALS OR
METHODS THAT-YOU'USE TO TEACH
REAOINC RE.I.DEE.S; NUMBER CON-

CEP TS 1

c. CURRICULUM MATERIALS OR METHODS
YOU USE TO TEACH OTHER SUBJECTS. 1

d; THE WAY YOU ARRANGE YOUR CLASS
PHYSICALLY; 1

THE PURPOSES FOR VISITS SY YOU
TO CHILDREN'S HOMES. NA 1

f. THE KINDS 6F THINGS THAT PARENTS
DO WHEN THEY VISIT YOUR CLASSROOM. NA

FOR THE NEXT ITEMS* TELL ME HOW MUCH
CHANGE THERE HAS BEEN AND THEN IF
THE CHANGE MEANS THAT "MORE" OR
"LESS" OF THAT IS HAPPENING.

9- THE EXTENT TO WHICH YOU USE
SEQUENCED TEACHER OBJECTIVES.

h. THE NUMBER OR FREQUENCY OF
VJSITS BY PARENTS TO YOUR CLASS-
ROOM.

i . YOUR KNOWLEDGE OF WHAT GOES ON
IN OTHER CLASSES IN YOUR_SCHOOL.

YOUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT WHAT GOES
ON IN THE HEAD START CENTER
ASSOCIATED WITH THIS SCHOOL.

k; THE NUMBER OR FREQUENCY OF VISITS
BY YOU TO CHILDREN'S HOMES;

A-20
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26. (continued)

w_

CI
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1.7.)

C.,
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-.- =

C.)

0 r..)
3.. sn

C.)1- -r

PROSE

c*
O :n

C

-0 - -0Z < 1-) :1: C-1 Z 1.-;
1.

n.

THE AMOUNT OF PLANNING YOU DO WITH
THE OTHER TEACHERS AT YOUR SCHOOL.

THE AMOUNT OF PLANNING THAT YOU DO

2 3 4 L .

n.

WITH HEAD START TEACHERS.

YOUR USE OF PEOPLE OR MATEF.IAL

o.

FROM THE COMMLNITY IN YOUR CLASSROOM.

YOUR USE OF MATERIALS CR ACTIVIT;ES

2 3 L M

THAT TEACH MUSIC. FOOD, :REES. C'7.

COSTOS OF
2 3 L

AMONG YOUR STUt!ENTS.

YOUR USE OF MATERIALS OR ACTIVITIES
THAT TEACH THE PRINCIPLES OF H=A7i-i
AND NUTRITIC. 2 3 4

Q. THE NATURE OR AMOUNT OF INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN YOU AND THE BUILDING ADMINI-

2 3 L M
STRATION.

Part 6 Attitudf's Tbward_the School

NEXT I WOULD LIKE TO FIND DLIT HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT TEACHING IN THIS SCHOOL.

27, IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE WOULD YOU TEACH IN THIS SCHOOL NEXT YEAR?

WOULD YOU Si;"i':

DEFINITELY YES

YE:

DEFINITELY NC

PROBAF'...Y NO;



28. WHY?

Positive Factors: Negative Factors:

Intervie,q.r- Write-out the respondent's answer in the space above.
Then summarize that answer by piacina a "4." next to the cateccries

,c to re-cin ;7 zne

and a "-" r.cxt to :ne ca:eco-ies tnat wouic conzricvte to a decision
to leave.

a; The location

b The curriculum

c. The other teachers

d. The principal

e. The facilities

f. The school resource staff

g. The parents

h. The neighborhood

i. The children

j. What the school does for children

k. Other (specify).:

29. IF A PARENT HAD THE CHOICE BETWEEN ENROLLING HER CHILD IN A CLASS
IN THIS SCHOOL OR A CLASS IN ANOTHER SCHOOL IN THE AREA, FOR EXAMPLE

SCHOOL, WHAT WOULD YOUR ADVICE BE? WOULD YOU:

DEFINITELY RECOMMEND THIS SCHOOL

PROBABLY RECOMMEND THIS SCHOOL

PROBABLY RECOMMEND THE OTHER SCHOOL

DEFINITELY RECOMMEND THE OTHER SCHOOL

UNDECIDED

A-22



30: WHY?

Positive Factors: Necative Factors_:

Interviewer: Write out the respondent's answer in the space

above. Then surnarice tha: arswer by piacinc a "J.." next to the

categories bell':: that would contribute to a positive recormendation
and a "-" next to the catecories that would contribute to a
negative recommendation.

a. Facilities

b. The curriculum

c. The principal

d. Quality of the teaching

e. Availability of Special services

f. Other children in the school

g; The parents

h. Wht the school does for children

i. Other (Soeti.Fv;:

If respondent's not a PDC teacher, say: THANK.YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR

CCOPERATIO!;.

If respondent is a PDC teacher; continue with Question 31 below.

Pert 7.__Questions for FCC Teachers Onlv

3:.

I.,

IN IT? OR, WAS THE E SOME OTHER REASON FOR YOUR C^`! 1.`: TO PDC?

.ai

Responca7: asKe: to be assidnec to

Respondent was invited or recruited to teach in PDC.

Other (sPecify):

32. BY JUNE, HOW MANY YEARS '.:!FL VOL' HAVE TAUGHT iN POC7

Number o- years:



33. IF YOU HAD YOUR CHOICE WOULD YOU TEACH IN PDC NEXT YEAR? WOULD

YOU SAY:

DEFINITELY YES

PROBABLY YES

PROSABtY NO

DEFINITELY NO

UNDECIDED

34. WHY?

Positive Factors_:__ Negative Factors:

Interviewer: Write out the respondent's answer in the space above.

Then summarize that. answer by placing a "+" next to the categories

below that wculd contribute to a decision to retain in PDC, and a

"-" next to the categories that wouia contricL:te zo a decision to leave.

a. The location

b. The curriculum

c. The other teachers

d. 1e Head Start center director

e. The facilitiv:

f: The workload

g. The resource staff provided by the procram

h. The parents

i. The neighborhood

j. The children

k. The philosophy of PDC

1. The opportunity to travel and interact with other educators

m. The principal at the PDC school

n. Other (specify):

A=24



IF A PARENT COULD ASK YOUR OPINION WOULD YOU ADVISE HER TO ENROLL

HER CHILD IN A PDC CLASSROOM? WOULD YOU SAY:

DEFINITELY YES

PROBABLY YES

PROBABLY NO

DEFINITELY NO

UNDECIDED

36. WHY?

Posirive Factors-: Neaative Factors:

3i-

Interviewer: Write cut the respondent's answer in the space above.
Then summarize that answer by placing a "+" next to the categories

below that would contribute to a positive reco7mendation and a "=.--1.

next to the categories that would contribute tc a necative recommendaticn.

a. Facilities

b. The curriculum

c. The Head Start center director

d. Quality cf the teaching

e. Availability of special services

f. Other children in the center

g. The parent program

Me =DC :h!lcs::::Hv

i. The principal at the PDC school

j. Other (specify)f

7-.P ELEE Yd:-; 'KE 7:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

Interviewer: Cipmplete the retinas on the f011oWieiC pa-get.

A-25 _I. 6".



GLOBAL RATINGS: TEACHER INTERVIEW

Complete these ratinas as soon after the interview as possible, and in
any event before the next interview. Do not ask the teachers these questions.

The scales contain two contrasting statements. Based on the information

that you gather from the interview indicate whether this teacher's classroom
or approach more closely resembles the first statement (A), the second
statement (B) or is somewhere in between the two.

A

1. The teacher uses a
highly secuenced & struc-
zureo approach to teac:,
language arts.

1 2

2. Children's language arts 1 2

activities are structured
for them by the teather_or
by materials (e.g., work=-

bo6ks);

3. During language arts time
all of the class is engaged
in the same or similar
activities.

4. When children are learn-
ing language arts skills,
the teacher works with the
entire class as a group.

1 2

1'2

5. The teacher uses a 1 2

highly sequenced & struc-
tured approach to teach
math.

6. Children's math activ= 1 2

ivies are structured for
them by the teacher or by
materials (e.g., workbooks).

7. During math time all of 1 2

the class is engaged in the
same or similar activities.

8. When children are learn- 1 2

ing math skills, the
teacher works with the
entire class as a group.

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

A-26

The teacher'uses an
unsequenced approach to
teacn language arts.

Children participate in
planning their own
language arts activities;

During these times children
engage in different activities
that_either they or the
teacher plan.

During these times the_
teacher workt with indivi-
dual children.

The teacher uses an
unsequenced approach to
teach math.

Children participate in
planning their own
math activities.

During these times the
children engage in different
activities that either they
or the teacher plan.

During these times the
teacher works with indivi-
dual children.



9. The teacher was able
to give a detailed S
specific description of
& rationale for the
approach taken to teach-
ing language arts 6 math-

,

ematics to different
children.

10. The teacher maintains
specific & comprehensive
records on each child that
contain a variety of
information, such as ob-
servations, test results,
S work specimens.

11. Teacher appears to have
specific knowledge of in-
dividual children's
strengths, needs, problems
& interests related to
language arts 6 math.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

12. Teacher varies instruc- 1 2 3 4 5

tion to build on strengths,
satisfy needs, deal with
problems, & capitalize on
personal nterests of in-
dividual _hilaren.'

13. Teacher has a specific 2 3 4 5

system that she/he uses
to identify students'
strengths & problems in
languace arzs .7c:ne-

matics.

14. Teacher appears tc to 1 2 3 4

ts. :ne

neecs of inciv17....,a; cn::-

dren & varies instruction
accordingly.

15. Children's progress 1 2 3 4 5
through instructional
sequences, activities, or
assignments is paced by
children individually.

JC:28"
A=27

Teacher was unable to
give more than a super-
ficial description of
the rationale 6 approacn
used in these areas.

The teacher's records for
individual children are
superficial, containing
little more than test
results S grades.

Teacher appears to have
little knowledge of indi-
vidual children's strengths,
needs, problems & interests
related to language arts &
math.

\ Teacher plans educational
ctivities for the class

a a whole 6 does nct
apPgar to vary instruction
to a ommoaate incividual
childr 's strenctns. nee:s.
problems & interests.

Teacher_rel s solely on
informal obse vation to
identify studeris' strengths
& problems in latuage arts

Teacner accears to ^.ave',.

fi'ect:ve eecs oF
children.

Children's progress :hroudh
instructional secuences,
activities, or ass.prnerts
is paced bv the crass a
whole.



16. The teacher was really
concerned about & trying
to individualize instruc-
tion as much as possible.

17. The teacher seemed-to be 1 2 3 4 5

making an effort to invite
parents into the classroom.

18. The teacher involved 1 2 3 4

-parents in classroom activ-
ities.

19. The teacher seemed to 1 2 3 4 5

fee! quite comfortabie
about having parents in
the clasSroom.

20. The teacher seemed to be 1 4 5

trying to coordinate the
children's home & school

experiences.

21. The teacher was very 1 2 3 4 5

concerned about involving
parents in the classroom
& was doing her best to
encourage it.

A-28

The teacher was not that
concerned about or trying
to individualize instruction
in any way.

The teacher seemed to malce
N,no effort to invite parents

into the classroom.

Pare6is-,_in the classroom did
menial Chores or just observed.

The teacher seemed to feel
quite unconzfortable about
having parents in the
classroom

The teacher did not seem 'tick,

be making an effort to
coordinate the children's
home & school experiences.

The teacher was not that
concerned about involving
parents in the classroom &
therefore did not seem to be
doing anything to encourage
it.



Spring 1979 Measures:

IV. CLASSROOM OBSERVATION SYSTEM

assroom Observation System

Purpose of System

The Classroom Observation System develoed in the evaluation of
Project Developmental Continuity (PDC) was deigned to provide a com-
prehensive picture of the instructional approach, classroom organiza-
tion, and climate of PDC and comparison classrooms. As a whole, the

system consists of three basic instruments. The first, the Classroom
Environment Observation (CEO) was intended as ameasure of the quality
of t-he_cLassroom__environment_ that exists in PDC and comparison class-

rooms. The second instrument, the Classroom Activities Record (CAR),

focuses on the general instructional approach used by the teacher over

the course of one day: how much time is spent on various subjects,
haw children are grouped during the day, what materials they use, and

so forth. The third component to the system, the Focused Observations,
looks at how the teacher interacts with children--how she stimulates

them intellectually, how she manages disruptions, and how she

establishes and maintains a particular "climate" in the class.

_
Although these three instruments were designed to provide important

information by themselves, they are also important for completing a

set of "global ratings" that accompanies each As their name implies,

these ratings give general impressions of what observers have seen during

the observation day . Observation systems often "lose the forest among

the trees" by concentrating on very specific things. The purpose of

the global ratings is to help prevent this from happening.

DescriRtiorL ofSystem

The Classroom Observation System requires two full days of observa-

'on in each of the PDC and comparison classrooms. The first day is

ted to completing the CAR and the second day is devoted to the Focused

Obse vations. The CEO, on the other hand, is completed during spare

momen in either observation day. Global ratings are filled out after

each ob rvations instrument has been completed for a given classroom. A

descriptfdp of each observation instrument is provided in the following

sections.



The Classroom Environment Observation (CEO)

A complete copy of the CEO can be found in Attachment 1. There are
five parts to the actual observation form, followed by the global ratings.
Each section asks the observer to descripe different characteristics of
the classroom. As shown in Attachment 1 (Part A), for example, the
observer describes the physical arrangements of the desks and tables in

the room. In two other sections (Parts D and E) the observer not only
describes what he/she sees, but also makes judgments about the diversity
of what is seen. The observer completes global ratings at the end of
the form in order to summarize his/her impressions of what was seen.

The Classroom Ac:ivities Record (CAR)

The CAR is designed to document the range and sequence of activities
in the observed classrooms over the course of one entire day. Specifically,

it asks the following questions:

What kinds of lessons or activities occurred during
the day?

How are children grouped for these activities?

What materials, if any were used, and by whom?

Who chose the materials used?

Who determined the pacing of activities/lesson

How much diversity of activity was t
_.-----

_-------

How attentive were the chp-den?

How much disrup,tion was there in class?

-----
_.--

----

---

One C -Observation sheet is completed every 5 minutes throught
the sc of day (excluding recesses, gym and music, and lunch time). Each

5 mute observation period begins by focusing on the teacher and the
children he or she is working with, then shifts to take in 'the behavior
of other adults and children in the room. 7

Each column on the form represents a description of the activity
engaged-in by these different individuals. This description is made by
entering coded answers to the questions listed down the left-hand side

of the instrument.



"There is also space for notes. There are certain behaviors or
events which observers are asked to document in note form on the record.
Additionally, they try to record any additional incidents, behaviors,
interactions, statements, or events that relate to the major concerns
of PDC:

i individualization of instruction;

O attention to the social-emotional development and
affective needs of children;

continuity across grades and between the school
and home;

maintenance of a mu 1 t ive ;

integration of handicapped children into the class-
room, -with attention to their special need;

-----

inclusion of health, nutrition and safety education
in the school program; and

parent involvement.

At the end of the observation day, observers complete a set of
global ratings based on what they observed using the CAR. A complete
copy of the CAR, including a sample of the global ratings form; is

presented in Attachment 2.

Focused Observations

As mentioned earlier---the focused observation instruments were

developed to gather ormation on the quality of interaction that
exists in the -tassroom between the teacher and children. Among other

things e focused observations provide a picture of the kind of

into lectual stimulation children receive, of the teacher's effective-
ness in managing the classroom, and of the quality of classroom climate.

As illustrated in Attachment 3, there are three focused observa-

tion instruments: Focused Observation I, Focused Observation II and

Focused Observation III. Each instrument is divided into two parts.
The first part consists of a section for taking notes durina observa-

tion. The second part of each instrument consists of summary ratings
that are completed after each observation period.- As with the CAR,

global ratings are completed at the end of the observation day.

c-N
_1

Agal

I3=3



The focused observations are used during the second day of ob-
servations, after the Classroom Activities Record is completed. The
use of these instruments requires an entire class day, from the time

the children arrive until they are disMissed. Each instrument requires

15 minutes of observat;ons. All three make up one cycle and after the
three instruments have been completed, the observer goes back to

Focused Observation I and repeats the cycle. As noted, at the end of
the observation day, a set of global ratings are completed by the

observer.

Focused Observation I-: -1-n-tel1ectual_StlmulatIon. This instrument

focuses on the teacher and documents the quality of intellectual
stimulation that i;hildren receive in the classroom. The items are

designed to find out a number of things about the classroom:

whether children are asked to expand or provide more
information on or talk about an experience;

Whether the children are asked to explain or combine
discrete facts into some kind of judgment or conclusion;

Whether children are referred to other children or
resources rather than given the right answers to
questions or solutions to problems; or

Whether the emphasis in the class is on getting
children to understand and know the reasons behind
the things they learn or on getting them to acquire
factual information through rote memorization and

drill.

Focused Observation II: Classroom Management. This focused ob-

servation documents how the teacher manages the classroom. The items

are designed to find out:

hem much time the teacher spends managing behavior
or telling children to stop what they are doing and

get back to work; -the nature and amount of mis-

behavior in the classroom;

whether the teacher is able to handle interruptions
without losing" track or contact with what he/she
was doing;

whether classroom activities are kept running smoothly;

13=4



whether children are kept waiting for directions,

task assignments, materials or learning activities;

whether the teacher gives Children reasons for or

tries -to talk to them about why they are expected

to behave in a certain way;

whether the teacher -seems calm and at ease; or be

comes easily diStUrbed by classroom disruptions;

whether children listen to and respect_the teacher

and tend to comply with her/his directives; and

whetherthildren-andaduitsin the classroOM are

generally free -to interact or comMunicate with each

other without frequent interruptions;

Focused Observatton III: Classroom Climate. Focused Observa-

tion III focuses on the class as a whole and notes the kind of climate

that exists in the classroom. It provides information on the

following:

how much encouragement children receive in their

work;

whether children initiate interactions with the

teacher;

whether children are allowed to move around and

interact socially in the classroom;

whether children and adults seem interested -and

involved in the learning activities provided in the

classroom;

whether children are encouraged to express and discust

personal experiences; ideaS, feelings, and opinions;

whether opportunities are provided for children to

work together, cooperate and learn from each other;

whether all the children in the classroom are treated

fairly and equally;

where there is coordination of the children's hoMe

and school experiences;



whether the teacher seems enthusiastic and really
enjoys what she is doing;

whether the teacher is affectionate and warm toward
the children;

whether handicapped children are_encouraged to
participate in all classroom activities;

whether the teacher is sensit:ve to the special
needs of handicapped children and is doing things
to meet those needs;

whether the teacher encourages bilingual/bicultural
children, if any, to interact with their classroom
peers and participate in all classroom activities;

whether the teacher seems to value cultural differences
and is promoting cultural understanding in the
classroom; and,

whether the teacher .and other adults in the classroom
seem interested in making children feel wanted, accepted,
competenti and successful.



Attachment 1

CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT OBSERVATION

Instructions. 0O7pZ;ere the checnist and ratings belOW
during your two daus of observation in the cZassrocm;
Use the snace rrovided-to describe any notahZefeatures
of the room; she rating _scales at the end of this form

are to be used to summize your imFressions.

Part A. Classroom Structure

1. What type of room is this? (Check one)

a. Enclosed single room.

b. Large open space separated by partitions.

c. Large open space without partitions.

Comments:

2. How are the children's desks /tables arranged?

a. Stationary desks and chairs;

b. Movable desks and chairs in well-defined rows.

c. Movable desks and chairs in small groups.

d. Seating at small tables - -no desks and chairs.

e. Seatino at desks--tables available as work space.



Part B. Posted_information

Check all that apply:

3. Activity sign-up sheets for children

4. Children's.progress charts

5. Activity sign-up sheets for parents

6. Special services sign-up sheets for parents

7. Posted announcements/information for parents

.8. Calendar of community activities/events.

9. Health, nutrition, and safety information7
10. Other posted information (specify):

Comments:

ibits

In each category note the number of disv si posters,, -or exhibits that

contain objects that are tredoMinantl produced CoMMierCiclZuo by the

teacher, or by chiZalm Refer to the pct or rin.tions.

11. Health, nutrition &
safety

12. Ethnic displays

13. Holiday/seasons disolays

14; Language arts

15. Mathematics

/6. Science

17. Social studies

18. Arts and crafts

19. Other child projects

20; Other (specify):

Comments:

# Cemmercial # Teacher -made #_Child-made

X



part D Areas- of the Clas_sreom

Check each area that can :ce found in this cLassroom. For each :earning
area that is checked, judge the diversit-a of the materia:s that are
contained wi-rhir. ir. See the nanuaZ for criteria for these 7,aoter
ratings.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

23.

29.

30.

31.

Language arts area(s)

Mathematics area(s)

Science area(s)

Social studies area(s)

Music area(s)

At area(s)

Drama area(s)

Ethnic/multicultural area(s)

Other child learning areas (specify)

a.

b.

c.

Parent work areas

Storage areas for individual chit=
dren's work

Comments:

Diversity of Materials

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low. Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Low Medium High

Part E. Instructional matprials

he cassrocm; For each.
_ "-

de7"snst--ons an,: rating -rteria.

'Diversity of Materials

Check each tyre ofmateria: that can he

3.=-3-==ar .7ne -7=nua: for

C:77mArc.14 toxt.c:AsirKtocKs

Science /math equipment

Games and puzzles

Exploratory/constructive materials

Teacher made learning materials

Instructional ecuipment_that
children car use alone 77.cr

example;'learning macnines; tape
recorders with headphones)

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Hich

High

High

High

High

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

B =9 1. IS



38.

39.

40.

41.

Instructional materials for
health, nutrition, or safety.

Molticulturil materials

Materials geared for use with
handicapped children

Other (specify):

Diversity of Material;

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

High

High

High

Comments:

B=10

I4 1)a



GLOBAL RATINGS: CLASSROOM ENVIRONMENT OBSERVATION

Complete these ratings after you have completed the Classroom Environment
Observation form. The scales contain two contrasting statements. Based on
your observations decide whether this classroom more closelv resembles the
first statement (A), the second statement (9), or is somewhere in between

the two. Circle your answer.

Statement A (Circle One)_.

1. Materials were neatly ar- 1 2 .3 4

ranged and well organized.

2. The displayed_ children's 1 2 3 4 5

work/products reflected diver-
sity of content, theme; or
approach;

3. The classroom seemed 1 2 3 4 5

spacious.

4. The classroom was 1 2 3 4 5

attractive/colorful.

5. The claSSroom provided a 1 2 3 4 5

stimulating environment for
learning;

6. it was apparent that the 1 2 3 4 5

toner valued cultural differ-
ences hig . be

doing his/her best to promote
cultural understanding.

7. Mat-erials were easily acces- 1 2 3. 4 5

sible to children.

8. The teacher seemed to be t 2 3 4 5

making an effort to invite
parents into the classroom.-

9; Support for multicultural 1 2 3 4 5

learning and understanding was
very evident in the environment;

Statement B

_
Materials were disorganized;
the classroom seemed cluttered.

The displayed children's work/
products did not vary in con-
tent, theme, or approach.

The classroom seemed crowded.

The Clatgridtim was dull and

colorletS.

The classroom did not provide a
stimulating environment for
learning.

It was apparent -that the_teacher
placed a low value on cultural
differences and did not seem to

/It/erste

be doing much to promote cul-
tura

_

classroom. .

Materials were out of the
children's reach.

There was no evidence in the room
of the teacher doing anything to
encourage parents participating
in the class.

There was no evidence in the
classroom of multicultural
learning activities.



Statement A (Circle One) Statement 9

10. There was considerable 1 2 3 4 5 There was no evidence of physi-

evidence of physical accammo= cal accommodations for handl-

dations for handicapped NA capped children.

children.

11. There was considerable
evidence in wall ditplayt;
etc. of children pursuing
their own interests; hobbies;
or projects.

_

12. There was considerable
evidence in the room of an
emphasis on health; nutrition;
and safety instruction;

2 3 4 5 There was no evidence of
children pursuing their own
interests or hobbies.

1 2 3 There was no evidence of health;
nutrition, or safety instruc-
tion.



CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES RECORD

TEACHER
CHILDREN WORKING INDEPENDENTLY

ADDITIONAL

CHILDREN

Reasons for ADULTS NOT

41 INTERACTING with children.

e @Es 410'

1 What was the SUIJECT/CONTENT

6. of the activity?

Code: Code:

3.gow were the 'children GROUPED?
@o®
9o® @e® I A

h What were tue grouping

1. CRITERIA?

ee_
@i@

I ®0

5, What materials were USED?

6, Who CHOSE the materials?.

®®
00

SUBJECT/CONTENT

Cddi:

GROUPING

Op

iiH)@4
ED04 ©Hi®

(99@

C)0

MATERIALS

Ude

7 Who USED the materials?

WALI/LUNIENI

Code:

0 Whit was the DIVERSITY OF_

Q' ACTIVITY iithih the group?

GROUPING

9. iwiht°thfen"thrleinec"tivthietyPlACM

__CRITERIA

In What was_the CHILDREN'S

10' ATTENTION to the activity?
®0 19C)0 @O4

@®0 0140 @®@

Children Leaving Classroom

1 Reason:_

4.)

ktivity: NOTES



T Teacher

A = Aide

P Parent

RS - Resource stiff

ST - Student teacher

0 - Other adult

97172177111
_INTERACTING WITH CHILDREN,

DC Out of classroom

GP - Grading papers_

MM - Making materials

Cl - Clean-up/housekeeping

Ob - Observing

0 - Other

6E hdlg?
ao

AA - AnnoOnCinintt/ittignments/directions/

iz attendance/organization

DI = Dittlpline

SP - Spelling/phonics

R = Reading_

Ot Oral language/show and tell

EU - Expressive writing

OM - Writing Mithenict/pUnctuatind

handwriting

SL - SiCond language

FL First_language instruction other

than English

M Math

S - Science

SS Social studies_

AC - Arts and crafts

OR - Drama

M - Musicimoverentidance

PR = Projects

PI - P14Y

GD - Other group discussion

HK - Housekeeping/clean-up/chores

0 -01le_
iiiimeturrak

I

v A

KEY

Flitall1MIE11111PET:

LO Large gro0 (> class)

SG Small_group

IM - Individuals (1-2 children)

S - Sane group/child as litt_00104

0 = Different group/child
from last

period

I - Adult working with same group/

child as the teacher in column 1

All - Adult working with saam_gr040/

or child as the other adult in

Alll class

r, ifiirTIMAREEPIT1

Hi ; High_ ability group

M Medium ability -group

L Low ability group__

NE - Heterogeneous ability grouping

01. Bilingual/bicultural groUp_

LD Learning disabled/handicapped group

AH - Ad hoc grouping /random grouping

PP = Paper and pencil

T Commercial textbooks/readers

NI Workbooks/worksheets_

BM = Other books/magazines

_F - Flashcards

BB - Blackboard

- Audiorftual__

IN - Learning machines

OP Gares/puzzles

EC - Exploratory/constructive

N hone

paouraii
SE Special education teriicei

HS ; Health services

OC Other classroom

IRC = Learning resource center/library

P Parent activity

0 - Other (specify)

frillrria TR KAttkPILIJ

AD - Adult___

CH - Children

ITZDSEDIHE MATERIAT

T - Teacher only

I- One child ate time

S = Sim children

A - All children

THEllififIrre YIfi

LWITHIN IHE GROUP?

HI - High overitty

.14 Moderate diversity

LO = Lew diversity

AD - Adult

-CH Children

1105111M-1101111[11111. WW1
1.10 THE ACTIVITY?

HI -MO_
.m - Moderate

LO = Lew

ripmnignesnoninom
HI - High

M Moderate

LO - Low



GLOBAL RATINGS: CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES RECORD

Complete these ratihgs as soon after the Classroom Activities Record Observation

as postible, and in any event before the next observation. Do not ask the

teachers these questions. The scales contain two contrasting statements.

Based on the information that you gather from the observation, indicate Whether

this teacher's classroom or approach more closely resembles the first statement (A),

the second statement (B), or is somewhere in between the two.

Statement A Statement 8

1. The teacher relies only on
highly sequenced and structured
materials and methods to teach

language arts.

2. Children's language arts ac-
tivities are structured for them
by the teacher or by materials
(e.g., workbooks).

3. During language arts time
all of the class is engaged
in the same or similar
activities.

4. When children are learning
language arts skills, the
teacher works with the entire
class as a group.

5. The teacher relies only on
highly sequenced and structured
materials and methods to teach

math;

2 3 4 5

1 2

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 5 5

2 3 4 5

6. Children's math activities 1

are structured for them by the

teacher or by materials (e.g.,

workbooks).

7 During math time all of the 1 2 3 4 5

class is engaged in the same

or similar activities.

The teacher uses an unsequenced
approach to teach language arts.

Children participate in planning
their own language arts activi-
ties, or have choices about
which activities they engage in.

During these times children
engage in different activities
that either they or the teacher

plan.

During these times the teacher
works with individual children.

The teacher uses an unsequenced
approach to teach math;

Children participate in planning
their own math activities.

During these times the children
engage in different activities
that either they or the teacher

plan.



Statethe (Circle One) Staterlent

8; When children are learning 1

math skills; the teacher works
with the entire class as a
group.

9. Children's procress through I

instructional sequences, activi-
ties or assignments is paced by
children individually.

10. The tEsecher spent very
little time controlling mis-
behavior or keeping children
on task.

1

11. Teacher generally taught 1

misbehaviors in time so that
they rarely spread or increased

in seriousness:

12. The teacher demonstrated
great ability for dealing with
more than one thing at a time.
Interruptions rarely made him/
her lose all contact with what
he/she was doing.

13. The teacher kept clattrOOM 1

.activities running smoothly. Hi/

she rarely interrupted with
sUdden_changes in topics and

directiOnt.

14. The teacher rarely kept 1

children waiting for directions,
task assignments, or materials.

15. The teacher used a variety
of techniques to control mis-
behaviors, such as appeals,
threats, isolation; diversions,

and uhderp.Jy.

16. The teacher's instructional
mode was predominantly one of
instructing/directing.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3

During these times the teacher
Works with individual children.

Children's progress throuch
instructional sequences, acti7:
vitiet or attignments_is paced
by the class as a whole.

Teacher spent most of the time
controlling misbehavior.

Teacher rarely acted to prevent
misbehaviors from spreading or
increasing in seriousness.

Teacher was unable to deal with
more than one thing at a time.

Interruptions frequently made
him/her lose all contact with
What he/she was doing.

Teacher did not keep classrooth
activities running smoothly.
He/the frequently interrupted
with sudden changes in topics
and direCtions.

Teacher frequently made children
wait for directions, task assign-
ments or materials.

Teacher always used the same
technique to control misbehavior.

The teacher's instructional mode
was predominantly one of cuet7
tioning and providing feedback.



StateentA JCIrcle 114.)

17. Children were allowed to
interact SUciaily ihOSt of the

time in the classroom.

18. There were manyopportuni=
ties for, or much encouragement
ofi per teaching, joint
efforts, cooperation On learning
tasks; group projects; etc.

19. Children were encouraced to
express and discuss personal
experiences; :deal, feelings,
thoughts; etc.

20. There were many opportuni=
tits during the day for children
to pursue their on interests,
or develbp interests; hobbies;
etc;

21. The teacher supported and
encouraged bilingual /bicultural
Children to participate in peer
social interaction.

22. It was apparent that the
teaCher_Valutd cultural differ-
ences hi-01y and seemed to be
doing hiS/her best to promote
cultural understanding in the

Classroom.

23. All of the classroom child-
ren were involVed in Multi-
cultural activities that

occurred;

24. The classroom daily routine
seemed clear to -the children;
they seemed to know_and under-
stand it and were able to pre -

dict changes;

I 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 5 4' 5

1 2 3 4 5

Children were never allowed to
interact sociailyexcepr durinc
recess or play periods.

There were no obbOrtUnities or
encouragement for peer teatnihg,
joint efforts; cooperation on
learning tasks; group projects;

etc.

Children were not encouraaed to
express and discuss personal
experiences, ideas, feelings,
thoughts, etc.

There Were no opportunities
during the day for children to
pursue their own interests.

The teacher did not really
support or encourage bilingual/-
bicultural children to parti-
cipate in peer social inter-
action.

It was apparent_that the_teacher
placed a low value on cultural .

differencesanddid not seem to
be doing much to promote cultural
understanding in the classroom:

Only ethnic group children were
involved in multicultural acti-
vities that occurred;

Children seemed to 5e confused
about the routine for the day;
they seemed not to know it,
understand it; or be able to
predict changes.



Statement (Circle One) Statement

25. Children scent very little
time waiting for activities to
beain, for directions, and for
instructions.

26. For the most part, this was
a very Well managed classroom.

27. The teacher encouraaed
children to work toaether or
obtain instructional help from
their peers.

23; Children frequently initi-
ated interactions with the

teacher.

29. Parents .,:eemed to feel

comfortable in the clastrObt.

30. Parents in the classroom
went listened to and respected
by children.

31. The classroom was a very
stimulating place for learning.

32. AdUltt and children in the
classroom had no problem.making
themselves heard.

33. The reacher was affectiOn=
ate -and warm toward the

Children.

34. The aide was affectionate
and warm toward the children.

:35. Children in the classroom
received a preat deal of en-
couragemen' from the teacher
in their w.-,rk.

36. The teacher seemed calm and
at east; he/she did not become

easily disturbed by classroom
situations.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Children scent a treat deal of
time waiting.

For the most part, this was a
very poorly managed classroom.

The teacher discouraaedchild-
ren from working together or
obtaining help from their peers;

Children never initiated inter-
actions with the teacher.

Parents did not seem to feel
comfortable in the classroom.

Parents in the classroom were
not littened to or respected
by children.

The classroom was dull and not
particularly stimulating.

Adultt and children in this
classroom had a very hard time
making themselves heard;

The teacher was cold or un-
friendly toward the children;

The aide was cold or unfriendly
toward the children

Children in the classroom
received little encouragement
from the teacher.

The teacher seemed uneasy; he/she
became easily distracted by
classroom situations.



Statement A (Circle Onel_

37. For the most parto.all
children in the classroom were
treated fairly and equitably.

38. There seemed to be a high
degree Of interest and involve-
ment in learning on the part of
adults and children in this
classroom.

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

39. The adultt in this class- 2 3 4 5

room seemed to go out of their
way to make all children feel
wanted and accepted.

40. The adultS in this class - 2 3 4 5

room seeried toad out of their
way to make all children feel

competent and successful;

41. The teacher seemed to be 1 2 3 4 5

very well respected and lis-
tened to by the children.

42. The classroom.aide seemed I 2 3 4 5

to be very well respected and
listened to by the children.

43. The teacher encouraged and 1 2 3 4 5

supported participation of
handicapped children in the NA

full range of classroom
activities.

44; It was apparent that the I 2 3 4 5

teacher was very sensitive to
the special needs of handi7 NA

capped children and was there7
fore dOing a variety of things

to meet there needs.

45. Handicapped children re= 1 2 3 4 5

teived all their instruction
inside the classroom NA

46; The teacher and the aide 3 4 5

seemed to relate and.work to-
gether extremely well;

B-I9

It seemed evident that the
teacher had "favorites" who were
treated di=7erently from other
Children.

There seemed to be a oeneral
lack of interest or involvement
in learning in this class;

The adults in this classroot
seemed to make no effort to
make children feel wanted and

accepted.

The adults in this classroot
seemed to make no effort to
make childrenfeel competent
and successful.

The teacher did not seem to be
respected or listened to by the

children.

The classroom aide did not seem
to be respected and listened to
by the children.

The teacher did not really support
or encourage participation of

handicapped children in classroom

activities.

it was apparent that the teacher
Was not sensitive to the special
needs of handicapped children and
therefore was not doing anything
to really meet thos.: needs.

Handicapped children received al=
most no instruction in the class-
room.

The teacher and the aide seemed to
have problems relating end working

together.



Attachment 3

FOCUSED OBSERVATION I

Intenecrual Son

Notes

1. Does the teacher ask children to exPand_ on what they say?

2. Dbes the teacher ask children to make inferences, give reasons; make
judgments, draw conclusions, or analyze?

3. Does the teacher give children the answers to questions and problems
or doeS she/he ask them to figure things out for themselves?

4. Does the teacher ask children to clac.k the help of other children
or to consult other resources for help in answering questions or
resolving problems?

S. Is the teacher primarily interested in getting children to repeat or
give facts, or is she/he more interested in getting children to understand
why things are the way they are?



Statement A

FOCUSED OBSERVATION I

ummary Ratings

St-at.am..4-..

1; The teacher often probed
children's statements/
responses; asked them to
extend or amplify Chem or
explored the child's reason
for an incorrect response.

2; The teacher encouraged
children to work together
and seek help from each
other.

3. The teacher often asked
children to consult resources
other than herself or class-
room peers for help in
answering questions or
resolving problems.

2 3 4. 5

CR

1 2 3 4 5

CR

1 2 3 4 5

CR

4. Most of the teacher's 1 2 3 4 5

questions asked children
to make inferences; give CR

reasons, draw conclusions,
make judgments or analyze.

5; The teacher encouraged
Children to figure things
out for themStives and rely
on their on personal
resources.

1 2 3 4 5

CR

6 ;The teacher seemed 1 2 3 4 5

primarily interested in
getting_ -chi dren to under- CR

stand the why of_things
rather than acquire a lot
of facts

B=2I

The teacher rarely probed
children's statement /responses.
but instead dropped the con -
versation, asked another child
or provided correct answers to
the child;

The teacher rarely asked children
to work together or seek he!p
from each other.

The teacher rarely asked children
to consult resources other than
herself or classroom peers For
help in answering questions or
resolving Problems.

Most of the teacher's Questions
were asking children to give or
repeat facts.

The_teacher rarely encouraged
Children to figure things out for
themselves and rely on their own
personal resources;

The teacher_seemedprimarily
interested in_getting children
to acquire a lot of facts
rather than understand the why of
things;

0



FOCUSED OBSERVATION II

aassroam

Notes

1. Does the teacher szerd a lot_o_f=ime mariacinc behavior or keeping children

On task?

2; Are misbehaviort or classroom disreotions_mostly of the "talking too much" '

variety or are they of the More Serious kind such as fi`_h- ti-ng, arguing or

Is the teacher able to handle interruptions and still keep calm and aware

of what is going Oh in the ClattrOt?

4. Does the teacher keep classroom activities running smoothly withOUt too many

interruptions or a lot of waiting;

5. Do the children have to wait a long time for directions, assignments,

materials, or learning activities?

6. How effective is the teacher in dealing with disruptions or misbehaviors?

7. Does the teacher prefer to reason or talk- to the children about misbehaviors

or disruptions or does sheihe rely more on threats, commands and other techniques

of control?



FOCUSED OBSERVATION II

Stal-ement A

Summary Ratings

(-Ciro le ore) S*a.ement 3

1. The teacher spent_very_
little time controlling_mis-

--Asehaviors;or keeping chil-

dren on task.

Z. The teacher generally
caught misbehaviors in
time so/that they rarely
spread ,or increased in

seriousness:

3. The teacher demonstrated
great ability for dealing
with more than one thing at_

a time. Interruptions rarely
mad;0 her lose all contact
wittOinat he/she was doing;

4. The teacher kept class-
room activities running
smoothly without frequent
delays or disruptions;

5. The teacher rarely kept
children waiting for di-
rections, task assignments,
materials or for claisroom
activities to begin.

6. The teacher preferred to
reason or talk to the chil-

dren about misbehaviors or
disruptions.

2 3 4 5 The teacher spent most_of_the
time controlling misbehaviors

CR -or keeping children on task.

2 3 4

CR

2 3 4 5

CR

1 2 3 4 5

CR

2 3 4 5

CR

2 3 4 5

CR

7; Adu?ts nd children in 1 2 3 4 5

the classroom hac: no problem

making themselves heard. CR

8. The teacher seemed calm
and at ease; he/She did not
become-easily disturbed
by classroom situations.

1 2 3 4 5

CR

The teacher rarely acted to
prevent misbehaviorsfram
spreading or increasing in
seriousness;

The- teacher was unable to
deal with more than one thing
at a time. Interruptions fre-
quently made him/her lose ail
contact with what he/she was
doing_,

The teacher did not keep
classroom activities. running
smoothly. Delays and interruptions
were frequent.

The teacher frequently made
childreb wait for directions,
task assignments or materials or
for classroom activities to begin.

The teacher tended to rely more
on commands; threats and other
techniques of behavior control -and

less on giving Teasons or talking
to children about misbehaviors or
disruptions.

Adults and children in this class-
room had a very hard time making

themselves heard.

The teacher seemed uneasy; he/she
becaMe_eatily distracted by class-

room situations.



Statement A (Circle one) Statement B

9; The teacher seemed to be 1 2 3 4 5 The teacher did not seem to

very well respected and be respected or listened to

listened to by the children. CR by the children;

10. The children were very 1 2 3 4 5 The children were not cooperative,

cooperative in doing what and for the most part did what

was expected of tnem. CR they pleased.

1

11. For the most part, this 1 2 3 4 5 For the most part, this is a

is a well-managed classroom. very poorly -managed classroom..
CR



FOCUSED OBSERVATION III

CIassrocm CSimcoe

Notes

1. Are the children emcouraced a lot?

2. Are the children treated fairly and ecuitably?

3. Is there a lot of intPrest and involvement in learning activities?

4. Art the children made to feel comoetent?

5. Are the children allowed to interact socially?

6. At* the experiences of children outside the school taken into account

in the classroom?

7 Do the children voluritee experiences; opinions or ideas withoUt btihg asked?

8; Are the children allowed to move freely around the room and work at ple-7.t3

other than assigned seats?



Statement A

FOCUSED OBSERVATION III

Summary Ratings

(Circig. One) R

1. Children in the classroom
received a great deal of
encouragement from the
teacher in their work.

2. Children frequently
initiated interactions
with the teacher;

3. The children teemed
interested in and atten-
tive to the learning
activities provided;

4. Children tier= allowed
to interact socially most
of the time in the classroom.

5. Children were encouraged
to express and discuss per-
sonal experiences, ideas,
feelings, thoughts, etc.

6. There were many oppor-
tunities or much encour-
agement of peer teaching,
joint efforts, cooperation
on learning tasks, group
projects; etc;

7. For the most part, all
children in the classroom
were treated fairly and
equitably.

8. The teacher seemed to
be trying to coordinate
the children's home and
school experiences.

3. Tne teacher teeme'
extremely enthusiast.c;
he/she seemed to really
enjoy teaching.

1 2 3 4 5

CR

Children in the classroom
received little encouragement
from the teacher.

1 2 3 4 5 Children never initiated
interactions with the teacher.

CR

2 3 4 5 The children seemed to lack
interest and attention during

CR learning activities;

2 3 4 5

CR

1 2 3 4 5

CR

i 2 3 4 5

CR

1 2 3 4 5

CR

Children were never allowed to
interact socially except during
recess or play periods.

Children were not encouraged to
express and discuss personal
experiences, ideas, feelings,
thoughts.

There were no opportunities or_
encouragement for peer teaching
joint- efforts, cooperation on
learning tasks, group projects*
etc.

It seemed evident that the teacher
had "favorites" who were treated
differently from other children.

2 3 4 5 The teacher did not seem to be
making an effort to coordinate

CR the children's home and school
experiences

1 2 3 4 5 The teacher did not seem to enjoy
what he/she was doing.

CR



_ .

St
\ _

tement A (Circle One)_ Statement

T teacher was ariec-
tionate and warm toward the
chiidrel%L.

11. The teaCner encouraged and
supported oaTticiPation of
handicapped Children in the
full range of activities.

12. It was apparent
\\

that _the

teacher was very sensltive
to the special needs',of hand- NA CR
capped children and wat there-
fore doing a variety of\things
to meet those needs.

13. The teacher supported and, 1 2 3 4

encouraged bilingual/bicul- \
tural,children to participate \\ NA CR

in peer sociarinteraction.

1 2 3 4 5 The teacher was cold or
unfriendly toward the

CR children.

1 2 3 4 5 The teacher did not really
support or encourage partici-

NA CR pation of handicapped
children in classroom activities,.

2 3 4 5

14. it was apparent that the 1 2'

teacher valued cultUral dif=
ferences highly and seemed
to be doing his/her best to
promote cultural understand-
ing in the classroom.

15. There seemed to be a high
degree of interest and in-
volver.mt in learning activi-
tiei on the part of adults and
children in this classroom.

16. The adults in this class-
room seemed to go out of
their way to make children
feel wanted and accepted.

1.7= The adUltt in thit class-
.room seemed to go out_of_their
way to make children feel
competent ;d successful;

It was apparent that the teacher
was not sensitive to thesPeciai',
needs_of handicapped_cnildren_and
therefore was not doing anything
to really meet those need's.'

5 The teacher did not really support
and encourage bilingual /bicultural
children.to participate in peer
social interaction

5

1 2 3 4 5

CR

it was apparent that the teacher
placed a low value_on cultural
differences and did not seem to
be doing much to promote oulturai
understanding in the classroom.

There seemed to be a general
\lack of interest or involvement
in learning activities in this

class.

2 3 4 5 The adults in this classroom
seemed toNmake no effort to

CR make all ch'Ildren feel wanted
and accepted;\

2 3 4 5

CR

""\-

The adults in this classroom
..eemed_to make no fort to
-:ake all children fe _compe-

tent and successfUl.



GLOBAL RATINGS: FOCUSED OBSERVATIONS

Complete these ratings as soon after the focused observations as possible, and
in any event before the next observation. Refer to the summaries that you
completed after each focuseb ooservation to cuice ycu in these jubgments. Base

on the information and impressions that you cathered from the observationt
indicate whether this teacher's classroom or approach more closely resembles
the first statement (A), the second statement (B); or is somewhere in between
the two. Circle your answer.

Statement A (Circle One) Statement B

1. The teacher often probed
children's statements /res-
ponses,asked them to extend
or amplify them or explored
the child't reason for an in-
correct response.

2; The teacher encouraged
children to work together and
seek help froth each other.

3; The teacher often asked
children to consultresources
other than herself or class-
tbditi_peetS for help in an-

swering questions or resolving
problems.

4. Most of the teacher's cues-
tions asked children to make
inferences, give reasons, draw
conclUsions, make juclments or

analyze.

5; The teacher encouraged
children to figure things out
for_thetselves and rely on
their own personal resources.

6; The teacher seemed pri-
marily interested in getting
thildren_to understand the
Why of things rather than
acquire a lot of factt.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

F-28

The teacher rarely probed child-
ren's statement/resocnses, but
instead dropped the conversation,
asked another child or provided
correct answers to the child.

The teacher rarely asked child=
ren to work together or seek
help from each other;

The teacher rarely asked child-
ren to consult resources Other
than herself or classroom peert
for help in answering questions
or resolving problems;

Most of the teacher's questions
were asking children to give or
repeat facts.

The teacher rarely encouraged
children to figure things out for
themselves and rely on their own
personal resources;

The teacher_seemed_primarily
interested in getting children.
to acquire a lot of facts_rather
than understand the why of things.



qtatPr"ent A (Circle One) Statement

7. The teacher spent very
little time ccntroiling_miS-
behaviors or keeping children

on task;

1 2 3 4 5

8. Teacher generally caught 1 2 3 4 5

misbehaviors in time so that
they rarely spread or increased

in seriousness;

9. The teacher demonstrated 1 2 3 4 5

great ability for dealing with
more than one thing at a time.

Interruptions rarely made him/
her lose all contact with what
heishe was doing.

10; The teacher kept classroom i 2 3 4

activities rdnning smoothly
Without frequent delays or

disruptions.

11. The teacher rarely -kept- 1

children waiting for directions,

task assignments; materials.

2

12. The teacher preferred to
reason or talk to the children

aboct misbehaviors or dis-

ruptions.

1 2

Adults and children in the
classroom had no problem making

themselves heard.

1 2

14. The teacher seemed calm
and at ease; he/she did not
become easily disturbed by
classroom situations.

1 2

15. The teacher seemed to be 1 2

Very well respected and lis-

tened to by the children.

The teacher spent mott_Ofthe
time controlling misbehaViOrt or
keeping children on task.

TeaCher rarely acted to prevent
misbehaviors from screadihg or
increasing in seriousness.

Teacher was unable to deal with
more than one thing at _a time.
Interruotions frequently made
him/her lose all contact with
what he/she was doing.

Teacher did not keep clastrocm
activities running smoothly.
Delays and interruptions were
frequent.

3 4 5 Tea:Cher frequently made children
wait for directions; task assign-
ments or materials.

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

3 4 5

The teacher tended to rely more
on commands; threats and other

techniques of_behavior control
and less on giving reasons or
talking to children aboCt
behaviors or disruptions;

Adults and children in this
classroom had _a very hard time

making themselves heard.

The teacher seemed uneasy; he
she became easily distracted by
Classroom situations;

The teacher did not seem to be
respected or listened to by the

children.



Maze ^mot (Circle One) tatement 5

16. The children were very
cooperative in doing wnat was
expected of them.

17. For the most part, this is
a well managed classroom;

18. Children in the classroom,
received a great deal. of en-
couragement from the teacher
in their work;

19. Children frequently:inl-
tiated interactions with the
teacher.

20. The children seemed inter-
este4 in and attentive to the
learning activities provided.

21. Children were allowed to
interact socially most of the
time in the classroom.

22. Children were encouraged
to express and discuss per-
sonal experiences, ideas,
feelings; thoughts, etc.

23. -There were many oppor-
tunities or much encouragement
of peer teaching, joint
efforts; cooperat:oi; on
learning tasks; group projects,

etc.

24. For the most part, all
children in the classroom
were treated fairly and
equitably.

25. The t .ocher seemed to be
trying to coordinate the
children's home and school

experiences.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2' 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Children were not =operative,
and for the most part did what
they pleased;

For the most part, this is a
very poorly managed classroom.

Children in the classroom re-
ceived_little_encouragement
from the teacher.

Children never initiated inter-
actions with the teacher.

The children seemed to lack
interest and attention during
learning activities.

Children were never allowed to
interact socially except during
recess or play periods.

Children were not encouraged to
express and discuss personal
experiences, ideas, feelings,
thoughts, etc.

There were no opportunities or
encouragement for peer teaching,
joint efforts, cooperation on
learning tasks, group projects,
etc.

It seemed evident that the tea-
cher had "favorites" who were
treated differently from other
children.

The teacher did not seem to be
making an effort to coordinate
the children's home and school
experiences.



Statement A (Circle One)

26. The teacher seemed ex-
tremely entnuslastic; he /she

seemed to really enjoy teaching.

27. The teacher was affeCtionate
and warm toward the children.

28. The teacher encouraged and
supported participation of
handicapped children in the
full range of classroom

activities.

29; It was apparent that the 1

teacher was very sensitive to
the special needs of handicappea
children and was therefore doing
a variety of things to meet
those needs.

30. The teacher supported and 1

encouraged bilingual/bicultural
children to participate in peer

social interaction.

31. it was apparent that the 1

teacher valued cultural differ=
ences highly and seemed to be

doing his/her best to promote
cultural understanding in

the classroom;

32. There seemed to be a high 1

degree of interest and involve-
ment-in learning activities on
the part of adults and children

in this classroom:

33. The adults in this classrOOM 1

seemed to go out of their way to

make children feel wanted and

accepted.

34. The adults.in this clatsroom 1

seemed to go out of their way to
make children feel competent and

successful.

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

Z 3 4 5

NA

2 3 4 5

NA

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2

2 3 4 5

StateMent

The teacher did not seem to
enjoy what he/she was going.

The teacher was cold or un-_
friendly toward the children=

The teacher did not really
support or encouraoe partici-
pation of handicapped children
in classroom activities.

It was apparent that the teacher
was not sensitive to the Sad-alai

needs of handicapped children
and therefore was not doing any-
thing to really meet those needs;

The teacher did not really sup-
port and encourage bilingual/
bicultural children to partici-
pate in peer social interaction.

It was apparent that the_tdathtt
placed a low value on cultural'
differences and did not seem to
be doing much to promote cultural
understanding in the -classroom.

There seemed to be a general
lack of interest or involvement
in learning in this class.

The adults in this classrooM
seemed to make no effort to make
all children feel wanted and
accepted.

The adults in this clattrOOM
seemed to make no effort to
make all children feel competent
and successful.



APPENDIX C

Descriptive Summaries for Items of the
Spring 1979 Teacher Interview

Table C-I

3scriptive Summary of the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview; Part 1:
Teacher Background

1. Number and percentage of teachers with full-time teaching experience, by
various grade levels (n=283)*:

Head Start T: 42 14;8
P: 25 8.8
C: 17 6;0

Other Preschool T: 31 10.9
P: 17 6;0
C: 14 4.9

Kindergarten T: 91 32.1
P: 42 14.8

C: 49 17;3

Grades 1-3 T: 241 85.1
P: 100 35.3
C: 141 49.8

Grades T: 75 26.5
P: 30 10.6

C: :45 15.9

Secondary T: 15 5.3
P: 7 2.5

C: 2.8

Other T: 25 8.8
P: 14 4.9

C: 11 3.9

Percentage of teachers with prior experience_at each grade level; by the number
of years'experienceat that level (table entries are percentages of total res-
pondents for that column):

Years

Head
Start

Other .

Preschool Kindergarten
Grades

1-3

Grades
4-6 Secondary Other

1 T: 31.0 45.2 24.2 7.9 36.0 33.3 32.0
P: 20.0 41.2 30.9 11.0 43.4 42.8 28.7

C: 47.1 50.0 18.4 5.7 31.1 25.0 36.4

2-3 T: 23.6 41.9 27.4 21.3 37.4 53.3 44.0

P: 28.0 47.0 30.9 24.0 23.4 57.2 42.F

C: 17.6 35.8 24.4 19.2 46.8 50.0 45.4

Ndl: item numbers correspond to the item numbers in the spring 1979 Teacher Inter-
view form.

*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%; since more than one response
category can be used

T = Total (italics); P = PDC; C = Comparison

C=-1
1I



Table C-1
(continued)

Percentage of teachers with prior experience at each grade level; by the number
of years'experienceat that level (table entries are percentages of total res-
pondents for

Years

that column)

Head
Start

(cont.):

Other
Preschool Kindergarten

Grades
1-3

Grades
4-6 Secondary_ Other

4-5 T: 19.0 9.7 22.0 15.8 10.7 0 8.0
P: 16.0 11;8 14.3 15.0 10.0 0 7.1

C: 23.5 7;1 28;6 16;4 11.1 0 9.1

6-10 T: 19.2 3.2 12.1 22.0 ... 10.7 6.7 16.0
P: 28.0 0 16.7 22.0 13.3 0 21.3

C: 5;9 7;1 8.2 22;2 8.8 12.5 '9.1

11-15 T: 7.2 0 5.5 11.5 2.6 6.7 0

P: 8.0 0 2.4 13.0 6.6. 0 0

C: 5=9 0 8.2 10.5 0 12.5 0

16-30 1-: 0 0 6.6 19.5 2.6 0 0

P: 0 0 4.8 15.0 3.3 0 0

C: 0 0 8.2 22.5 2.2 0 0'

More Than 30 T: 0 0 2.2 2.0 0 0 0

P: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

C: 0 0 4.0 3.5 0 0 0

2. Years taught at present school or center (n=278)*:

N

1 T: 42 15.1
P: 20 16.7
C: 22 13.9

2-3 T: 69 24.9
P: 36 30.0
C: 33 20.9

4-5 T: 49 17.6
P: 20 16.7

C: 29 18.3

6-10 T: 62 22.3
27 22.6

C: 35 22;2

11-15 T: 36 22;9
P: 12 10.0

C: 24 15.2

16-30 T: 20 7.2

P: 5 4.0

C: 15 9;5

;_-Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%; since more than one response

category can be used.

I p-'s 4C-2



Table C-1__

(continued)

3. Number taught in special or experimental school projects n=282):

T: 113 40;1
P: 45 36:6
C: 68 42.8

4. Projects at which taught, by name

Follow Through T: 25

P: 7

C: 18

(n=113)*:

22.1
15.6

26.5

ESEA Title I T: 65 57.5
P: 23 51.1

C: 42 61.8

ESEA Title III T: 3 2.7
P: 3 6.7

C: 0 0

Magnet Schoo 1 T: 8.0
P: 0 0

C: 9 13.2

ESAA T: 7 6.2
P: 3 6.7

C: 4

Title VII Bilingual T: 13 11.5
P: 3 6.7

C: 10 14.7

Other2 T: 31 27.4
P: 17 37.8

C: 14 20.6

5. How came to Leach at present school or center n=280):

N

Assigned T: 137 4S;0
P: 55 45.9
C: 82 51,2

Self-Request T: 60 21.4
P: 25 20.8

C: 35 21 :9

*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%; since more than one response
catecory can be used.

1C > P; probability by Fisher's exact test; ;0083,

2P > C; probability by Fisher's exact test, .0374.

C-3 1:'5



Table C-1
(continued)

5. How came to teach at present school or center (n =280) (cont.

N

Invited or Recruited T: 67 23.9
P: 33 27.5
C: 34 21.3

Other T: 16 5.7
P: 7 5.8
C: 9 5.6

6. Degrees or credentials held (n=281):

N

CDR T 1 0.4
1 0.8

C: C 0

High School T: 2 0.7
P: 2 1.7
C: 0 0

College Credit T: 4 1.4
P: 2 1.7

2 1.3

College Degree 95 34.1
P: 45 37.1
C: 50 31.2

Master's Credit "I'. 92 32.6
P: 34 28.1

C: 58 36.2

Mastci.s oef;ree T: 51 18.1
P: 22 18.2

C: 29 18:1

Doctorate Credit T: 32 11.3
P: 13 10.7
C: 19 11.9

Other T: 4 1.4
P: 2 1.7

C: 2 1.3

7 Number reporting training in child development theory (n=282):

N

T: 246 87.2
P: 112 91.1

C: 134 84.3



Table C=1_
(continued)

8. Type of training received (n=246)*:

N

Undergraduate Major T. 18
P: 9

C: 9

Undergraduate Courses T: 172

7.3
8.1

6.7

69.9
P: 79 71.2
C: 93 68.9

Graduate Course' T: 122 49.6
P: 53 47.7
C: 69 51.1

Inservice Training T: 87 35.4
P: 43 38.7
C: 44 32.6

Summer Inst;tute or Workshops T: 63 25.6
P: 32 28.8
C: 31 23.0

CDA Training T: 7 2.8
P: 5 4.5
C: 2 1.5

Other T: 8 3.2
P: 3 2.7

C: 5 3.7

*Percenzages.for this item may add to more than 100% since more than one response
category can be used
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Table C==2

Descriptive Summary of the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview, Part 2:
Frequency of Involvement in Various Center and Classroom Activities

9. Percentage of teachers involved and frequency of involvemen activity (n=283):

Once Every 2-3 Weekly
a Other Times or

Type of Involvement N Never Year Month Monthly Month More

a. Curriculum committees at T: 283 19.4 21.8 12.4 16.3 11.0 19.1

center/school-1 P: 123 17.1 12.2 13.0 22.0. 11.4 24.3

C: 168 "r= 21.3 29.3 11.9 11.9 10.6 15.0

b. Met with other teachers T: 283 5.3 4.9 6.0 12.4 13.4, 58.0
of own grade to discuss P: 123 3.3 4.9 4.9- 10-6 13.0 63.3
educational approach: C: 160 6.9 5.0 6.9_ 13.8 13.8 53.6

c. Curriculum committees "T". 282 37.2 29.4 12.1 12.1 5.3 3.9
with teachers from. P: 123 32.5 28.5 13.8 15.4 4.9 4 5
other grades. C: 159 40.9 30.2 10.7 9.4 5.7 3.'

d. Met with kindergarten T:'282 16.0 24.1 13.8 17.4 11.0 17.7

teachers to discuss P: 123 13.0 28.5 13.0 19.5 7.3 18.7

educational approach. C: 159 18.2 20.8 14.5 15.7 13.8 17.0

e- Discussed particular T: -281 9.3 25.3 14.9 16.4 18.1 16.0

child's needs with ele- P: 122 9.0 18.9 17.2 21.3 17.2 16.4

mentary C: 159 9.4 30.2 ' 13.2 12.6 18.9 15.7
0=- .

f. Discussed a child's needs T: 282 0.4 10.3 9.9 23.1 21.2 35.1

with'specialists, resource P: 122 0.8 11.5 9.8 22.1 23.0 32.8

people. . C: 160 0 9.4 10.0 23.8 20.0 36.8

g. Visited classes in asso- T: 280 78.9 12.9 2.1 1.1 5.0

elated center/school. P: 123 72.4 15. 4.1 ' 1.6 6.5

C: 157 84.2 lo.e J.6 0.6 3.8

h. Used people,_resources T: 283 14.1 38.2 18.0 15.9 7.1 6.7

mfrom comunity. P: 123 13.) 31.7 17.1 18.7 8.9 10.6

C: 160 15.0 43.0 18.8 13.8 5.6 3.8

i. Discussed in class roles T: 283 7.8 20.5 17.3 21.2 18.4 14.8

and services of people' P: 123 8.1 19.5 15.4 19.5 21.2 16.3

in community. C: 160 7.5 21.2 18.8 22.9 16.3 13.8

Note: Item numbers correspond to the item numbers in the spring 1979 Teacher

rizervi-ev

1PDC more frequent involvement than Comparison; probability by X2, .0034.

T = Total (italics); P = PDC; C = Comparison

c=6 .
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Table C-2

(continued)

Percentage of t,?achers involved and frequency of involvement; by activity
(cont.):

Once Every 2-3

(n=283)

Weekly
a Other Times or

Type of Involvement :N Never Year Month Monthly Month More

j. Observed teachers in T: 283 62.5 25.1 3.2 5.3 1.8 2.1
own center/school. P: 123 60.0 22.8 3.3 6.5 3.3 4.1

C: 160 64.4 26.9 3.1 4.4 0.6 0.6

k. Multicultural activities,
materials.

T:

P:

281

123

7.8 22.1 1Z.2
8.1 17.1 13.0

19.9
19.5

15.6
17.1

21.4
25.2

C: 158 7.6 25.8 13.3 20.3 14.6 18.4

1. Observed teachers in T: 282 70.2 27.0 0.7 1.4 0.7 0

other centers/schools. P: 123 69.2 26.8 1.6 1.6 0.8 0

C: 159 71.1 27.0 o 1.3 0.6 0

m. U:Led health and nutrition T: 28: 3.6 18.8 14.6 16.0 74.6 32.4
materials, activities. P: 122 3.3 13.1 14.8 19.7 i2.3 36.8

C: 159 3.8 23.3 14.5 13.2 16.4 28.8



Table C-3

Descriptive Summary of the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview, Part
Parent Involvement

10. Number reporting home visits to any children in their class n=283):

11. Number of homes visited

N

T: 127
P: 57

C: 70

n=127) :

N

44.9
41.3
43.8

1 T: 18 14.2
P: 9 15.7

C: 9 13.0

2-3 T: 44 34.0
P: 21 36.6
C: 23 32.2

4=5 T: 17 13.5
P: 8 14.1

C: 9 13.1

6-10 T: 14 11.2
P: 4 7.0
C: 10 14.5

11-15 T: 7 5.6
P: 2 3.6

C: 5 7.2

16-29 T: 16 12.7
P: 6 10.6

C: 10 14.4

More Than 30 T: 71 8.8
P: 7 12.4

C: 4 5.6

Note: Item numbers corresp -,d to the item 7- t--rs in the spring 1979 Teacher
Interview form

T = Total (itel7Z-cs); P = PDC; C = Comparison
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Table C=.3_

(continued)

12; Teacher activities on home visits (table entries are percentages of responses
to that item):

N

RelArive Frequency:

Oh Some On Most
Never Visits Visits

a. Inform parents of school T: 126 11.1 19.0 69.9
or center events. P: 56 12.5 23.2 64.3

C: 70 10.0 15.7 74.3

b. ',let acquainted. T: 127 11.8 21.3 66.9
P: 57 10.5 24.6 64.9
C: 70 12.9 8.6 68.5

c. Obtain parenc input T: 126 22.2 4,1.5 37.3
about teaching P: 56 25.0 33.9 41.1

s ategies. C: 70 20.0 45.7 34.3

d; Discuss parent T: 126 7.1 24.6 68.3
activities at home. P: 56 5.4 25.0 69.6

C: 70 8.6 24.9 67.1

e: Discuss child's : 126 7.9 33;3 58;8
problems; P: 3.6 30.4 66.0

C: 11.4 35.7 52.9

f; Discuss parent's T: 125 58;4 28;8 12:8
complaints: P: 56 58.9 25.0 16;1

%.,. 69 58.0 31.9 10.1

g. Other. T: 30 33.3 J0:0 36.7
P: 11 36:3 27;3 36 4

C: 19 31.6 31.6 36:8

13. Percentage Of teacher's children whose parents have visited the classroom at
leaSt once (not including paid aideS) (n279):

Al

1-25% T: 24 8;6
P: 3 7;3
C: 15 9;6

26=50% T: 41 74.7
P: 23 18;7
C: 18 11;5

51-75% T: 38 13.6
P: 22 17.9

C: 16 10.3

76- T: 176 63.1
P: _69 56.1

C: 107 68.6

C-9
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Table C-3
(continued)

1 . What parents did when they visited or worked in classroom (table entries are
percentages of responses for that item):

a; Observed the class:

b: Went on field trips.

c; Helped make materials:

d. Help plan curriculum;
own child:

e. Help plan curricul.ir,
other children.1

f. Helped clean u

Some Most
N None Parents Parents

: 279
P: 122

C: 157

T: 280
P: 123

C: 157

T: 279
P: 123

C: 156

T: 280
P: 123

C: 157

T: 280
P: 123

C: 157

T: 279

P: 122

C: 157

g. Discussed their child's T: 280
progress and problems. P: 123

C: 157

h. Attended class social T: 280
occasions. P: 123

C: 157

i. Complained. T: 280

P: 123

C: 157

j. Worked with other T: 279

parents. P: 122

C: 157

. Attended routine
parent conferences.2

T: 280
P: 123

C: 157

C: by Fisher's exact test,

2C > P; proba";ility by x2, .0462:

15.3 59.5 24.7
13.1 60.7 26.2
17.8 58.6 23.6

38.2 55.7 6.1
39.8 52.9 7.3
36.9 58.0 5.1

49.4 47.0 3.6
44.7 50.4 4.9
53.2 44.2 2.6

68.2 28.2 3.6
65;0 30.9 4:1

70=7 26.1 3.2

87.9 22.2 0

79.7 20.3 9

93.0 7.0 0

47.3 42.7 10_0
44.3 42.6 13.1

49.7 42.7 7.6

1.4 13.6 85.0
0.8 15.4 83.8
1.9 12;1 86.0

6.4 44.3 49.3

7.3 49.6 43.1

5.7 40.1 54.2

41.4 56.8 1.8

39.0 58.6 2.4

43.3 55.4 1.3

47.3 48.4 4.3
47.5 45.9 6.6

47.1 50.4 2.5

5.2 18.1 76.7

5.7 24.4 69.9
4.5 13.4 82.1

.0009.



_Table C=3_

(continued)

14; What parents did when they visited or worked in classroom (table ertries are
percentages of responses for that item)

N

(tont.):

None
Some

Parents
Most

Parents

1. Worked with children.1 T: 277 40.1 50.9 9.0
P: 122 29.5 58.2 12.3

C: 155 48.3 45.2 6.5

m. Other activities. T: 28 35.7 50.0 14.3
P: 12 16.7 58.3 25.0
C: 16 49.9 43.8 6.3

15. Number of teachers responding that some or most parents worked with children
(n=277):

N

T: 172 59.9
P: 86 70.5

C: 80 51.7

Type of parent activity (table entries are percentages of responses for that
iteM): c-ome Most

None Parents- Parents

a. Worked Individually with T: .11 12.3 53.8 33.9

children on school work. P: 88 12.5 56.8 30.7

C: 83 12;0 50;7 37;3

b. Worked with small groups T: 171 24.0 49.1 26.9

on teacheew,signments. P: 88 18.2 53;4 28.4

C: 83 30.1 44:6 25.3

c. Worked individually with T: 171 65.5 31.6 2.9

children on work assigned P: 88 62.5 35.2 2.3

by the parent: C: 83 68.7 27.7 3.6

d. Worked wito sman groups T: 271 69.6 28.1 2.3

on parent assignments. P: 88 65.9 31.8 2.3

C: 83 73.5 24.1 2.4

6. Worked wi, ,.ire class T-
-- 121 67.' 26.3 6.4

on teacher a.;.;Ignments. P: 88 65.3 27.3 6.8

C: 83 68.7 25.3 6.0

f. W-7-ked with entire crass T: 171 77.8 19.9 2.3

on parent assignments. P: 88 75.0 21.6 3.4

C: 83 80.7 18.1 1.2

1P > C; probability by x-, .0042.



Table C-3_

(continued)

15. Type of parent activity (table entries are percentages of responses for that
item) (cont.):

N None
Some

Parents
Most

Parents

g. Demonstrated special T: 171 47.4 49.1 3.5

skills for the class. P: 88 44.3 53.4 2.3

C: 83 50.6 44.6 4.8

h. Other. T: 23 43:5 56.5 0

P: 12 33.3 66.7 0

C: 11 54.5 45.5 0

16. Frequency of other types of contracts with parents (notes; telephone calls)
(n=283):

Never T: 2 0.7
P: 0 0

C: 2 1.3

Or:ce a Year T: 51 18.0
P. 19 15.4

C: 32 20.0

Every Other Month T: 27 9.5

P: 17 13.8

C: 10 6.3

Monthly T: 7U 24.7
P: 26 21.1

C: 44 27.3

Two to Three T: 62 21.9

Times per Month P: 24 19.5

C: 38 23.8

Weekly or More T: 71 25.2
P: 37 30.2

C: 34 21.3

17; Advantages of having parents involved in their" center or school n=283)*:

Nonel T: 12 4.2
P: 2 '.6

C: 10 6:3

*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100t; since more than one response

category can be used.

IC > P; probability by Fisher's exact test, .04&7.
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Table C-3

(continued)

. Advantages of having parents involved in their center or school =283) (cont.

t

Helps with discipline T: 47 16.6
P: 21 17.1

C: 26 16.5

:'.flows individualization T: 79 27.9
P: 36 29.3
C: 43 27.2

Helps meet special needs of hand'capped T: 11 3.9
P: 5 4.1

C: 6 3.8

Parents have special skills T: 52 18.4
P: 20 16.3

C: 32 20.3

Teachers have more time to plan T: 25 8.8
P: 8 6.5
C: 17 10.8

Parents can do more at home T: 175 61.8
P: 86 69.9
C: 89 56.3

Bring perspective of own culture T: 21 7.4
P: 11 8.9

C: 10 6.3

Understand school life better T: 148 52.3
P: 67 54.5
C: 81 51.3

Increase child self-etteem T: 82 29.0
P: 40 32.5

C: 42 26.6

Personal growth for parents T: 23 8.7
P: 11 8.9
C: 12 7.6

-ents understand child's problems, abilities T: 88 32.2

P: 37 30.1

C: 51 32.3

Other T: 20 7.1

P. 5.7
C: 13 8.2

*Percentages for thiS item may add to more than 100%, since more than one response

catego:y can be used;

C-13



Table C-3

(continued)

18. Disadvantages of having parents involved in their center or school n=280 -:

None T: 52 18.4
P: 23 18.9

C: 29 18.4

Parents not reliable T: 62 21.9
P: 24 19.7

C: 38 24.1

Parents untraineci and.no time to teach them T: 84 29.7
P: 33 27.0
C: 51 323

Don't need extra adults

Too many adults disrupt classl

Teacher cannot act naturally

Parents'

on child
ro.sence has negative effect

Classro-mi behavior or information not
kept confidential

Parents want to change things, challenge
teacher

T: 4 1.4

P: 2 1.6

C: 2 1.3

T: 65 23.0
P: 18 14.8

C: 47 29.7

T: 20 7.7

P: 5 4.1

C. 15 9.5

T: -1;C-

P:

C: 35 .)

T: 7, ./.,

P: 9.0

C: 19

T: 29 10.
1). 11

C: 18

T: 40 14..7

P: 18 14.f

C 22 13.9

*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%; since r')re than one response

category car. be used.

IC P; probability by Fisher's exact test; .0022.



Table C-4

Descriptive Summary of the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview, Part 4:
Changes Since 1975

26. Teacher perceptions of changes since 1975 (or teacher entry ii

A Mod-
No Little erate Major

_N_ Change Change Change Change

later) (n =283)

For

Better

For

Worse

a. Philosophy of teaching. T: 279 28.3 25.8 32.2 14.7
P: 120 25.0 29.2 32.5 13.3
C: 159 30.8 23.3 30.2 15.7

b. Materials or methods T: 279 12.9 26.2 40.8 20.1 239 95.0 5.0

for teaching language P: 121 12.4 22.3 17.9 17.4 105 94.3 5.7

or math; C: 158 13.3 29.1 35.4 22.2 134 95.5 4.5

c. MaterialS or methods T: 279 17.2 28.0 41.2 13.6 229 90.8 9.2

for teaching other P: 121 14.0 28.1 43.0 14.9 102 92.2 7.8

subjects. C: 158 19.6 27.8 39.9 12.7 27 89.8 10.2

3. born arrangement. T: 280 23.6 25.0 27.5 23.9 206 96.1

P: 121 20.7 22.3 28.9 28.1 93 94.6 5.4

C: 159 25.8 27.0 26.4 20.8 113 97.3 2.7

e. Purposes of home T: 149 58.4 18.1 10.1 13.4 65 83;1 16.9

visits. P: 67 55.2 20.9 7.5 16.4 32 84.4 15.6

C: 82 60.9 15.9 12.2 11.0 33 81.8 18.2

f. What parents do in T: 257 45.9 24.5 17.5 12.1 146 87; 0 13.0

the classroom.1 P: 114 37.7 22.8 24;6 14;9 74 87.8 12.2

C: 143 52.4 25.9 119 9.8 72 86;1 13;9

. Use of sequenced
,eaching objectives.

h. Number of parent
visits to classroom.2

1. Knowledge of what goes
on in other classes at
your school/center.

No

N Change

: 276 23.0
: 119 20.2

C: 157 26.8

T: 278 30.9
P: 121 20.7

C: 157 38.8

276 35.1
P: 119 31.1

C: 157 38.2

A

Little
Change

25.4
24;4
26;1.

27.0
28.8
25.5

29.1
25.4
28.7

erate Major
Change Change

34.0 16.7
40.3 15.1

29.3 17.8

27.7 14.4

33.1 17.4

23:6 12.1

25.7 10.1

31.9 7.6

21.0 I2.1

Change

Means
More

Change
Means
tess

212 88.7 11.3

94 91.5 8.5

118 86;4 13.6

194 73.7 26.3

95 76.8 23.2

93 70.7 29.3

1.90 OJ./ 16.;5
85 85.9 14.1
105 81.9 18.1

Note: Item numhers correspond to the item numbers in the spring 1979 Teacher
Interview form.

T = Total /.:talic.a.;; P = PDC; C = Comparison

1PDC report "greater change;" probability by x2, .0152.

2PDC report "greater change;" probability by x2, .0110.
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Table C-4
(continued)

26. Teacher perceptions of changes
(cont.) :

since 1975 (or teacher entry if later)

A Mod-
No Little erate Major

N Change Change Change Change N

(n=283)

Change
Means
More

Change

Means
Less

j. Knowledge of what goes T: 257 56.5 24.9 8.9 9.7 123 78.0 22.0
on at the Head Start P: 117 45.3 31.6 12.0 11.1 68 86.8 13.22

or elementary school
associated with your
schciol or center.1

k. Number or frequency

C:

T:

140

256

65.7

66.0

19.3

17.2

6.4

9.4

8.6

7.4

- 55

100

67.3

55.0

32.7

45.0
of home visits. P: 111 61.3 19.8 11.7 7.2 47 53.2 46.8

C: 145 69.6 15.2 7.6 7.6 53 56.6 43.4

1. Planning with teachers T 277 29.5 24. 32.9 13.4 203 80.8 19.2

at own center or P: 119 26.1 25.2 41.1 7.6 91 83.5 16.5

sch001.3 C: 158 32.3 23.4 26.6 17.7 112 78.6 21.4

m. Planning with teachers T: 246 80.5 8.5 4.5 6.5 65 56.9 43.1

at associated center P: 110 73.6 11.8 6.4 8.2 37 67.6 32.44

or school. C: 136 86.1 5.9 2.9 5.1 28 42.9 57.1

n. Use e.:" community T: 279 29.7 36.3 24.7 S.3 203 80.8 19.2

resources. P: 120 24.2 37.5 27.5 10.8 92 84.8 15.2

C: 159 34.0 35.2 22.6 8.2 111 77.5 22.5

o. Multicultural T: 279 23.7 31.2 27.9 17.2 213 88.3 11.7

activities. P: 121 25.6 24.8 30.6 19.0 90 87.8 12.2

C: 158 22.2 36.1 25.9 15.8 123 88.6 11.4

p. Health, nutrit:en T: 278 33.4 27.7 26.3 12.6 184 91.3 8.7

materials or P: 120 28.3 25.8 32.6 19.3 95 91.8 8.2

activities. C: 158 37.4 29.1 21.5 12.0 99 90.9 9.1

q. Type and amounts of T: 278 35.6 26.6 20.9 16.% 181 81.2 18.8

interaction between P: 119 30.3 36.1 16.0 17.6 82 85.4 14.6

teacher and center or
building adminis-
tration.5

C: 159 39.6 19.5 24.5 16.4 99 77.8 22.2

'PDC report "greater change:" probability by x 6106.

2PDC report "more knowledge" than Comparison; probability by 's exact test; ;0087

3Comparison report 'both "no change" and "major change" more tti : . C; probability by

X2: .0139.

``PDC report "more planning" and Gc.,?arison "less planning:" probability by Fisher's

exact test; .0409.

5Comparison report no change" and "moderate change:" probability by X

C=16

.0106.



Table C-5

Descriptive Summary of the Spring_1979 Teacher Interview, Part
Teacher Attitudes Toward the School or Center

27. Would teach at same center next year; if hab the choice (n=283):

N

Definitely Yes 201 71.0
P: 8i 65.8
C: 120 74.9

Probably Yes T: 44 15.5
P: 18 14.6

C: 26 16.3

Probably No T: 20 7.1
P: 14 11.4

C: 6 3.8

Definitely No T: 9 3.2
P: 4 3.3

C: 5 3.1

Undecided T: 9 3.2
P: 6 4.9

C: 3 1.9

28. Reasoht for staying or leaving (M=283)*:

.

Reason for Staylipg Reason for Lei-.'__

N -%- _N_

a. The location T: 75 26.5 27 9.5

P: 29 23.6 15 12.2

C: 46 28.8 12 7.5

b e curriculum T: 82 29.0 18 6.4

P: 39 31.7 9 7.3
C: 43 26.9 9 5:6

c. The other teacher T: 166 58.71 10 3.5
P: 61 49.6 5. 4.1

C: 105 65.6 5 3.1

Note: Item numbers c.:,7-respon :o the item numbers in rhe spring 1979 TeaCher

Interview form.

-*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%i since more than one response:

category can be used;
.-;

T = Total (italics); P = PDC; C = CompariF.on

P; probability by )-(2, .0246;



Table C -5-

(continued)

28; Reasons for staying or leaving (n =283) (cont.)*:

d. The center director

e. ThP facilities

f. The resource staff

g. The c:-ents

h. The neighborhood

i. The chilc. -en

Whet th,. school or center
does for children

k. The special services

1. The school atmosphere
or challenge

m. The district adminis-
tration or central office

n. Other

IC > F; probability by /2, .0009.

2P > C; probability by x2, .0009.

3P probability by .0001. -

Reason_for_Staying Rea on for Leaving

N % N

T: 123 43.5 31 11.0
P: 49 43.5 11 8.9
C: 74 46.3 20 12.5

T: 95 33.6 20 7.1
P: 43 35.0 10 8.1

C: 52 32.5 10 6.3

T: 58 20.5 9.., 1.2
P: 23 22.8 5 14.1

C: 30 18.8 4 2.5

T: 79 279 13 4.6
P: 29 23.6 9 7.3
C: 50 31.3 4 2.5

T: 48 17.0 20 7.1

P: 17 13.8 12 9.8
C: 31 19.4 8 5.0

T: 111 39.21 15 5.32
P: 40 32.5 13 10.6
C: 71 44.4 2 1.3

T: 64 22.6 9 2.2
P: 30 24.4 6 4.9
-C: 34 21.3 3 1.9

T: 13 4.6 6 2.1
P: 7 5.7 3 2.4
C: 6 3.8 3 1.9

T: 35 12.4 6 2.1

P: 12 9.8 2 1.6

C: 23 14.4 4 2.5

T: 1 0.4 5 1.8-

P: 1 0.8 3 20P
C: 0 0 2 1.3

T: 29 10.2 33 12.43
P: 10 8.1 27 22.0
C: 19 11.9 8 5,0
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Table C-5_
(continued)

29. WOUld advise parent to enroll chiid in this school or center; if had the

choice (n=272)1:

N

Definitely this center or school 1: 144 52.9
P: 56 47.5

C: 88 57.2

Probably this center or school T: 54 19.9
P: 29 24.6
C: 25 16.2

Probably other cenve- or School T: 6 2.2

P: 5 4.2

C: 1 0.6

Definitely other center or school T: 4 1.5
P. 3 2.5

C: 1 0.6

Undecided T: 64 23.5
P: 25 21.2

C: 39 25.4

Positive and negative reasons for advising parent to enroll child at thiS or

another center or school (n=272)*:

Positive Rt .sons Negative Reasons

N _N_-, -----

a. The facilities T: 72 26:5 10 3.7

P: 26 22.0 5 4.2

C: 46 29.9 5 3.2

b. The curriculum : 90 S3.1 5 1.8

P: 34 28.8 2 1.7

C: 56 36:4 3 1.9

c: The center director T: 58 21.3 11 4.0

P: 25 21.2 6 5 1

C: 33 21.4 5 3.2

d: The quality of teaching T: 116 42.6 ,
, 2.6

P: 45 38.1 5 4.2

C: 71 46.1 2 . 5

P; probability by x , .0490.

*Pei-centages for this item may add to more than 100%, since more than one response

category can be used.

C=19101



Table C-5_

(continued)

30; 7'ositive and negative reasonsjOr advising parent to enroll child at this or

another center or school (n=272) (cont.):

Positive_Reasons Negative Reasons

N N

e. The availability of special T: 55 20.2 2.2

services or federal P: 27 22.9 1.7

programs C: 28 18.2 4 2.6

f. Other children T: 35 12.9 11 4;01

P: 14 11.9. 9 7.6

C: 21 13.6- 2 1.3

g. The parents T: 38 14.0 7 2.6

P: 19 16.1 3 2.5

C: 19 12.3 4 2;6

h. What the center does T: 82 30.1 I 0.4

for children P: 32 27.1 0.8

The school atmosphere
r.

50

6

32.5

2.2

0

0.4

or chalenge P: 1 0.8 0.8

C: 5 3.2 0

j. The district or central T: 0 1 0.4

administration P: 0 0 0

C: 0 0 1 0.6

k. 52 11.4 11 4.0

P: 15 12.7 6 5.1

C: 16 10.4 5 3.2'

i*Percentages for this item may add to more than 100%. since more than one respons-

catlory can be used.
_ -

JP > C; probability by x2, ;0353.

C-20



Table C-6

Descriptive Summary of the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview, Part 6:*

Instructional Approach (Global Ratings)

2. Children's language arts

activities are structured for

them by the teacher or by

materials (e.g., workbooks),'

3. During language arts time

all of the class is engaged

in the same or similar

activities

4. When children are learning

language arts skills, the

teacher works with the entire

class as a group.

6. Children's math activities

re structured for them by

the teacher or by materials

(e.g., workbookg).

7. During math time all of

the class is engaged in the

same or similar activities.

8. When children are learning

math skills, the teacher

works with the entire class

as a group.2

Ratings4

N 1 2 3 4 5

T: 278 66.6 18.3 6.5 7.2 1.4

P: 120 65.0 14.2 8.3 9.2 3.3

C: 158 67.7 21.5 5,1 5.7 0

T: 279 26.2 24.4 22.) 19.0 7.5

P: 121 24.8 19.0 23.1 24.0 9.1

C: 158 27,2 28.5 22.8 15.2 6.3

T: 278 10.1 9.7 54.3 15.1 10.8

P: 120 10.0 5.0 53.3 20.0 11.7

C: 158 10.1 13.3 55.1 11,4 10.1

T: 274 70.8 16.1 5.1 6.9 1.1

P: 118 66.9 15,3 6.8 8.5 2.5

C: 156 73.7 16.7 3.8 5.8 0

T: 276 39.8 24.6 18.5 12.0 5.1

P: 118 36.4 24.6 18.6 11.9 8.5

C:. 158 42.4 24.7 18.4 12,0 2.5

T: 276 31.2 12.0 33.6 14.5 8.7

P: 118 27.1 6.8 39.0 19.5 7.6

C: 158 34.2 15.8 29.7 10.8 9.5

Children participate in planning

their own language arts activities.

During these times children engage

in different activities that either

they or the teacher plan.

During these times the teacher

works with individual children.

Children participate in planning

their own math activities.

During these times the children

engage in different activities

that either they or the teacher plan,

During these times the teacher

works with individual children.

Note: Items 1 and 5 of the Teacher Interview Global Ratings were deleted prior to data collection due to inter-

rater disagreement observed during training. The remaining items have not been renumbered.

Table entries for the Total are percentages of the total number of responses for each item; table entries for

each group are percentages of that group's responses for each item. Item numbers correspond to those in the

Global Ratings section of the spring 1979 Teacher Interview.

IP > C; probability by x2, .0473. ("Greater Than" means ratings toward the right, or higher end of the scale.)

2P > C; probability by x2; .0240.

I . Total (italics); P = PDC; C = Comparison I '

"0



9. The teacher was able to

give a detailed and specific

description of and rationale

for the approach taken to

teaching language arts and

mathematics to different

children.

10, The teacher maintains

specific and comprehensive

records on each child that

contain a variety of infor-

mation, such as observations,

test results, and work specimens.

T:

11: Teacher appears to have T:

specific knowledge of indi- P:

vidual children't strengths; C:

needs, problems and interests

,related to language arts and math.

12. Teacher varies instruction T:

to build on. strengths, satisfy P:

needs, deal with problems, and C:

capitalize on personal

interests of individual children.

13. Teacher has a specific T:

system that she/he uses to P:

identify ttudents' strengths C:

and problems in language arts

and mathematics.

Table C-6

(continued)

Ratings:

N 1 2 3 4 5

278 25.2 29.5 19.4 13:3 12:6

121 31.4 25:6 17.4 13.2 12.4

157 20.4 32.5 21.0 13.4 12.7

278 31.7 21.2 18.7 12.9 15.5

120 33.3 20.0 19.2 14.2 13.3

158 30.3 22.2 18,4 12.0 17.1

278 40.0 28.4 14.7 11.5 5.4

120 46.7 20.8 15.0 10.0 7,5

158 34.7 34.2 14.6 12.7 3.8

278 28.4 26.6 21.6 15.8 7.6

121 37.3 23.1 19.8 14.0 5.8

157 21.7 29.3 22.9 17.2 8.9

280 37.9 21.6 21.4 11.4 7.5

122 38.5 20.5 18.0 12.3 10.7

158 37.2 22.8 24.1 10.8 5.1

Teacher was unable to give more

than a superficial description of

the rationale and approach used in

these areas.

The teacher's records for individual

children are superficial, containing

little more than test results and

grades.

Teacher appears to have little

knowledge of individual children's

strengths, needs, problems and

interests related to language

arts and math:

Teacher plans educational activities

for the class as a whole and does

not appear to vary instruction to

accommodate individual children's

strengths, needs, problems, and

interests.

Teacher relies solely on informal

observation to identify students'

strengths and problems in language

arts and mathematics:

1



14. Teacher appears to be

sensitive to the affective

needs of individual children

and varies instruction

accordingly.

15. Children's progress

through instructional

sequences; activities, or

assignments is paced by

children individually.

16. The teacher was really

concerned about and trying to

individualize instruction as

much as possible.

17. The teacher seemed to be

making an effort to invite

parents into the classroom.1

18. The teacher involved

parents in classroom

activitie0

19. The teacher seemed to feel

quite comfortable about having

parents in the classroom.'

Tabli C'6

(continued)

Ratings:

3 4N 1 2

T: 279 34.3 26.2

P: 121 40.4 22.3

C: 158 29.7 29,1

T: 278 18.3 23.4

P: 121 20.7 24.8

C: 157 16.6 22,3

T: 280 27.5 27.9

P: 122 31.2 25.4

C: 158 24.7 29.8

T: 271 27.6 24.

P: 118 34.7 22.9

C: 153 22.2 24.9

T: 230 27.0 29.5

P: 103 35.9 28.2

C: 127 19.7 30.7

T: 258 40.7 27.5

P: 111 55.0 24.3

C: 147 30.0 29.9

1C > P; probability by x2; AWL

2C > P; probability by ei .0427.

'C > P; probability by k2, .0002.

Isti

21.5 10.8

20.7 8.3

22.2 12.7

34.9 11.2

36.3 9.1

33.8 12.7

25.0 16.4

27.0 14.8

23.4 17.7

15.5

20.3 10.2

9.8 19.6

17.4 13.9

17.5 9.7

17.3 17.3

15.9 8.9

14,4 3.6

17.0 12.9

5

7.2 Teacher appears to have little

8.3 awareness of the affective needs

6.3 of individual children;

12.2 Children's progress through

9.1 instructional sequences, activities;

14,6 or assignments is paced by the

class as a whole.

3.2 The teacher was not that concerned

1.6 about or trying to individualize

4.4 instruction in any way.

18.5 The teacher seemed to make no

11.9 effort to invite parents into

23.5 the classroom.

12.2 Parents in the classroom did menial

8.7 chores or just observed.

15.0

7.0 The teacher seemed to feel quite

2.7 uncomfortable about having parents

10.2 in the classroom.

1



20. The teacher seemed to be

trying to coordinate the

children's bone and school

experiences.

21. The teacher was very

concerned about involving

parents in_the.c18ssroom

and was doingjler best to

encourage it.'

Table C-6

(continued)

Rat ins:

N 1 2 3 4 5

T: 27? 28.9 24.5 18.8 13.0 14.3

P: 119 31.'d, 26.1 16.0 118 143

C: 158 26.6 23,4 20:9 13;9 15.2

T: 275 23.4 22.5. 22.5 :4..9 16.7

P 120 30:1 25.8 23.3 75 133

C: 155 18.1 20.0 21.9 20.6 19.4

4C > P; probability by 2i .0058.

The teacher did not seem to be

making an effort to coordinate

the children's home and school

experiences.

The teacher was rot that concerned

about'involving parents in the

classroom and therefore did not

seem to be doing anything to

encourage it.



APPENDIX D

Descriptive Summaries_for Items of the Spring 1979_,
Classroom Observation System--Global Ratings =.



Table D-1

Descriptive Summary of Global Ratings for Classroom Environment Observation

Ratings:

N 1 2 3 4 5

1. Materials were neatly arranged T: 175

and well organized. P: 72

C: 103

2. The displayed children's work/ T: 162

products reflected diversity of P: 68

content, theme, or approach. C: 94

3. The classroom seemed spacious. T: 175

P: 72

C: 103

4. The classroom was attractive/ T: 173

colorful. P: 71

C: 102

5. The classroom provided a T: 175,

stimulating environment for P: 72

learning; C: 103

6. It was apparent that the teacher 7: 170

valued cultural differences highly P: 72

and seemed to be doing his/her best C: 98

to promote cultural understanding.

7. Materials were easily accessible T: 175

to children. P: 72

C: 103

8. The teacher seemed to be making I: 168

an effort to invite parents into P: 72

the classroom. C: 96

37;2 35;4

27.8 34.7

43.7 35.9

17.3 19.1

17.6 14.7

17.0 22.4

40.0 27.4

36.2 25.0

42.8 29.1

38.7 32.4

36.7 23.9

40.3 38,2

30.3

25.0 38.9

33.9 27.2

13.,i 11.8

19.4 13.9

9,2 10.2

49 :1 26.9

50.0 27.9

48.5 26.2

11;9 6.5

15.3 9.7

9.4 4.2

20;0 5.7 1.7 Materials were disorganized; the

25.0 8.3 4.2 classroom seemed cluttered.

16.5 3.9 0

16.0 21.0 26.6 The displayed children's work/

11.8 22.1 33.8 products did not vary in content,

19.1 20.2 21.3 theme, or approach.

18.9 9.7 4;0 The classroom seemed crowded.

22.2 9.7 6:9

16:5 9:7 1:9

17.3 6.4 5.2 The classroom was dull and

22.5 9.9 7.0 colorless.

13.7 3.9 3.9

22.3 13.1 2.3 The classroom did not provide a

19.4 12.5 4.2 stimulating environment for

24.3 13.6 1;0 learning;

14.1 5.3 45.3 It was apparent that the teacher

11.1 18.1 37.5 placed a low value on cultural

;16.3 13.3 51.0 differences and did not seem to

be doing much_to promote cultural

understanding in the classroom:

13.1 8.6 2.3 Materials wereout of the children's

11.1 6.9 4.2 reach.

14,6 9.7 1.0

7.1 6.5 68.0 There was no evidence in the room

8.3 8.3 58.4 of the teacher doing anything to

6.3 5.2 74.9 encourage parents participating

in the classroom.

Note: Table entries are percentages of the total number of responses for each item.

T = Total (italics); P = PDC; C = Comparison
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9. Support for multicultural T:

learning and understanding was P:

very evident in the environment; C:

10. There was considerable T:

evidence of physical accommodations P:

for handicapped children.* ;C:

11. There was considerable evidence T:

in wall displays, etc., of children P:

pursuing their own interestF, C:

hobbies or projects.

12. There was considerable evidence T:

in the room of an emphasis on P:

health, nutrition and safety C:

0
instruction.

*Item did not apply to many classrooms.

2_

Table D-1

(continued)

Ratings:

N 1 2

174 12.1 8.0

72 15.3 12.5

102 9,8 4;9

15 20.0 6.7

4 50.0 0

11 9.1 9.1

175 3.4 8.0

72 4.2 11.1

103 2.9 5.8

174 6.3 5.7

72 6.5 6.5

102 5.9 4.9

3 4

7.5 14.4

8.3 16.7

6;9 12;7

13.3 6.7

50.0 0

0 8.1

11.4 21.7

8.3 18.1

13.6 24.3

12.6 28.2

16.7 20.8

9.8 33.3

5

58.0 There was no evidence in the

47.2 clasSroom of multicultural

65.7 learning avi6ties.

53.3 There was no evidence of physical

0 accommodations fo, handicapped

72.7 children.

55.5 There was no evide:-c cF children

58.3 pursuing their own interests or

53.4 hobbies.

47.2 There was no evidence of health,

48.7 nutrition, or safety instruction.

46.1



Table D-2

Descriptive Summary of Global Ratings for Classroom Activities Record

Ratings:

N 1 2 3 4 5

1. The teacher relies only on, 165 42.4 30.3 16.4

highly sequenced and structured 67 37.3 35,8 14.9

materials and methods to teach C: 98 46.0 26.5 17.3

language arts.

2. Children's language arts acti- T:

vitfes are structured for them by P:

the teacher or by materials (e.g., C:

workbooks).

3. During language arts time all

of the class is engaged in the

same or similar activities. C:

4. When children are learning

0 language arts skills, the teacher

t.4

1

works with the entire class as a

group.

5. The teacher relics only on

highly sequenced and structured

materials and methods to teach math. C:

6. Children's math activities are T:

Structured for them by the teacher P:

or by materials (e.g., workbooks). C:

7. During math time all of the

class is engaged in the same or

similar activities.

T:

P:

C:

7.9 3.0 The teacher uses an unsequenced

9.0 3.0 approach to teach language arts.

7.1 3.1

172 72.0 14.0 8.1 4.7 1.2 Children participate in planning

70 72.8 10.0 8,6 5.7 2.5 their own language arts activities,

102 71.6 16.7 7,8 3.9 0 or have choices about which

activities they engage in.

172 25.0 26.8 23.8 15.1 9.3 During_these times children engage

70 22.9 27.1 15.7 18.6 15.7 in different activities that

102 26.5 26.5 29.4 12.7 4.9 either they or the teacher plan.

171 9.9 7.6 56.7 16.4 9.4 During these times the teacher

70 10.0 8.6 48.5 18.6 14.3 works.with individual children.

101 9.9 6.9 .62.4 14.9 5.9

165 51.6 23.0 9.7 10.9 4.8 The teacher uses an unsequenced

67 46;2 28.4 11.9 9.0 4.5 approach to teach Math.

98 55.1 19.4 8.2 12.2 5.1

167 82.0 7.8 4.8 4.2 1.2 Children participate in planning

68 86.7 4.4 1.5 5.9 1.5 their own math activities,

99 78.8 10.1 7.1 3.0 1.0

169 56.2 20.7 15.4, 3.6 4.1 During these times the children

69 55.2 23.2 10.1 1.4 10.1 engage in different activities

100 57.0 19.0 19.0 5.0 0 that either they or the teacher

plan.

Note: Tableintrii-s are percentages of the total number of responses for each item:

T = TOtal (italics) ; P = PDC; C = Comparison



8. When children are learning math

skills, the teacher works with the

entire class as a group.

9. Childs nos progress through

instr_uctional sequences, activities

or assignments is paced by children

individually.

10. The teacher Spent very little

time controlling misbehavior or

keeping children on task.

11. Teacher generally caught mis-

behaviors in time so that they

rarely spread or increased in

seriousness.

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

12. The teacher demonstrated great T:

ability for dealing with more than P:

one thing at a time. Interruptions C:

rarely made him/her lose all contact

with what he /she was doing.

13. The teacher kept classroom 1.:

activities running smoothly. He/she P:

rarely interrupted with sudden C:

changes in topics and directions.

14. The teacher rarely kept child- T:

ren waiting for directionS, task P:

assignments, or materials. C:

15. The teacher used a variety of T:

techniques to control misbehaviors, P:

such as appeals, threats, isola- C:

tion, diversions, and underplay.

2'23

Table D-2

(continued)

Ratings4

N 1 2

167 43.7 9.6

68 41.2 8.8

99 45.4 10.1

171 17.0 15.2

70 20.0 18.6

101 14.9 12.9

172 49.5 26.7

71 46.4 26.8

101 51.5 26.7

172 78.0 11.6

71 70.5 16.9

101 83.2 7.9

172 57.5 26.2

71 56.3 28.2

101 58.3 24.8

172 62.2 23.8

71 57.8 26.8

101 65.3 21.8

172 39.5 32,6

71 28.2 33,7

101 47.4 31.7

171 31.5 19.3

71 32.4 23.9

100 31.0 16.0

3 4 5

25.1 12.0 9.6 During these times the teacher

20.6 20.6 8.8 works with individual children.

28.3 6.1 10.1

31.0 19.8 17.0 Children's progress through

32.9 11.4 17.1 instructional sequences, activities

29.7 25.7 16.8 or assignments_ is paced by the

class as a whole.

14.5 8.1 1.2 Teacher spent most of the time

14.1 9.9 2.8 controlling misbehavior.

14.9 6.9 0

6.4 2.3 1.7 Teacher rarely acted to prevent

7.0 2.8 2.8 misbehaviors from spreading or

5.9 2.0 1.0 increasing in seriousness.

9.9 4.1 2.3 Teacher was unable to deal with more

8.5 7.0 0 than one thing at a time. Interrup-

10.9 2.0 4.0 tions frequently made him/her lose

all contact with what he/she was

doing.

7.6 4.7 1.7 Teacher did not keep classroom

7.0 4.2 4.2 activities running, smoothly. He/she

7.9 5.0 0 frequently interrupted with sudden

changes in topics and directionS.

14.5 8.7 4.7 Teacher frequently made children

15.5 14.1 8.5 wait for directions, task assign-

13.9 5.0 2.0 ments or materials.

16.4 16.4 16.4 Teacher always used the same

15.5 14.1 14.1 technique to control misbehavior.

17.0 18.0 18.0

2



16. The the' S instructional

mode was _predominantly one of

instructing/directing.

T:

P:

C:

17. Children were allowed to T:

interact socially most of the time P:

in the classroom. C:

18. There were many opportunities T:

for, or much encouragement of, peer P:

teaching, joint efforts, cooperation C:

on learning tasks, group projects;

etc.

19. Children were encouraged to

express and discuss personal

experiences, ideas, feelings;

thoughts, etc.

20. There were many opportunities

during the day for children to

pursue their own interests; or

develop interests; hobbies; etc.

21. The teacher supported and

encouraged bilingual/bicultural

children to participate in peer

social interaction.

22. It was apparent that the

teacher valued cultural differences

highly and seemed to be doing his/

her best to promote cultural

Liiderstanding in the classroom.

23. All of the classroom children

were involved in multicultural

activities that occurred.

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

Table 0-2

(continued)

Ratings:

N

1 2 3 4 5

172 23;8 23;3 18;0 24:4 10;5 The teacher's instructional mode

71

101

172

71

101

172

71

101

172

71

101

172

71

101

160

67

93

162

68

94

80

35

45

25;4 197 169 239 141

22;8 25:7 18:8 24.8 7.9

24.4 25;6 22;7 14;5 12.8

281 26.7 25.4 99 9.9

21;8 24.7 20.8 17.8 14.9

9.9 20.9 221 24.4 22.7

12.7 22.5 19.7 26,8 18.3

7;9 19;8 238 228 25:7

24.3 23.3 22.1 16.3 14.0

32.4 21.1 14.1 16.9 15.5

18.8 24.8 27.7 15.8 12.9

2.9 17.4 21.5 25.6 32.6

2.8 21.1 18.3 16.9 40.9

30 14.9 23.8 31.6 26.7

47.5 15.6 20.6 2.5 13.8

56.7 7.5 16,4 1.5 17.9

40.8 21.5 23.7 3.2 10.8

14.2 14.2 9.9 14.2 47.5

17.6 20.6 8.8 11.8 41.2

11:7 9.6 10.6 16.0 52.1

57.4 13.8 16.3 0 12.5

60.0 8.6 14.3 0 17.1

55.5 17.8 17.8 0 8.9

was oredOinantly.Oheof questioning

and providing feedback.

Children were never allowed to

interact socially except during

recess or play periods.

There were no opportunities or

encouragement for peer teaching,

joint efforts, cooperation on

learning tasks; group projects;

etc.

Children were not encouraged to

express and discuss personal

experiences, ideas, feelings,

thoughts, etc.

There were no opportunities during

the day for children to pursue

their own interettt.

The teacher did not really support

or encourage bilingual/bicultural

children to participate in peer

social interaction.

It was apparent that the teacher

placed a low value on cultural

differences and did not seem to

be ,doing much to, promote cultural

understanding in the classroom.

Only ethnic group children were

involved multicultural

activities that occurred.

21



24. The classroom daily routine

seemed clear to the children; they P:

seemed to know and understand it ,nd C:

were able to predict change.

25. Children spent very little

time waiting for activities to

begin, for directions; and for

instructions.

26; For the most part, this was T:

a very well managed classroom. P:

C:

27. The teacher encouraged children T:

7 to work together or obtain instruc- P:

tional help from their peers. C:

28;Children frequently initiated

interactions with the teacher;

29. Parents seemed to feel comfor-

table in the classroom.

30. Pa;-ents in the classroom were

listened to and respected 'by

children;

31. The classroom was a very

stimulating place for learning.

32. Adults and children in the

classroom had no problem making

themselves heard.

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

Table 0-2,

(CO-kin-tied)

Ratings:

N 1 2 3 4 5

172 78.5 18.0 1.7 1.2 .6

71 73.3 22.5 1.4 1,4 1.4

101 82.2 14.8 2.0 1.0 0

171 40.8 32.2 13.5 8.8 4.7

_71 35.1 26.8 14.1 15.5 8.5

100 45.0 36.0 13.0 4.0 2.0

171 59.1 23.4 9.9 5.3 2.3

_71 52.1 19.7 16.9 B.5 2,8

100 64.0 26.0 5.0 3.0 2.0

171 11.7 17.5 29.3 17.5 24.0

71 12.7 11.3 35,2 16.9 23.9

100 11.0 22.0 25.0 18.0 24.0

171 40.9 35;1 12.9 11.1 0

71 45.1 33.8 15.5 5.6 0

100 38.0 36.0 11.0 15.0 0

41 53.7 9.8 2;4 2;4 31;7

]) 63.2 10.5 0 0 26,3

22 45.5 9:1 4.5 4.5 36.4

29 44;9 6;9 3.4 ,0 44;8

11 54;5 0 9;1 0 36:4

18 38.9 :11.1 0 0 50.0

171 26;3 39;8 22;8 7.6 3.5

71. 19.7 46;6 21;1 5.6 7;0

100 31.0 35;0 24;0 9;0 1;0,

170 59.4 23.5 10.6 4.7 1.8

70 57.1 21.4 12.9 4.3 4.3

100 61.0 25.0 9,0 5.0 0

Children seemed to be confused

about the routine for the day;

. they seemed not to know it, under-

stand it, or be able to predict

change.

Children spent a great deal of

time waiting.

For the most part, this was a

very poorly managed classroom.

The teacher discouraged children

from working together or obtaining

help from their peers.

Children never initiated inter-

actions with the teacher.

Parents did not seem to feel cam-

fortable in the classroom.

Parents in the classroom were not

listened to or respected by

children.

The classroom was dull and not

particularly stimulating.

Adults and children in this class=

room had a very hard time making

themselves heard.

2"



33. The teacher was affectionate T:

and warm toward the children. P:

C:

34. The aide was affectionate T:
.

and warm toward the childreh. P:

35. Children in the classroom

received a great deal of encourage7 P:

ment from the teacher in their work. C:

36. The teacher seemed calm and at

ease; hehhe did not become easily

disturbed by classroom situations.

T:

P:

C:

0 37. For the most part; all children T:
1

in the classroom were treated P:

fairly and equitably: C:

38. There seemed to be a high degree T:

of interest and involvement in P:

learning on the part of adults and C:

children in this classroom:

39. The adults in this classroom

seemed to go out of their way to

make all children feel wanted and

accepted.

40. The Mults in this classroom

seemed ,to go out of their way to

make all children feel competent

and successful.

Table 0-2_

(continued)

at ngs:

N 1 2 3 4

171 36.8 351

71 38.0 35 :2

100 36.0 35.0

108 22.2 35;2

59 30.5 30;5

12;2 46;8

171 31.6 31.6

71 29.6 39.4

100 33.0 26.0

171 65.4 21.1

71 63.5 23.9

100 67.0 19.0

171 73.1 14.6

71 71.8 12.7

100 74.0 16.0

171 37.4 37.4

71 39,4 28.2

100 36.0 44.0

170 32:4 34.1

71 39.4 31.0

99 27.3 36.4

170 32.9 31.8

71 36.6 35.2

99 30.3 29.3

41. The teacher seemed to be very T: 171

well respected and listened to by P:, 71

the Children. C: 100

64 :3 23:4

66;3 23.5

63.0 23,0

19 :3 7:0

15.5 8.5

22.0 6.0

23,1 9 :3

22;0 10.2

24 :5 8.2

83.4 9;9

15.5 9.9

29.0 10.0

7.0 4,7

4.2 4.2

9.0 5.0

7.6 1.8

8.5 2.8

7.0 1;0

17.0 6.4

21.1 8.5

14.0 5.0

19.4 10.0

12.7 11.3

24.2 9.1

20.6 11.8

11.3 14.1

27.3 10.1

7.6 4.1

4.2 5.6

10.0 3.0

1.8 The teacher was cold or unfriendly

2.8 toward the children.'

1,.0

10,2 The aide_ was cold.or unfriendly

6.8 toward the children.

14.3

3.5 Children in the classroom

5.6 received little encouragement

2.0 from the teacher.

1.8 The teacher seemed uneasy; he/she

4.2 became easily distracted by

0 classroom situations.

2.9 It seemed evident that the teacher

4.2 had "favorites" who were treated

2 :0 differently from the children.

1.8 There seemed to be a general lack

2.8 of interest or involvement in

1.0 learning in this class.

4.1 The adults in this classroom seemed

5.6 to make no effort to make children

3.0 feel wanted and accepted:

2.9 The adults :n this classroom seemed

2.8 to make no effort to make children

3.0 feel competent and successful:

.6 The teacher did not seem to be

0 respected or listened to by the

1.0 children;



42. The classroom aide seemed to be

very well respected and listened

to by the children.*

43. The teacher encouraged and

supported participation of handi-

capped children in the full range

of classroom activities.*

44. It was apparent that the teacher T:

was very sensitive to the special P:

needs of handicapped children and

was therefole doing a variety of

things to meet those needs.*

45. Handicapped children received

all their instruction inside the

classroom.*

P:

C:

106

57

49

Table 0-2

(continued)

1 2 3 4 5

45.2 34.0 9.4 5.7 5.7 The classroom aide did not seem to

50.9 33.3 8,8 3.5 3.5 be respected and listened to by

38.7 34.7 10.2 8.2 8.2 the children.

35 85.? 0 0 11.4 2.9 The teacher did not really support

14 78.6 0 0 14.3 7.1 or encourage participation of

21 90.5 0 0 9.5 0 handicapped children in classroom

activities.

37 56.8 18.9

14 50.1 _7.1

23 60.9 26.1

33

14

19

18.2

21.4

15.8

46; The teacher and the aide seemed T: 106 58.4

to relate and work together Pt 59 66.1

extremely well:* C: 47 48.9

*Item did not apply to many classrooms;

12.1

0

21.1

10.8 13.5 0 It was apparent that the teacher was

21.4 21.4 0 not sensitive to the special needs

4.3 8.7 0 of handicapped children and therefor'

was not doing anything to really

meet those needs.

48.5 9.1 12,1 Handicapped children received almost

57.2 7.1 14.3 no instruction in the classroom.

42.1 10.5 10,5

21.7 12,3 1.9 5.7 The teacher and the aide seemed to

22.0 10.2 0 1.7 have prOblems relating and working

21.3 14.9 4.3 10.6 together.

2 '



. Table D-3

. Descript1ye Summary of GlObal Ratings for Focused ObSerVatiohS

1. The teacher often probed child-

ren's statements/responses, asked

them to extend or amplify them or

explored the child's reason for an

incorrect response.

2. The teacher encouraged children

to work together and seek help

from each other;

3. The teacher often asked children

to consult resources other than

herself or classroom peers for

help in answering questions or

resolving problems.

4. Most of the teacher's questions

asked children to make inferences;

give reasons; draw conclusions;

make judgments or analyze.

5. The teacher encouraged children

to figure things out for themselves

and rely on their own personal

resources.

6. The teacher seemed primarily

interested in getting children to

understand the why of things rather

than acquire a lot of facts.

7. The teacher spent very little

time controlling misbehaviors or

keeping children on task:

Ratings:

N 1

T: 171 13.5

P: 71 12.7

C: 100 14.0

1: 171 8.8

P: 71 12.7

C: 100 6.0

T: 171 4.7

P: 71 5;6

C: 100 4..0

T: 171 11:1

P: 71 8.5

C: 100 13.0

T: 170 30.6

P: 70 30..0

C: 100 31.0

171 15:2

71 15:5

100 15.0

T: 170 44.1

P: 71 384

C: 99 48.5

2 3

25.1

16.9

31.0

15.8

9.9

20.0

6.4

5.6

7.,0

21,1

19.7

22.0

34,1

31.4

36.0

19.9

15.5

23.0

33.5

38,0

30'.3

4 5

17.5 23.4 :,20.5

21.1 28.2 21.1

15.0 20.0 20.0

18.1 23.4 33.9

19.7 23.9 33.8

17.0 23.0 34.0

11.7 18.1 59.1.

12.7 22.5 53.6

11.0 15..0 63.0

26.1 21.1 21,6

-s25.4 23.9 22.5

25.0 19.0 21.0

21.8 8,8 4.7

24.3 8.6 5.7

20.0 9.0 4.0

29,2 15.8 19.9

29.6 16.9 22.5

29.0 15.0 18.0

14.1 5.9 2.4

12.7 8.5 2.8

15.2 4.0 2.0

The teacher rarely probed

statements/responses, but

dropped the conversation,

another child or provided

answers to the child;

children's

instead

asked

correct.

The teacher rarely asked children

to work together or seek help from

each other.

The teacher rarely asked children

to consult resources other than

herself or classroom peers for help

in.answering questions or resolving

problems.

Most of the teacher's questions

were asking aildren to give or

repeat facts.

The teacher rarely encouraged

children to figure things out for

themselves and rely on their own

personal resources.

The teacher seemed primarily inter-

ested in getting children to acquire

a lot of facts rather than understand

the why of things.

The teacher spent most of the time

ccntrolling misbehaviors or keeping

children on task.

Note: Table entries:are percentages the total number of responses for each item.

T = Total (itali6s); P = PDC; C = Comparison

2 J.



8. Teacher generally caught mis-

behaviors in time so that they

rarely spread or increased in

seriousness;

9. The teacher demonstrated great T:

ability for dealing with more than P:

'one thing at a time. Interruptions C:

rarely made him/her iose all contact

with what he/she was doing.

. 10. The teacher kept classroom T:

activities running smoothly without P:

frequent delays or disruptions. C:

0
A_ 11; The teacher rarely kept children 1.:

a waiting for directions, task P:

assignments, materials. C:,

12. The teacher preferred to reason T:

or talk to the children about mis- P:

behaviors or disruptions. C:

13. Adults and children in the

classroom had no problem making

themselves heard.

14. The teacher seemed calm and `at

ease ; he/she did not become easily

disturbed by classroom situations.

C:

Table D-3

(continued)

Ratings:

N 1 2

170 72.9 19.4

70 64.3 25.7

100 79.0 15.0

171 53.3 29.2

71 53.5 25.4

100 53.0 32.0

171 46.2 32.2

71 4.9 33.8

100 50.0 31.0

171 44.5 32.8

71 42.2 26.8

100 46.0 37.0

171 23.4 20.5

71 24.0 21.1

100 23.0 20.0

171 57.3 28.7

71 57,7 25.4

100 57.0 31.0

171 63.8 22.2

71 57.7 26.8

100 68.0 19.0

3 4

3.5 1.8 2.4

5.7 2.9 1.4

2.0 1.0 3.0

10.5 5.8 1.2

11.3 7.0 2.8

10.0 5.0 0

14.0 5.3 2.3

15.5 5.6 4.2

13.0 5.0 1.0

14.0 6.4 2.3

16.9 8.5 5.6

12.0 5.0 0

21.1 17.0 18.0

16.9 22.5 15.5

24.0 13.0 20.0

9.9 3.5 .6

11.3 5.6 0

9.0 2.0 1.0

7.0 6.4 .6

4.2 9.9 1.4

9.0 4.0 0

Teacher rarely acted to prevent

misbehaviors from_spreading or

increasing in seriousness.

Teacher was unable to del with

more than one thing at a time.

Interruptions frequently made him/

her lose all contact with what

he/she was doing,.,

Teacher did not keep classroom

activities running smoothly.

Delays and interruptions were

frequent.

Teacher frequently made children

wait for directions, task assign-

ments or materials.

The teacher tended to rely more on

commands, threats and other tech-

niques of behavior control and less

on giving reasons or talking to

children about misbehaviors or

disruptions.

Adultt and children in thit class

room had a very hard time making

themselves heard.

The teacher seemed uneasy; he/she

became easily distracted by class

room situations.



15; The teacher seemed to be very T:

well respected and listened to P:

by the children. C:

16. The children were very coopera-

tive in doing what was expected P:

of them. C:

17. For the most part, this is a

well managed classroom.

18. Children in the classroom

received a great deai of.enCourage- P:

ment from the teacher in their work. C:

19. Children frequently initiated T:

interactions with the teacher. P:

C:

20. The children seemed interested T:

in and attentive to the learning P:

activities provided. C:

21. Children were allowed to inter- T:

act socially most of the time in P:

the classroom. C:

22. Chi'dren were encouraged to T:

express and discuss personal P:

experiences, ideas, feelings, C:

thoughts, etc.

23. There were many opportunities

or much encouragement of peer

teaching, joint efforts; coopera-

tion on learning tasks, group

projects, etc.

Table D-3

(continued)

N 1 2 3 4

171 63.2 26.3 6.4 3:3 ;6

_71 62.0 25.4 7.0 5.6 0

100 64.0 27.0 6.0 2:0 1.0

171 44.4 40.4 8.8 5.8 .6

71 38.0 42,3 12.7 7,0 0

100 49.0 39.0; 6.0 5.0 1.0

171 56.1 23.4 12.3 4.7 3.5

71 45.0 26.8 15.5 8.5 4.2

100 64.0 21.0 10.0 2.0 3.0

170 24.7 24.7 26.5 18.2 5.9

70 25.8 18.6 31.4 17.1 7.1

100 24.0 29.0 .23.0 19.0 5.0

171 38.6 29.8 17.5 13.5 .6

71 39.4 31.0 19.7 8.5 1.4

100 38.0 29.0 16.0 17.0 0

171 42.1 35.1 14.0 8.2 .6

71 36;6 31;0 18.3 12.7 1.4

100 46.0 38.0 11.0 5.0 0

171 18.7 28.1 25.7 28;1 9;4

71 19.7 35.2 26.8 12.7 5.6

100 18.0 23.0 25.0 22.0 12.0

171 16.4 23.4 19.3 23.9 17.0

71 18.3 21.2 19.7 23.9 16.9

100 15.0 25.0 19.0 24.0 17.0

171 13.5 12.3 17.0 34.4 22.8

71 15.5 11.3 19.7 36.6 16.9

100 12.0 13.0 15.0 33.0 27.0

The teacher did not seem to be

respected or listened to by the

children.

Children were not cooperative, and

for the most part did what they

pleased.

For the most part, this is a very

poorly managed classroom.

Children in the classroom received

little encouragement from the

teacher.

Children never initiated interactions

with the teacher.

The children seemed to lack interest

and_attention during learning

activities.

Children were never allowed to

interact socially except during

recess or play periods.

Children were not encouraged to

express and discuss personal

experiences, ideas, feelings,

thoughts, etc.

There were no opportunities or

encouragement for peer teaching,

joint efforts, cooperation on

learning tasks, group projects,

etc.

2"3



24. For the most part, all children T:

in the classroom were treated fairly P:

and equitably. C:

25. The teacher seemed to be trying T:

to coordinate the children's home P:

and school experiences. C:

26. The teacher seemed extremely

enthusiastic.; he/she seemed to

really enjoy tekhi4.

27. The teacher was affectionate

and warm toward the children.

28. The teacher encouraged and

supported participation of handi-

capped children in the full range

of classroom activities.*

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

T:

P:

C:

29. It was apparent that the T:

teacher was very sensitive to the P:

special needs of handicapped C:

children and was therefore doing

a variety of things to meet those needs.*

30. The teacher supported and T:

encouraged bilingual/bicultural P:

children to participate in peer C:

social interaction.

31; It was apparent that the teacher T:

valued'cultural differeneeshighly P:

and seemed tobe doing.his/her_begt C:

to promote cultural ,understanding

in the classroom.

'

tem did not apply to many classrooms.

N

171

71

100

171

71

100

171

_71

100

171

_71

100

34

13

21

34

13

21

160

69

32

167

70

97

Table B-3

(continued)

Ratings:

1 2

67.9 24.0

71.9 21.1

65.0 26.0

14.6 17.5

22.5 18.3

9.0 17.0

35.7 36.2

32.4 35.2

38.0 37.0

33.3 29.2

31.0 33.8

35.0 26.0

73.5 11.8

76.9 7.7

71.4 14.3

55.9 8.8

53.8 7.7

57.2 9.5

40.5 18.8

47.0 20.6

35.9 17.4

4.8

15.7

7.2

3

3.5

6.0

14.6

12.7

16.0

19.3

21.1

i8.0

28.1

26.8

29.0

2.9

0

4.8

17.6

15.4

19.0

24.4

16.2

30.4

8.4 .16.2

10.0 12.9

7.2 18.6

4 5

2.3 2;3 It seemed evident that the teacher

41 2:8 hasHfavorites" who were treated

1;0 2:0 differently from other childreh.

21.1 32.2 The teacher did not seem to be

15.5 31.0 making an effort to coordinate

25:0 33;0 the children's home and school

experiences.

7.0 1.8 The teacher did not seem to

9.9 1:4 enjoy what he/she was doing.

5;0 2;0

8.8 .6 The teacher was cold or unfriendly

7.0 1.4 toward the children;

10.0 0

11.8 0 The teacher did not really encourage

15.4 0 or support participation of handi-

9.5 0 capped children in classroom

activities;

21.8 5.9 It was apparent that the teacher

23.1 0 was not sensitive to the special

4.8 9.5 needs of handicapped children and

therefore was not doing anything

to really meet those needs.

6.3 10.0 The teacher did not really support

5.9 10.3 and encourage bilingual/bicultural

6.5 9.8 children to participate in peer

social interaction.

13.8 50.8 It was apparentthat the teacher

14.3 47.1 plaCid 6 16W Value on cultural

13.4 53.6 differences and did not seem to be

doing much to promote cultural

understanding in the classroom.

2 .;.:J



32. There seemed to be a high

degree of interest and involvement

in learning activities on the part

of adults and children in thiS

classroom.

33. The adults in this classroom

seemed to go out of their way to'

make children feel wanted and

accepted.

34. The adults in this classroom

seemed to go out of their way to

make children feel competent and

successful.

0

Table 0-3

(continued)

RatNgs:,

N 1 2 3 4 5

T: 171

P: 71

C: 100

38.0

33.8

41.0

T: 171 31.0

P: 71 35.2

C: 100 28.0

T: 171 28.7

P: 71 29.6

C: 100 28;0

38.6 17.0 4.1 2.3

36.7 19.7 7.0 2.8

40.0 15;0 20 2.0

27,5 25.1 13;5 2.9

25;4 23.9 12.7 2.8

29;0 26.0 14.0 3.0

29.2 26;3 14.6 1;2

29;6 21;1 16:9 2;8

29;0 30;0 13:0 0

There seemed to be a general lack

of interest or involvement in

learning in this class.

The adults in this classroom

Seemed to make no_effort tolake

all the :children feel wanted and

accepted.

The adults in this classroom

seemed_to make no effort to make

all Children feel competent and

SUCCtSfUl.



APPENDIX E

Formation of Composite Variables
in the Spring 1979 Teacher Interview

The processes used in creating the composite variables varied depending
on the nature of the items. Some, such as the Global Ratings, were all in
the same format; but others involved comgining three-point scales and five-
point scales. The procedures used in forming each of the summary variables
is described below.

Parent activities in the classroom. Three items in the Teacher Inter-
view (146, k, I) aSk about the number of parents who have done different
types of things in the teacher's classroom. Responses in terms of number
of parents involved in the three kinds of parent activities were either
"none, some; or most." For summing purposes "none" was a-bitrarily assigned

a 1 and "some" and "most" were assigned a 2, except for the "attend routine
parent conferences" item; where the values were reversed because the
desirability of that type of parent behavior was conceived as opposite in
direction to the other two items. The composite variable summed rescaled
values for the three items, resulting in scores for each teacher ranging
from 3 (all "none" resporses) to 6 (all "some" or "most" responses).
These scores were recombined into categories of "Low's (3), "Medium" (4), and
High (5 and 6), with a "Low" representing minimal occurrence of non-traditional
types of parent activity, and "High" representing frequent occurrence of

these unusual (but desirable) types of parent involvement. This summary

variable is described in Table El.

lntercorrelations between "attend routine parent conferences" and
the other two more unusual parent activities were almost nil; but the
correlation between the two non-traditional items was low, (r = +.22) and

significant (p = .0002), based on an n of 200 (Table E2).

Attitude toward more parent involvement. Teachers were asked both
what they saw as the advantages and the disadvantages of more parent involve-
ment in their school (17 a-i; 18 a-g). Three of their responses were included

in a composite variable. Items were scored as either positive or negative.
The first item was the failure to mention any advantages in response to the
question about advantages of parent involvement. The second was the advan-
tage that parents can do more for their child at hone; and the third was the

disadvantage that unfamiliar adultt would disrupt the classroom. for each

item, a '1' was assigned to each ;nterviewee if they made a negative state-
ment, and a '2' if they made .a positive one. The composite variable was the

sum of all three rescaled items. The range of the composite variable when
tallied was from 4 to 6, indicating that none of those responding perceived

all items negatively, but some responded to all positively. A further

re:ombination of responses was carried out to distinguish positive teachers
from those who gave mixed responses, and this summary variable is described

in Table El.

Item intercorrelations ranged from .37 to .54 and all were significant

(Table E3).

E -1



Amount of change in knowledge of the associated school. Items (26j,
asked about change in knowledge of what goes on in the associated school or
center; and change in amount of planning with teachers from the associated
school or center. Responses ranged from "no change" to "major change" on
a 4-point scale. These responses were collapsed to reflect either little/no
change or major/moderate change and then summed for the two items. Responses
to the two items resulted in scores ranging from two to four with two
representing "little or no change," three corresponding to "moderate change,"
and four corresponding to "major change." A summary description of this
is presented in Table El.

The between-item correlation was very high (r = .73) (cf. Table E4).

Attitude toward job situation. Construction of the summary variable
involved combining the 3-point scales of three of the items (28c, i,
300 with the 5-point scale of a fourth item (29). The 3-point scale was

"positive, negative, wasn't mentioned." The 5-point scale was "definitely
recommend, probably recommend, undecided, p obably recommend other school,
definitely recommend other school." "Definitely recommend" and "probably
recommend" were collapsed to coincide with "positive;" "probably recommend
other school" and "definitely recommend other school" were collapsed to
coincide with "negative;" and "undecided" corresponded to "didn't mention."

In forming the composite variable, all those teachers who gave both
positive and negative answers to the items were put in one category, all
those who gave only positive responses to all of the items were put in a
second category; and all those who gave only negative responses were
placed in another category. "Undecided" and missing responses were ignored.
A summary description of this variable is presented in Table El.

Intercorrelations of the four items were low, ranging from .05 to
.28, but three of the six intercorrelations were significant (Table E5).

Community resources._ Two_items concerning use of community resources
in the classroom (9h, i) fOrMed thiS composite Variable. The_first item

asked teachers how often they used people or materials from the community
in i'heir classrooms ;' and the second asked how often they discussed in class
the roles and services provided by various people in the community.

Three possible responses ("never, once a year; every other month")
were collapsed into "seldom," and were assigned a 1. Three other possible

responses ("once a month, two to three times_a month, once a week or more")

were combined into "often," and were assigned a 2. The two items were then

summed resulting in values of 2 (two "seldoms"), 3 (one_"seldom," one "often")
or 4 (two "oftens"). A summary description of this variable is presented

in Table El.

The correlation between the two items was .29 (Table E6).



The four factors derived from the factor analysis of the Teacher
Interview Global Ratings are listed below, with the ratings which comprise
them. The same procedure was used_to create the composiie variables for
all four factors, and follows the list.

Factor 1: Program adaptation to individual children. This factor is
made up of ratings 9 through 14, which toncern the degree of specificity of
the teacher's krawledge of individual children's strengths and weaknesses,
including affective needs, and her variation of instruction to accommodate
those strengths and weaknesses.

iFactor 2 Structuring_and differentiation of activities in language

and math. This factor also is made up of four ratings; 2, 3, 6 and 7. They

refer both to the amount that children participate in planning their own
language arts and math activities, and to the number of different language
arts and math activities that they engage in, planned either by them or
the teacher.

Factor 3: Efforts to involve parents and the home. This factor is

composed of three ratings; 17, 20 and 21, and_ttinterrit teathert' efforts
to involve parents in the classroom and coordinate home and SthbOl
experiences

Factor 4: Individua mane and math. This

factor compries only two ratings, 4 and 8, and refers to the amount of
time the tea-her works with individual children, small groups, or the class
as a whole.

The procedures used to create summary variables for each of these
factors involved first collapsing the five-point scale to a three-point

scale. (All of the Global Ratings represented a five-point continuum,
ranging from a high degree of the particular dimension, such as "detailed -

and specific rationale at one end, to a small degree at the other, such as

"superficial rationale.") Thus, the two extremes were-collapsed assigning them

i and 3, leaving the neutral or mid-point rating as 2.

Then for each factor;-all those teachers who gave both positive and

negative responses to the individual items were placed in one group labeled

"both." All those who gave only positive responses were placed in a second

group, labeled "positive," all those who gave only negative responses were
placed in a "negative" category, and all thbse who gave only neutral responses

were placed in an "undecided" category. Descriptive summaries of these

higher-order variables are presented in Table El.

Factor analysis of global ratings. The Global Ratings are of dimensions

such as instructional strategies, specificity of knowledge of Individual

children, and encouragement of parent involvement. Interviewers completed

the ratings on the basis of teacher responses to a series of semi-structured

questions.

E-3



Inspection of the matrix of item intercorrelations shows that there are
a number of moderately high correlations among items, with a. general pattern
of low-to-moderate intercorrelations. Two items with low response rates
(numbers 18 and 19, Table C-9, Appendix C) were discarded from these analyses
in order to use as large a pool of teachers with complete data as possible.
Of 283 teachers interviewed, 257 teachers (90.8) had been rated on all of
the remaining sevgnteen ratings scales.

Principal-components factor analysis produced four factors Wbich'were
then rotated by a pairwise varimax procedure. The four factors accounted
for 69% of the total scale variance; after rotation; 15 of the 17 scales
loaded uniquely,on one of the four factors; with loadings of .61 or higher
(in all but one case;: loadings were at or over the .7 level). The four
factors appear to be quite distinctive. The proportion of variance
accounted for by each factor ranges from approximately 12% to 26%; no one
factor accounts for the bulk of scale variation.

Tables E7-10 describe the four factors extracted from the Teacher
Interview Global Ratings, indicating which items loaded highest on each.
These factors were used to form composite variables for the analysis of
the influences on important outcomes and the interaction of treatment
with outcomes.



Table E-1

Descriptive Information on Sdmmary VarlableS

Summary Variable

Standard

Range of Scores Mean DeViation Median

Parent activities in the
277 1,00 to 3.00 .70 1.91classroom;

Attitude toward parent
281 1.00 to 2.00 1.57 .50 1.62involvement;

Change in knowledge of
131 -3.00 to 3.00 0,91 1.44 0.90the associated school or center;

Job satiSfattion; 283 1.00 to 4.00 1.39 .90 1.19

Community resources; 283 2.00 to 4.00 2-84 ;74 2;82

Program adaptation to

individual children (factor 1). 280 1.00 to 3;00 1.86 .92 1.51

Strdcture and differentiation

of activities in language and 280 1.00 to 4.00 1.61 .88 1.27

math (factor 2).

Efforts to involve parents in
280 1.00 to 4.00 1.81 .90 159the home (factor 31.

IndiVidOliiatian of activities
29 LOU to 4.00 2;24 1;23 1-95in language and math (factor 4);



Table 1,:2

Intercorrelations of Varialiles Comprising
"Parent Activities in the Clasroom" Scale

(N =280)
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Table E-3

Intercorrelations of Variables Compfilsing
"Attitude Toward More Parent Involvement' Scale*

(A7=283)
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Table E=4

Intercorrelationsof Variables Comprising
"Amount of Change in Knowledge_ofthe Associated

School or Center" Scale*

(N=253)
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Table E-5

Intercorrelations of Variables Comprising
"Attitude Toward Job Situation" Sta16*

(N=283)
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Whether the teaching staff
influence the teacher's decision
to remain in the school

Whether the school children
influence the teacher's decision
to remain in the school

.12

Teacher advice to parent about
enrolling child in teacheie's
school

Whether the school children
influence the teacher's decision
regarding advising the parent
to enroll his/her child in
teacher's school

.19 .28

*Completed cells show significant relationships, p < .05



Table E-6

Intercorrelations of Variables Comprising
"Community Resources" Scale*

(N=283)
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Table E-7

Summary Description of First Rotated Factor from Teacher
Interview Global Ratings: "Program Adaptation to Individual Children"

Factor loadings are high and positive for the ratings below, for which
low and high response values describe the teacher as having the following
characteristics:

Low Value =

The teacher was able to give
a detailed and specific de-
scription of and rationale
for the approach taken to
teaching language arts and
mathematics to different
children.

The teacher maintains specific
and comprehensive records on
each child that contain a
variety of information, such
as observations, test results,
and work specimens.

Teacher appears to have
specific knowledge of ihdiVi-
dual children's strengths, neAs
problems and interests related
to language arts and math.

Teacher varies instruction to
build on strengths, satisfy
needs, deal with problems,
and capitalize on personal
interests of individual

children.

Teacher has a specific system
that she /he uses to identify
students' strengths and
problems in language arts
and mathematics.

Teacher appears to be sensi-
tive to the affective needs
of individual children and
varies instruction according Y=

Factor Loadings
for Factor (1, High Value = 5

.78 Tea-cher was Uhable_to give
more than a superficial de-
scription of the rationale
and approach used in these
areas;

.70 The_teacher's_records for
ihdiVidUal children are
superficial; containing
little more than test results
and grades.

4 Teacher appears to have little
knowledge of individual
children's strengths, needs,
problems and interests related
to language arts and math.

.77 Teacher plans educational
activities for the class as a
whole and does not appear to
vary instruction to accommodate
individual children's strengths,
needs, problems and interests.

:73 Teacher relies solely on
informal observation to
identify students' strengths
and problems in language arts
and mathematics; :

4 Teacher appears to have little
awarenessoftheaffective needs
of IndividUal children. .



Table E-7
(continued)

Scale_Varlattle_Values:

Range of Values- Mean Standard Deviation . Medianl

257 -1.85 to 3.02 0.00 1.00 -0.11

Factor (1) accounts for 26.7% of the variance in the Global Ratings.

t.ledian based on aggregate data;



Table E-8

Summary Description of Second Rotated Factor from
Teacher Interview Global Ratings:

"Structuring and Differentiation of Activities in Language and Math"

Factor loadings are high and negative for the ratings below; for which
1-ow and high response values describe the teacher's class as having the following
characteristics:

Low.Value = 1

Children participate in
panning their own 1 guage

arts activities;

During these times children
engage in different activities
that either they or the
teacher plan.

Children participate in
planning their own math

activities.

During these times the
children engage in different

,activities that either they

or the teacher plan;

Factor Loadings
for Factor-(2)_

Scale Variable Values:

Range of Values Mean

257 -1.78 to 3.76 0.00

.85

.72

High Value = 5

Children's language arts
activities are structured
for them -by the teacher_or
by materials (e.g., work-
books);

During language arts time all
of the class is engaged in the
same or similar activities.

Children's math activities are
-:,structured for them_ by the

teacher or by materials (e.g.,
wori600ks).

;72 During mailT.time all of the
class is engiged in the same
or similar activiitles.

Standard Deviation Median'

1.00 0.19

Factor (2) accounts for 17;2% of the variance in the Global Ratinns.

'Median based on aggregate data.
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Table E-9

Summary Description of_Third Rotated Factor from
__Teacher interview Global Ratings:

"Efforts to Involve Parents and the Home"

Factor loadings are high and posi-tive for the ratings below, for which
low and high, response values describe the teacher as having the following
ZETracteristics:

Low Value

The teacher seemed to be making
an effort to invite.parents into
the classroom;

The teacher seemed to be trying
to coordinate the children's
home and school experiences.

The teacher was very concerned
about involving parents in the
classroom and was doing her
best to encourage it;

Factor Variable Values:

Range_of_Values_

257 -2.39 to 2.41

Factor Loadings
for Factor (3)

Mean

0.00,

High Value = 5

.90 The teacher seemed to make
no effort to invite parents
into the classroom.

.

61 The teacher did not seem to
be making an effort to
coordinate the children's
home and school experiences.

.93 The teacher_ was not that
concerned about involving
parents in the classroom and
therefore did not seem to be
doing anything to encourage it.

Standard Deviation Median'

1:00 -0;12

Factor (3) accounts for 13.8% of the variance in the Global Ratings.

1Median based on aggregate data.



Table E-10

Summary Description of Fourth Rotated Factor from
Teacher Interview Global Ratings:

"Individualization of Activities in Language and Math"

Factor loadings are high and negative for the ratings below, for which
low and high response values describe the teacher's behavior as having the
following characteristics:

Low Value = 1

When children are learning
language arts skills, the
teacher works with indivi-
dual children;

When the children are learning
math skills, the teacher works
with individual children.

Factor Loadings
for Factor- (4) High Value = 5

.85 During these times the
teacher works with the
entire class as a group.

;72 During these times the
teacher works with the entire
class as a group.

Factor Variable_Values:

L Ran ge-of±-Values- Mean- Standard _Deviation Medianl

257 -2.48 to 2.76 0.00 1;00 0;05

Factor (4) accounts for 11:7% orthe variance in the Global Ratings after

rotation.

1Median based on aggregate data

2..2
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